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''" LI V NIAGARA0 MOHAWK
NIAGARAMOHAWKPOWER CORPORATION/301 PLAINFIELDROAD, SYRACUSE, N.Y. 13212/TELEPHONE (315) 474-1511

November 21, 1988
NMP1L 0324

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attn: Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

Re: Nine Mile Point Unit 1

Docket No. 50-220
DPR-63

Nine Mile Point Unit 2

Docket No. 50-410
NPF-69

Gentlemen:

Niagara Mohawk Power, Corporation has recently made a change to its management
organization. Effective November 15, 1988, 'r. Lawrence Burkhardt III has
been appointed Executive Vice President, Nuclear Operations. Mr., Burkhardt
will be responsible for the full range of nuclear, issues and activities for
both nuclear power plants..

Correspondence previously, addressed to Mr. C. VS Mangan, Senior Vice
President, should be mail'ed to Mr. Burkhardt at the following address:
Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation, 301 Plainfield Road, Syracuse, New York
13212.

Very truly yours,

NIAGARA MOHAWK POWER CORPORATION

John M. Endries
Pres)dent

JMM/pns
6032G

xc: Regional Administrator, Region I
Mr. R. A. Capra, Director
Ms. M. F. Haughey, Project Manager
Mr. W. A. Cook, Resident Inspector
Mr. L. Burkhardt, Executive Vice President
Records Management

8811230282 881121
PDR 1-"IDOCK 05000220
H PDC
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November 21, 1988

DISTRIBUTION
i,= Do'cket file-w/enclo'sure-,

. PDI-1 Rdg
'Vogan

MHaughey
JScinto

DOCKET NO(S) 50«220
Mr. Charles V. Mangan
Senior Vice President
Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation
301 Plainfield Road
Syracuse, New York 13212

SUBJECT: mat:mA Modem P0WR C0RPORAT10N
Nine Mile Point Nuclear Station, Unit No. 1

The -following documents concerning our review of the subject facility are transmitted for
your information.

Notice of Receipt of Application;" dated

Draft/Final Environmental Statement, dated

Q Notice of Availability of Draft/Final Environmental Statement, dated

Safety Evaluation Report, or Supplement No. dated

Environmental Assessment and Finding of No Significant Impact, dated

Q Notice of Consideration of Issuance of Facility Operating License or Amendment to
Facility Operating License, dated

+ Bi-Meekly Notice; Applications and Amendments to Operating Licenses Involving No
Sigifi II* d C id i,d d~f
Exemption, dated

Construction Permit No. CPPR- , Amendment No. dated

Facility Operating License No. , Amendment No. dated

Order Extending Construction Completion Date, dated

monthly Operating Report for transmitted by letter dated

Annual/Semi-Annual Report-

transmitted by letter dated

Enclosures:
As stated

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

cC: See next page
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Federal Register / Vol. 53, No. 221 / Wednesday, November 18, 1888 / Notices

Biweekly Notice Applications and
Amendments to Operating Ucenses
involving No Significant Hazards
Considerations

I. Background

Pursuant to Public Law (P.L.) 97415.
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (the
Commission) is publishing this regular
biweekly notice. P.L. 97<15 revised
section 189 of the Atomic Energy Act of
1954. as amended (the Act), to require
the Commission to publish notice of any
amendments issued. or proposed to be
issued. under a new provision of section
189 of the Act. This provision grants the
Commission the authority to issue and
make immediately effective any
amendment to an operating license upon
a determination by the Commission that
such amendment involves no significant
hazards consideration, notwithstanding
the pendency before the Commission of
a request for a hearing from any person.

This biweekly notice includes all
notices of amendments issued, or
proposed to be issued from October 26,
1988 through November 4. 1988. The last
biweekly notice was published on
November 2. 1988 (53 FR 44241).

NOTICE OF CONSIDERATION OF
ISSUANCE OF AMENDMENTTO
FACILITYOPERATING LICENSE AND
PROPOSED NO SIGNIFICANT
HAZARDS CONSIDERATION
DETERMINATIONAND
OPPORTUNITY FOR HEARING

The Commission has made a proposed
determination that the following
amendment requests involve no
significant hazards consideration. Under
the Commission's regulations in 10 CFR
50.92, this means that operation of the
facility in accordance with the proposed
amendments would not (1) involve a
signiTicant increase in the probability or
consequences ol an accident previously
evaluated: or (2) create the possibility of
a new or difierent kind of accident from
any accident previously evaluated; or (3)
involve a significant reduction in a
margin of salety. The basis for this
proposed determination lor each
amendment request is shown below.

The Commission is seeking public
comments on this proposed
determination. Any comments received

. within 30 days after the date of
publication of this notice willbe
considered in making any final
determination. The Commission willnot
normally make a final determination
unless it receives a request for a
hearing.

Written comments may be submitted
by mail to the Regulatory Publications
Branch, Division of Freedom of
Information and Publications Services.
Office of Administration and Resources
Management. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission. Washington. DC 20555.
and should cite the publication date and
page number of this Federal Register
notice. Written comments may also be
delivered to Room P-216. Phillips
Building. /920 Norfolk Avenue.
Bethesda. Maryland from 7:30 a.m. to
4:15 p.m. Copies of written comments
received may be examined at the NRC
Pubiic Document Room. the Gelman
Building. 2120 L Street. NW..
Washington. DC The filingof requests
for hearing and petitions for leave to
intervene is discussed below.

By December 16. 1988 the licensee
may Ale a request for a hearing with
respect to issuance of the amendment to
the subject facility operating license and
any person whose interest may be
affected by this proceeding and who
wishes to participate as a party in the
proreeding must file a written petition

for leave to intervene. Requests for a
hearing and petitions lor leave to
intervene shall be filed ln accordance
with the Commission's "Rules of
Practice for Domestic Licensing
Proceedings" in 10 CFR Part 2. Ifa
request for a hearing or petition for
leave to intervene is filed by the above
date, the Commission or an Atomic
Safety and Licensing Board. designated
by the Commission or by the Chairman
of the Atomic Safety and Licensing
Board Panel, willrule on the request
and/or petition and the Secretary or the
designated Atomic Safety and Licensing
Board willissue a notice of hearing or
an appropriate order.

As required by 10 CFR 2.714, a
petition for leave to intervene shall set
forth with particularity the interest ol
the petitioner in the proceeding, and
how that interest may be affected by the
results of the proceeding. The petition
should speciTically explain the reasons
why intervention should be permitted
with particular reference to the
following factors: (1) the nature of the
petitioner's right under the Act to be
made a party to the proceeding: (2) the
nature and extent of the petitioner's
property, financial. or other interest in
the proceeding; and (3) the possible
effect ol any order which may be
entered in the proceeding on the
petitioner's interest. The petition should
also identify the specific aspect(s) of the
subject matter of the proceeding as to
which petitioner wishes to intervene.
Any person who has filed a petition for
leave to intervene or who has been
admit ted as a party may amend the
petition without requesting leave of the
Board up to fifteen (15) days prior to the
first prehearing conference scheduled in
the proceeding. but such an amended
petition must satisfy the specificity
requirements described above.

Not later than fifteen (15) days prior to
the first prehearing conference
scheduled in the proceeding. a petitioner
shall file a supplement to the petition to
intervene which must include a list of
the contentions which are sought to be
litigated in the matter. and the bases for
each contention set forth with
reasonable specificity. Contentions shall
be limited to matters within the scope of
the amendment under consideration. A
petitioner who fails to file such a
supplement which satisfies these
requirements with respect to at least one
contention willnot be permitted to
participate as a party.

Those permitted to intervene become
parties to the proceeding. subject to any
limitations in the order granting leave to
intervene. and have the opportunity to
pariicipi te fully in the conduct of the
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hearirg. including the opportunity to
present evidence and cross-examine
witnesses.

Ifa hearing is requested. the
Commission willmake a final
determination on the issue of no
significant hazards consideration. The
final determination will serve to decide
when the hear'ng is held.

ii the final determination is that the
an.endment request involves no
significant hazards consideration. the
Commission may issue the amendment
and make it immediately effective,
notwithstanding the request for a
hearing. Any hearing held would take
place afier issuance of the amendmenL

If the final determination is that the
amendment involves a significant
hazards consideration, any hearing held
would take place before the issuance of
any amendment.

Normally. the Commission willnot
issue the amendment until the
expiration of the 30-day notice period.
However. should circumstances change
during the notice period such that failure
to act in a timely way would result. for
example. in derating or shutdown of the
facility. the Commission may issue the
iicense amendment before the
expiration of the 3(today notice period..
provided that its final determination is
that the amendment involves no
significant hazards consideration. The
final determinafion willconsider all
public and State comments received
before action is taken. Should the
Commission take this action. it will
publish a notice of issuance and provide
for opportunity for a hearing after
issuance. The Commission expects that
the need to take this action willoccur
very infrequently.

A request for a hearing or a petition
for leave to intervene must be filed with
the Secretary of the Commission. U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
Washington. DC 20SSS. Attention:
Docketing and Service Branch. or may
be delivered to the Commission's Public
Document Room, the Gelman Building,
2120 L Street. NW., Washington, DC. by
the above date. Where petitions are
fded d.-.ing the last ten (10),days of the
notice period. it is requested that the
petitioner promptly so in:orm the
Comn:ission by a toll-free telephone call
to Western Union at 1-(8C0) 325@NO (in
Missouri 1-(800) 3424700). The Western
Union operator should be given
Datagram Identification Number 3737
and the following message addressed to
(Projecr Director): petitioner's name and
telephone number: date petition was
mailed: plant name: and publication
date and page number of this Federal
Register notice. A copy of the petition
should also be sent to the Office of the

General CounseL U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission. Washington.
DC 20555. and to the attorney for the
licensee.

Nontimely filings of petitions for leave
to intervene. amended petitions,
supplemental petitions and/or requests
for hearing wtII not be entertained
absent a determination by the
Commission. the presiding officer or the
presiding Atomic Safety and Licensing
Board, that the petition and/or request
should be granted based upon a
balancing of factors specified in 10 CFR
2.714(a)(t)(i)-(v) and? 714(d).

For further details with respect to this
action. see the application for
amendment which is available for public
inspection at the Commission's Public
Document Room, the Caiman Building,
2120 L Street, NW., Washington, DC,
and at the local public document room
for the particular facility involved.

Arkansas Power tk Light Company,
Docket Nos. SM13 and SMSS, Arkansas
Nuclear One, Units 1 and 2. Pope
County, Arkansas

Dote ofomendmen! requests: May 27.
1988

Description of amendment requests:
The amendments would modify the
Technical Specifications (TSs) for each
unit by adding operability and
surveillance requirements for the core-
exit thermocouples (CETs). The CET
system is one of the inadequate core
cooling (ICC] monitoring systems. These
systems and the associated TSs are
required by NUREG4737, Section II.F2,
as specified by Generic Letter 83-37.

Basis forproposed no significant
hazcrds consideration determinationr
The ComtrJssion has provided guidance
for the application of criteria for no
significant hazards consideration .

determination by providing examples of
amendtnents that are considered not
likely to involve signiTicant hazards
considerations (51 FR 7751). These
examples include: Example (ii), A
change that consLttutes an additional
limitation, restriction, or control not
presently included in the Technical
Specifications: e.g.. "a more stringent
surveillance requirement."

The new operability and surveillance
requirements for the CEI'system of each
unit constitute additional limitations,
restrictions. and controls not presently
included in the Technical Specifications.
Therefore. the proposed amendments
are within the scope of the example.

Since the applications for amendment
involve proposed changes that are
encompassed by an example for which
no significant hazards consideration
exists. the staff has made a proposed
determination that the applications

involve no significant hazards
consideration.

Local Public Document Room
locorionr Tomlinson Library. Arkansas
Tech University. Russeilville. Arkansas
72801

Attorrtey /or licensee: Nicholas S,
Reynolds. Esq., Bishop, Cook Purcel)
and Reynolds, 1400 L Street, NW„
Washington, DC 20005QQL?

NRC Project Director. )ose A. Calvo

Carolina Power & Light Company et aL,
Docket No. 5M25. Bnmswick Steam
Electric Plant, Unit No. 1, Brunswick
County, North Carolina

Dote ofopplicari ort foromendmenr:
May 27, 1988

Description ofcrmendmenr requusrr
The proposed amendment would change
the reactor water level setpoint for the
isolation of the Group 1 primary
containment isolation valves from low
level 2 to low level 3. The proposed
amendment also reflects plant
modifications that are necessary. New
slave units willbe added for the low
level 3 instrumentation and their tag
numbers willbe identiTied in the
Technical Specifications. Master trip
units willbe upgraded and the
Technical SpeciTications willre0ect the
new tag numbers for low level 2.

Basis forproposed nasigni ficonr
hazards considerotion dererminorionr
The Commission hss provided
standards for determining whether a no
significant hazards consideration exists
as stated in 10 CFR 50.92(c). A proposed
amendment to an operating license
involves no significant hazards
consideration ifoperation of the facility
in accordance with the proposed
amendment would not: (1) involve a
significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously
evaluated: or (2) create the possibility of
a new or different kind of accident from
any accident previously evaluated; or (3)
involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety.

The licensee evaluated the proposed
changes in accordance with the
standards in 10 CFR 50.92(c) and
provided the following analysis:

t. The setpoint change has been evaluated
with respect io several operating parameters.
including the minimum critical power tatin
(MCPR), peak vessel preaaute. radiation
release, and shutdown cepabiiiiy during
abnormal operating trensients. Fuel dadding
Integrity during e loss-of-coolant accident
(LOCA) and the reactor response durfng en
anticipated transient without scram (ATWSI
event were also evaluated. Results of this
evaluation are provided in the CE Topical
Report NEDC.308Ot P. "Safety Review of
Water Level Setpoint Change fcr Brunswick
Steam Electric Ptant. Units t and ""As
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stated in Section 4.2.3 and 4.2.4 of that report.
the change willnot cause a reduction in
MCPR. an increase in the peak pressure. an
increase in radiation release. a cause of
equipment damage, a reduction in plant
shutdown capability, or a decrease in core
cooling capability. The main steam isolation
valve (MSIV) water level setpoint change has
no impact on LOCA events previously
evaluated. nor does it cause consequences of
accidents previously evaluated to be
increased.

z. Several operating parameters have been
evaluated to support the setpoint change.
including MCPR. peak vessel pressure.
radiation release. and shutdown capability
during abnormal operating transients. Fuel
cladding integrity during a LOCA and reactor
response during an ATWS event were also
evaluated. Results of this evaluation are
provided in the GE Topical Report NEDC.
30601.P. "Safety Review of Water Level
Setpoint Change for Brunswick Steam
Electric Plant. Units 1 and 2." None of these
evaluations indicated that any new or
different type of accident would be created
by the change. In addition. the present

.function and structure of the Group 1

isolation valves remains unchanged, thereby
eliminating possible operator confusion and
training problems that could lead to a new or
different type of accident Therefore. the
proposed change does not create the
possibility of a new or different kind of
accident.

3. The effects of the setpoirt change for
LOCA events has been reviewed. and it has
been determined that the change has no
impact. As stated in NEDC-30601-P. large and
intetmediate LOCA events willnot be
affected because the rapid depressurization
and rapid inventory loss willcause the MSIV
to close alinost immediately alter the
accident. before any fuel failwe could occur.
Thus, the lower MSIV trip willnot increase
inventory loss from the reactor core or
radiation release to the environment. For a
~ mall break LOCA. the highest peak cladding
temperature for the worst case single failure
(i.e., failure of the high pressure coolant
injection (HPCI) system) is considerably less
than the 2200' peak clad temperature liinit.
Therefore. the setpoint change willhave no
effect on the limitingmaximum average
planar linear heat generation rate
(MAPLHGR).

F'r a loss of feedwater flow event under
the proposed an:cndment. the reactor would
not be isolated while HPCI and reactor core,
isolation lcoolingj (RCIC) are operating,
Reactor core isolation cooling system flow
would compensate Ior steam flow through the
turbine control valves to the main condenser,
thereby maintaining water level above low
level 3. keeping the MSIVs open. and
preventing the S/RVs from opening, Thus, the
MSIV setpoint change willnot compromise
core cooling capability for the loss of
feedwater flow event. Furthermore. It reduces
suppression pool heatup for this event
because the main condenser is available for a
longer time.

The low level 3 reactor water level setpoint
for the Croup 1 primary containment
isolation system valves still "ensures the
effectiveness of the instrumentation used to

mitigate the consequences of accidents" as
demonstrated by the evaluation in Sections 4
and 5 of NEDC.30601.P. Thus. for the reasons
described above. the margin of safety is not
reduced and may actually be increased.

Based on the above. the licensee haa
determined that the proposed
amendmcnt does not involve a
significant hazards consideration. The
NRC staff hes reviewed the licensee'5
no significant hazards consideration
determination and agrees with the
licensee's analysis. Accordingly. the
Commission proposes Io determine that
the requested amendment does not
involve a significant hazards
consideration.

Local Public Document Room
locations University of North Carolina at
Wilmington. WilliamMadison Randell
Library. 801 S. College Road.
Wilmington. North Carolina 28403-3297.

Attorney for licensee: R. E Jones.
General Counsel, Carolina Power 5

Light Company. P. 0, Box 1551. Raleigh,
North Carolina 27602

h'RC Project Director: Elinor G.
Adensem

Carolina Power gt Ughl Company et el.,
Docket No. 50425. Brunswick Steam
Electric Plant. Unit No. 1, Brunswick
County, North Carolina

Dale ofapplication for amendment:
June 9, 1968

Description ofamendment request:
The proposed change to Brunswick
Steam Electric Plant. Unit No. 1, (BSEP)
Technical Specification Tables 3.3.5.2-1
and 4.3.5.2-1 la requested Io address
alternate shutdown capabilfty
requirements associated with 10 CFR
Part 50, Appendix R.

Reactor vessel water level transmitter
B21-LT-N026A current)y provides
indication on the remote shutdown
panel (B21-LI-R804AX),as well as on the
control panel in the control room (via
B21-LT404A), and level transmitter B21-
LT-N026B provides indication only on
the control panel (via B21-LI-R604B). The
remote shutdown panel ia located In the
reactor building. The proposed
modfficatfori would have level
transmitter B21-LT-N028A providing
indication to only the control panel in
the control room (on B21-U-R604A) and
level transmitter B21.LT-N026B will
provide indication on the remote
shutdown panel (B21-LI-R604BX) and.
via the remote shutdown panel, on the
control panel (B21-LI-R604B).

The licensee states that these
modifications are being made Io address
alternate shutdown capability
requirements associated with 10 CFR
Part 50. Appendix L Section III.G.The
above described level transmitters and
indicators are identified in the Tcchnical

Specifications and, subsequently, need
to be changed to support the
modification.

Basic forproposed na significant
hazards consideration determinationr
The Commission has provided
standards for determining whether a no
significant hazards consideration exists
as stated in 10 CFR 50.92(c). A proposed
amendment to an operating license
involves no significant hazards =

consideration ifoperation of the facility
In accordance with the proposed
amendment would not: (1) involve a
afgttfficant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously
evaluated: or (2) create the possibility of
a new or different kind of accident from
any accident previously evaluated: or (3)
involve e significant reduction in a
margin of safety.

Carolina Power gi Light Company (the
Company) has reviewed this proposed
license amendment request and
determined that ita adoption would
involve no significant hazards
consfderetion for the following reasons:

1. The instrumentation being rewired
provides reactor water level Indication as
part of the plant monitoring instrumentation
required for 10 CFR Part 50. Appendix. R.
Section QI.G. It provides no direct protection
against any of the accidents identified in
Chapter 15 of the Updated Final Safety
Analysis (VFSAR). By rewiring these
instruments. the Train A instrumentation will
feed the control room and the Train B
instrumentation willfeed the remote
shutdown panel thereby satisfying the
requirements of 10 CFR Part 50. Appendix R.
Section GI.G. The purpose and function of the
instrumentation willnot change: only the
indication point willbe exchanged between
instrument trains. Therefore. the proposed
amendment does not involve a significant
increase in the probability or consequences
of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Rewiring of level transmitter loops B21 ~

LT-N626A and B21.LT-N026B willallow the
Ccmpany to safely shutdown the unit using
the Alternate Safe Shutdown Procedures. The
possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously
evaluated willnot be created because this
Instrumentation willnot be performing any
different function from its current function.
This modification is being made to address
the commitments associated with 10 CFR part
50. Appendix LSection IILG which require
the Train A instrumentation to feed the
control room and the Train B instrumentation
to feed the remote shutdown panel. The new
configuration willensure consistent
Indication. Le., Train A or Train B. in both the
control room and at the remote shutdown
panel. The necessary indication willbe
available to the operator at the proper
location under Are scenarios which would
take out either the Train A or Train B
instrumentation.

3. The proposed modification willensure
proper indication in the appropnate area in
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the event of c fire that takes out either the
Train A or Train B instrumcntctian.
Cuircntly. transmitter B21.LT N026A feeds
the remote shutdawn panel. cnd transmitter
B21 LT N026B feeds the control roam.
Commitments associated with compliance
with10CFR Part 50. Appendix R. Section
III.C requires that Train A Iced the control
roam and Train B feed the remote shutdown
panel. This is ia ensure that In the event of s
fire thai takes aut Train A, there willbe
indicaiian ia the remote shutdown panel fram
Train B, cnd in a fire that takes aut Train B.
there willbe indication ta the control room
fram Train A. Thus. the proposed smcndn:ent
does nat involve a significant reductian in the
margin of safety.

Based on the above reasoning, the
licensee has determined that the
proposed changes involve no significant
hazards consideration. The NRC staff
has reviewed the licensee's no
significant hazards consideration
determination and agrees with the
licensee's analysis. Accordingly. the
Commission proposes to determine thai
the requested amendment does not
involve a significant hazards
consideration.

Local Public Document Room
lacationi University of North Carolina at
Wi!mington. WilliamMadison Randall
Library. 601 S. College Road,
Wilmington. North Carolina 28403.3297.

Attorney for licensee: R. E Jones,
General Counsel. Carolina Power Ik

Light Company, P. O. Box 15S1, Raleigh,
North Carolina 27602

NRC Project Director. Elinor G.
Adensam

Carolina Power gi Light Company et al.,
Docket No. SM2$ , Brunswick Steam
Electric Plant. Unit No. 1. Brunswick
County, North Carolina

Date ofapplication for amendment:
June 27, 1988

Description ofamendment requesti
The proposed amendment would change
Technical Specification (TS) Tables
3.3.5.6-1. 3.3.S.6-2 and 4.3.5.6-1 to replace
instrument tag number TSZR463 with
TS-CIT463-3. This change is needed as
a result af planned upgrading of
instrumentation during the Brunswick
Steam iectric Plant. Unit 1. refueling
outage of November 1988. Item 2 in each
of the above tables lists chloride leak
detection instrumentation in the
condensate pump discharge. This
instrumentation provides indication of
chloride intrusion in the feedwater and
condensate systems. Chlorides pose a

long-term threat to the integrity of
stainless steel piping systems. The
change is necessary due to a plant
modification that willreplace the
instrument represented by TSAR-863.3
with an upgraded conductivity cell and
analyzer represented by tag number TS-

CIT463-3. The upgraded components
are capable of detecting and
compensating for temperature transients
that may occur in the sample being
analyzed. The new conductivity
analyzer willprovide a direct and
continuous reading without relying on a
recorder, and willalso provide an
output to a recorder for trending
purposes.

Basis forproposed no significant
hazards consideration determination:
The Commission has provided
standards for determining whether a no
significant hazards consideration exists
as stated in 10 CFR 50.92(c). A proposed
amendment ta an operating license
involves no significant hazards
consideration ifoperation of the facility
in accordance with the proposed
amendment would not: (1) involve a
significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously
evaluated; or (2) create the possibility of
a new or different kind of accident from
any accident previously evaluated: or (3)
involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety.

The licensee has determined that:
1. The accidents analyzed in Chapter 15 of

the Updated FSAR are nat affected by the
chloride leak detection instrumentation
change because the function af the
instrument is nat altered snd the chloride
limits established In TS 3/4.4.4 are nat being
changed. In addition. thc new Instruments
being installed are capable of detecting and
compensating for temperature transients
which msy occur In the sample being
analyzed. The current system requires
additional data processing ta achieve the
same results. Based on this reasoning, CPaL
hcs dcicrnuncd that the proposed
amendment docs nat involve ~ significant
Increase In the probability or consequences
of sn accident previously evaluated.

2. As stated above. the chloride leak
detection instrumentation provides protection
from lang.term piping dcgradatian In the
fcedwctcr cnd condensate systems ccwcd by
chloride intrusion. No passibility af a new or
different kind of accident Is created because
the new instruments perform the same basic
function as the ones they are replacing. Also,
the reactor coolant system chloride limits
established in TS 3/4.4.4 are nat being
changed. Thc new instrument hcs enhanced
capabilities: it processes the data into c more
useful farm prior ta readout. Baaed on the
above reasoning. CPaL has determined that
the proposed cmcndmcnt docs nat create the
possibility of c new or different kind of
eccidcnt from any ecctdent previously
evaluated.

3. The margin of safety is nat reduced
because. as stated above. the new
Instruments perform the same basic function
cs the ones they are replacing and thc
chloride limits estabgshcd in TS 3/4.4 4 are
nat being changed. In fact, the new
instruments have enhanced capabilities
which may provide the user with better data.
thereby providing earlier indication of

chloride Intrwtan. cnd perhaps avaiding
lang tenn problems with pipe degradation
duc ta chloride intrusion. Based an this
reasoning. CpaL hss determined that thc
proposed cmcndmcnt dacs nat Involve c
~ igniflccnt reduction In the margin of safety.

Based on the above reasoning, the
licensee has determined that the
proposed changes Involve no significant
hazards consideration. The NRC staff
has reviewed the licensee's no
significant hazards consideration
determination and agrees with the
licensee's analysis. Accordingly, the
Commiss'ion proposes to determine that
the requested amendment does not
involve a significant hazards
consideration.

Local Public Document Room
locatiaru University of North Carolina at
Wilmington. WilliamMadison Randall
Library, 601 S. College Road.
Wilmington, North Carolina 28403 3297.

Attorney for licensee: R. E. Jones.
General Counsel, Carolina Power Ik
Light Company, P. O. Box 1551, Raleigh,
North Caroline 27602

NRC Project Director. Elinor G.
Adensam

Commonwealth Edison Company,
Docket Nos. SO@56 and 50457,
Braldwood Station, Unit Nos. 1 and 2,
WillCotttltyr IIIIQolb

Date ofapplicatian foramendmentsi
November 28, 1988 and January 14. 1988

Description ofamendments request:
. In accordance with the requirements of

10 CFR 73.55, the licensee submitted an
amendment to the Braidwood Nuclear
Power Station Security Plan to reflect
recent changes to that regulation. The
proposed amendment would modify
paragraph 2 F of Facility Operating
License Nos. NPF-72 and NPF-77 to
require compliance with the revised
plan.

Basis forproposed no significant
hazards cansidenztion determination:
On August 4. 1988 (51 FR 27817 and
27822), the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission amended Part 73 of its
regulations, "Physical Protection and
Plants and Materials," to clarify plant
security requirements to afford and
increased assurance of plant safety. The
amended regulations required that each
nuclear power reactor licensee submit
proposed amendments to its security
plan to implement the revised provisions
of 10 CFR 73.55. The licensee submitted
its revised plan on November 26, 1988
and January 14,1988, to satisfy the
requirements of the amended
regulations. The Commission proposes
to amend the license to reference Ihe
revised plan.
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In the Supplementary Materials
accocnpanyuig the amended regulations.
the Commission indicated that it was
amending its regulations "to provide a
more safety conscious safeguards
system while maiatain~c the c~nt
levels cf protection" ~~ that'the
-Car,:...iss!on believes that the
c!~i"cation and refinement of
requirements as reQwted tn these
amendments are appropriate because
they afford an iacreased assurance of
plant salety."

The Commission has provided
guidarce concerning the application of
the cAteria for determining whether a

significant hazards consideration exists
by providing certain examples of actions
involving no significant hazards
considerations and exarnp)es of actions
involving significant hazards
consideration (Sl FR 7750). One of these
examples of actions mvo)ving no
significant hazards considerations is
example (vii) 'a change to conform a
license to cha~ in the regu)ations.
where the hcense change results in very
minor changes to fact)ity operations
clearly in keeping with the regulations."
The changes in this case fall within the
scope of the example. For the foregoing
reasons. the Commission proposes to
determine that the proposed amendment
involves no significant hazards
consideration.

Local Pubic Document Room
location! 4'i)mington Township Public
Library. 201 S. Kankakee Street.
RVi)mington. ILinois 60481.

Attorneyta licensee: Michael Mi)ler.
Esquire: Sid!ey and Ausfin. One First
National P)aza. Chicago. H)inois 60603.

NRC Prospect Director! Daniel R.
Mul)er

Commonwealth Edison Company.
Docket No. 50474, LaSaUe County
Station. Unit 2. LaSalIe County, IIIinois

Date ofapplication for amandmenc
September l4. 1988

Briefdescription of amendment, The
prcposed amendment to Operating
License No. NPF-18 would revise the
LaSa!le Urdt 2 Teumica! Specifications
in support of the second reload for
LaSa! le Un.'. 2. Startup for Cycle 3 is
current!y scheduled for January 1989.

'he proposed reload fuel and analyses
inc!udice g the previously approved
SAFER/GESTR.LOCA Loss. of-Coclaat
Accident (LOCA) Analysis are changes
resul:ing from analyses performed to
expand the operating region and allow
equipment outwf.service and changes
that are administrative or provide
clarification. The proposed changes for
LaSallc Unit 2 are identical to those
previously submitted and approved for
use at LaSalle Unit 1, except for minor

ca)ca)ation diffecencm m the results for
transient analyses and inc)ade:

1. Provision for operation in the
expanded operating domain including
revised APRM and RBM setpoint

'hanges incorporated using standard
and previousLy approved cnethodo)otty.

2. Use of extended burnup fuel (GE
8x8EB) with increa.M LHGR L'mit of
14.4 Kw/ft.

3. Use of improved transient and
'OCA analysis methods which aDow

use of a lower tau B value in
deterinining the MCPR operating limit as
a function of scram time. and deletion of
the single loo p MAPLHGR limit
multiplier of 0.85.

4. Provision for operauon with certain
equipment inoperable or out of service.
SpeciTically, one of the following
systems or components may be out of
service when the appropriate Technical
SpeciQcatioa Actions are satisQed:

a. Turbine Bypass System
b. End-of-Cyc)e Recirculation Pump

Trip (EOC-RPI')
c. One Safety Relief Valve (SRV)
d. Feedwa ter Heaters
5. Several changes for c)arification or

administrative purposes were proposed
including

a. Deletion of GEXL correlatioa and
GETAB statistical model in the haes of
the safety limit section.

b. Revision to the Control Rod
Program Contro)s Tec)mca)
Specifxation to require the RWM to be
demonstrated operable in Operational
Condition 1. prior to reaching 20.o
power. when reducing thermal power.

Basis forproposed na significant
l:azards consideratioo determination:
The Commission has provided
standards for determining whether no
significant hazards considerabon exists
as stated )n 10 CFR 50.92(c). h proposed
amendment to an operating license for a
facility involves no significant hazards
consideration ifoperation of the facility
in accordance with the proposed
amendment would not: (1) invo)ie a
significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident prmions)y
eva)uatech or (2) create the possibility of
a new or different kind of accident from
an accident prerious)y evaluated: or (3)
involve a si)pi%cant reduction in a
margin of safety.

The licensee has determined. and the
NRC staff agrees. that the proposed
amendment willnot:

1. Involve a significant increase in the
probability ar consequences of an
accident previously evaluated because
tl.e use of the proposed operating )im)ts
is specificaHy analyzed to ensure ttwt
the input assumptions of all ex!sting
transient aad accident analyses remain
valid. These analyses are performed

using a metbodo)ogy which has received
review and approval for other similar
plants inc)ading LaSalle Unit 1. The
Technical S pecification Actions
included in the proposed revisions do
not signiQcant)y aLect the probability of
ar. acc',dent p-eviously analyzed
because the required lime intervals fo;
concave a~rior. are consister t with the
existing specificaaons.

2. Create the possibi)i'.y of a new or
diffment kind of accident from any
accident precdous)y evaluated because
the proposed MCPR. MAPLHGR. and
LHGR limits represent limitations on
reactor operating state which do rot
directly affect the operation. or function
of any system or component. As a result.
there is no impact on or additioa of any
systems or equipment whose failure
could initiate an accident. The proposed
operating domain is evaluated to retain
the originally required de ign ma~ins to
system integrity during normal
operation. transients and accidents and
therefore. do not cause significant new
loads or stresses on mechanical systems
or boundaries. The proposed aUowaaces
for operating with prescribed equipment
inoperable or outwf-service do not
cause physical changes to any systems
and therefore do not induce new failure
modes.

3. Involve a signiQcant reduction ia
the margin of safety because no changes
to safety limi:s protective system!ogic
or design are involvecL The analyses
used to evaluate reactor and system
performance are performed usirg
standard methods aad the ca)cu)ated
operating limits maintain conservative
margin to safety limits to accommodate
the anticipated performance during
transients and accidents. Changes
which are admir.istrative in nariee do
not affect the operat)ng limits of the
plant or tbe coraequences of analyzed
transients.

Local Public Document Room
lacatiorL Public Library of Illinois.
Valley Community College. Rural Route
No. 1. Oglesby. L'linois 6134L

Attorney to licensee: Michael Miller.
Esq., Sidley and Austin. One First
National Plaza. Chicago. Illinois 60603

NRC Project Director. Daniel R.
Muller

Commonwealth Edison Company
(CECo), Docket No. 50-265, Quad Cities
Nuc)ear Pow er Station. Unit 2, Rock
Island County, Illinois

Date ofapplication for amendments:
July 7. 1988

Description ofamencLments request
There are two changes associated with
the propoeed license amendment. The
first change results from the comp)etion
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of a Unit 2 Detailed Control Room
Design Review (DCRDR) Human Factors
modification which resulted in the
relocation of the drywall temperature
indicator from the 902-21 (back) panel to
the 902.3 (front) panel. Such a change

, would be incorporated into Technical
'pecifications (TS) Table 3.2< and 4.2-2

of DPR 30. The remaining proposed
changes would correct typographical
errors associated with the same TS
tables.

Basis forproposed no significant
hazards consideration determination:
The Commission has provided
standards for determining whether a
significant hazards consideration exists.
As stated in 10 CFR 50.92(c); a proposed
amendment to an operating license for a
facility involves no significant hazards
consideration ifoperation of the facility
in accordance with the proposed
amendment would not: (1) involve a
significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously
evaluated. (2) create the possibility of a
new or different kind of accident from
any accident previously evaluated. or (3)
involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety. Pursuant to 10 CFR
50.91(a) the licensee has provided the
following evaluation of their amendment
application addressing these three
standards.

CECo has evaluated the proposed
Technical Specifications changes and
determined that they do not present a
significant hazards consideration. Based
on the criteria for defining a significant
hazards consideration established in 10
CFR 50.92(c). operation of QCNPS in
accordance with the proposed changes:

(1) Willnot involve a significant
increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously
evaluated because only the location of
the drywell temperature indication has
been changed (from the back to the front
panel) in the Control Room. This is an
enhancement over the previous location
to make it more observable for
operators. Functions and range of the
drywell instrument remain the same.
This modification was considered to be
a change in the conservative direction.

(2) Willnot create the possibility of a
new or different kind of accident from
any accident previously evaluated
because there were no hardware
changes (addition or deletion of
equipment) per se, nor are there any
new modes of operation associated with
this amendment. The changes to Tables
3.2A and 4.2< reflect changes to
equipment (instrumentation) location
only.

(3) Willnot involve a significant
reduction in the margin of safety
because revising an instrument location

readout in the control room does not
adversely affect the operation of any
plant systems. Therefore. the margin of
safety has not been unchanged as a
result of this change.

The NRC staff has reviewed the
licensee's evaluation related to the
proposed changes and concurs with
their conclusions.

In addition. administrative and
editorial TS changes are considered
representative of example (i) in the .
Commission's guidance (51 FR 7751) for
examples of no significant hazards.
which is defined as "a purely
administrative change to TS; for
example a change to achieve
consistency throughout the Technical
Specification, correction of an error, or
change in nomenclature."

Therefore the NRC staff proposes to
determine that this amendment request
does not involve significant hazards
considerations based upon a
preliminary review of the application,
the licensee's evaluation of no
significant hazards. and NRC guidance.

Local Public Document Room
location: Dixon Public Library, 221
Hennepin Avenue. Dixon, Illinois 61021.

Attorney for licensee: Michael L
Miller.Esquire: Sidley and Austin, One
First National Plaza. Chicago, Illinois
60603.

NRC Project Director: Daniel R.
Muller

Commonwealth Edison Company,
Docket Nos. 50-254 and 50-265, Quad
Cities NucIear Power Station. Units 1
and 2, Rock Island County, Illinois

Dote ofapplication foramendments:
October 5. 1988

Description ofamendments request:
This amendment would delete Figure
6.1-1. 'Corporate Organization," and
Figure 8.1-2. "Station Organization."
from the Technical Specifications (TS)
and would revise Section 6 to require
inclusion of these organization charts in
the QA Topical Report. However, the
NRC willcontinue to be notified of
licensee organization changes through
other regulatory controls. In accordance
with 10 CFR 50.34(b)(8)(i), the
applicant's organizational structure Is
required to be included in the Final
Safety Analysis Report (FSAR). Chapter
13 of the FSAR provides a description of
the station organization and a detailed
organization chart. Updates to the FSAR
are required by 10 CFR S0.71(e) to be
submitted annually to the NRC. Even
though Figures 6.1-1 and 8.1-2 would be
deleted from TS, Section 6 of the TS
would be revised to require inclusion of
these organization charts in the CECo
QA Topical. Whereupon, Appendix B to
10 CFR Part 50, and 10 CFR 50.4(b)(7),

willgovern any changes made to the
organization as it is described in the
Quality Assurance (QA) Program.
Finally, it is CECo's normal practice to
inform the NRC of organizational
changes affecting their nuclear facilities
prior to implementation.

Basis forproposed no significant
hazards consideration determinationr
The Commission has provided
standards in 10 CFR 50.92(c) for
determining whether a significant—
hazards consideration exists. A
proposed amendment to an Operating
License for a facility involves no
significant hazards consideration if
operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment would
not: (1) involve a significant increase in
the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated, (2)
involve a significant increase in the
probability of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously
evaluated. or (3) involve a significant
reduction m a margin of safety. CECo
evaluated the proposed TS changes and
determined, and the NRC staff agrees
that:

(1) The proposed amendment does not
Involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated because
deletion of the organization charts from
the TS does not affect plant operation,
nor does it involve any physical
modification of the plant. Furthermore.
the aforementioned administrative and
regulatory controls remain in force to
ensure that organizational changes are
reviewed by the NRC.

(2) The proposed amendment does not
create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident thari
previously evaluated because the
proposed change is administrative in
nature; and does not physically alter
any systems or components. or the way
they are operated.

(3) The proposed amendment does not
involve a significant reduction in a

margin of safety because CECo through
Its Quality Assurance programs. and its
commitment to maintain only qualified
personnel in positions of responsibility.
and other required controls, assures that
safety-related operations willbe
performed at a high level of competence.
Futhermore, this amendment does not
change any setpoints or operating
parameters. Consequently. removal of
organization charts from the Technical
Specifications willnot affect the margin
of safety. The NRC staff has reviewed
the licensee's evaluation related to the
proposed changes and concurs with
their conclusions.
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In addition. the associated editorial
TS changes proposed by CECo are
considered representative of example (I)
in the Commission's guidance (51 FR
7751) for examples of no significant
hazards. which is defined as "a purely
ad™in!stratlve change to TS; for
o.,ample a Change tu eohieve
cottsisten~ throughout &e Technical
Specifications. cor.ection of an error. or
change in nomenclature."

Therefore the NRC staff proposes to
determine that this amendment request

'oesnot involve significant haza:ds
considerations based upon 8

preliminary review of the application.
thc licensee's evaluation of no
significant hazards. and NRC guidance.

Local Public Deaument Room
location: Dixon Public Library. 221
Hennepin Avenue. Dixon. Illinois 61021.

Attorney for /iaensea Michael L
Miller.Esqairt" Sid)ey and Austin. One
Fiwt National Plaza. C)ticago. Illinois
60603.

h'RC Project Director: Daniel R.
Muller
'uke Powm Corapany. et el., Docket
Nos. 5M23 aad 56-424, Catawba
Nuclear Station. Units 1 and 2. York
County. South Carofina

Date ofamendment request July 26,
1988

Description ofamendment requestr
The proposed amendment would revise
Technical Specification (TS) 3/42.6 to
clarify the emergency power
req irements for the Control Room Area
Ventilation System. The word "train" is
substituted for the word "system" where
reference is made to one of the two
inaependent trains vr)tich comprise the
ventilation system for the control room
area shared by the two Cata wba anils.
Also. TS 3/4.'1.6 and its Bases are
revised to eliminate the possibility of
misinterpreting the existing TS
requirements for diesel generator (D/G)
operability when one or both Catawba
units are shutdown.

Basis forproposed no signi fiaant
hazards consideration deterrrtination:
The Commission has provided
standards for determining whether a

significant hazards consideration exists
(10 CFR 50.9/c)). A proposed
amendment to an operating license for a
facility involves ro significant hazards
consideration ifoperation of the facility
in accordance with the proposed
amendment would not: (1) involve 8
significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously
evaluated: or (2) create the possibility of
a new or difCerent kind of accident Crom

any accident previously evaluated: or (3)
involve 8 significant reduction in a

margin of safety.

The licensee, in ita auhnittal of )uly
26. 198L provided the foQowing
discussion and analysis vvitb regard to
the three 10 CFR 5L92 standards.

The Control Rooin Area Veatilatioa (VC)
and Chilled Water (YC) Systems corobme to
form one system which is designed to
maintain a suitable environment in the
following plant areas at all times: Control
Room. Cable Room. Battery Ronm,
Switchgear Rooms. Motor Conlrol Center
Rooms. and the Bectrica) Penetration Rooms
at elevation 584+0.'Ihe VC/YC System is
shared between both Units. There are two
100% redundant trains of VC/YC equipment.
Each is capable of being powered by Unit 1

or Unit 2 Essential AuxiliaryPower. but
under normal conditions both trains are
aligned to Unit 1. Two diesel generators (D/
Gs) are provided per Unit to energize the
Essential AuxiliaryPower buses during
emergency conditions.

Technical Specificatioa $.2.8 specifics that
two independent trains of VC/YC shall be
Operable duriag all operational modes. Ifone
train becomes laoperab)e while either Unit is „
in Mode 4. Hot Shutdown. or above. the
Inoperable train must be restored to
Operable status within seven dayL or the
operating Un!ts must be shutdown. Ifboth
Units are be)ow Mode 4 and one train is
Inoperab)e, tbe train inset be restored to
Operable status within seven days or tbe
Operable traia must be operated in tbe filter
mode. Ifboth trains are Inopcrab)e. or with
the Operable train not capab)e of being
powered by an Operable emergency power
source. all core alterations and positive
reactivity changes must be suspended on
both Units. The requirement for an Operable
emergency power source Is only specifically
stated for Units operating bc)ow Mode 4.
However. the bases for Technical
Specification L7.8 states that tbe operability
of VC/YC ensures that ambient air
temperature does not exceed afiowable I!mits
for equlpinent and instrumentation. and the
Control Room willremain habitable, during
and foGowing all credible accident
conditions. This implies that an Operable
emergency power supply should be a
prerequhite to VC/YC operability in all
modes.

Technical Specification 3.8.1.1 specifies for
each indivMual Uait that two separate and
independent D/Gs are required to be
Operable per Unit. If tbe Unit is in Mode 4, or
above. Below Mode 4. Technical
Specification 3$ .12 appfics and only oae D/
G is required Operable per Unit. Action
Statement c. for Technical Spccification
3.8.1.1 spec! fies that when one D/G becoines
Inoperable. afi required systems (or trains)
that depend on tbe remaining Operable D/G
as a source of emergency power. must be
verified Operable within two bours. or the
Unit must be shutdown. This is intcndcd to
provide assurance that a!oss of offsitc power
event. whi)e one D/G is Inoperable. willnot
result in a complete loss ofsafety function of
critical systems. it is also the reason
Technical Specification 3.7.8 does not
specifically require that VC/YC have an
Operable emergency power source in Mode 4.
or above. This action statement is deficient
with respect to VC/YC because VC/YC is a

Umt shared systcaL and Tecbmcal
Specificatioa SL2.1 appbes only to individual
Units. In order ior VC/YC operability io be
protected by this Actioa Statement. the D/G
must become bioperabic while thc Unit is in
Mode 4. or above. 'Oiere is no such Action
Statement in Technical Specification 38.1.2
since only one D/G h required Op~cable. and
the Umt is already shut dail.

This amendment request world remove the
ambiguity as to the emergency power source
requirements for the VC System by stating
the requirements in the VC System Technical
S pecificaOon.

To clarify the requimments the
Specification is to be split into two separate
Specifications. The first Specification
(Technkai Specification 3/Ski) would state
thc requirements for tbe VC System whea
either snit is in Modes 2. 2. 3 or 4. Tins
SpeciTication wiG now specifically require
that each train of the VC System be capable
of heing powered by an Operable emergency
power source whenever either unit is in Mode
1. 2. 3 or 4. This wifiafieviate the con.'usion
which is cunent)y contained in the
Specification as to the emergency power
source reqii!rements when one unit is in
Modes 2.2. 3 or 4 aad the other unit is in
Modes 5 or tL

Technkal Specification 3.M.2 is being
proposed to dearly state the VC System
requircaieats wbaa both units are in Modes 5
orL

The proposed chaages to the VC System
Specification wiG also specify that the
requirements are to be performed on a per
train basis. The VC System h comprised of
two independent and redundant trains. The
current wording is that which appears in the
Standard Technical Specification and should
be changed to more cleariy reflect what is in
place at Catawba.

These proposed *anges'will add
clarification to the requirements of the VC
System Specification. The changes willnot
delete any curreat requirements or operating
restrictioas contained in the Specifications
and willnot afiow the p)ant to be operated in
any difiemnt mode or configuration. As such.
these changes are considered to be
administrative in nature and do not involve
any Significant Hazards Considerations.

The proposed amendment does not involve
an increase in the probability or
consequences of any previously evaiuated
accident. The operating parameters.and the
design of the VC System are unchanged snd
no new modes of operation willbe
introduced by this aiaeadment request. All
previous accident analyses are still .
applicable and remain unchanged by this
proposal.

The proposed amendment does not create
the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously
evaluated. The proposed changes willnot
change the design or allowed modes of
operation of the VC System. As such. no new
failure modes are introduced and no new
types of accidents are possible.

The proposed amendment does not involve
a significant reduction in a margin of safety.
These changes willadd clarification to the
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ex:stmg Specificauon without changicg any
of the current requirements.

For the above reasons. Duke Power
concludes that this proposed amendment
does noi involve any Significani Hazards
Considerations.

The staff has reviewed the proposed
changes to TS 3/4.7.6. and agrees with
the licensee's eva!uation of each of
these changes with respect io the three
standards of 10 CFR 50.92.

On this basis. the Commission has
concluded that the requested changes
meet the three standards and. therefore,
has made a proposed determination that
the amendment application does not
involve a signiTicant hazards
consideration.

Local Public Document Room
lacaliom York County Library. 138 East
Black Street. Rock Hill. South Carolina
29730

Attorney for licensee: Mr. Albert Carr,
Duke Power Company. 422 South
Church Street, Charlotte, North Carolina
28242

lVRC Project Director. David B.
Matthews

Duke Power Company, et al., Docket
Noa. 5M13 and 50-414, Catawba
Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2, York
County, South Caroline

Dale ofamendment request. October
6, 1988

Description ofamendment request:
The proposed amendments would revise
Technical Specification (TS) Table 3.3-3,
Item 14.g., to reflect a proposed
modification to the pumphouse pit level
instrumentation of the Nuclear Service
Water (RN) System. The system is
designed to supply cooling water to
various heat loads in both the safety
and non.safety portions of each unit.
This modification would change the
swapover logic of the RN system.

There are currently four level
transmitters per pit at the RN
pumphouse. Two are safety-related and
two are not safety-related. The
modification willupgrade 1 out of the 2
non-safety level transmitters per pit to
safety grade. This would accommodate
a 2 out of 3 logic instead of the present 1

out of 2 logic. Past experience has
shown that a single spurious failure to
the "low"position of one level
transmitter can initiate a swapover
when there is an adequate water level in
the RN pits. Inadvertently challenging
the system with numerous valves
changing position and starting all RN
pumps is unnecessary and reduces the
reliability of the system.

The failure mode of all the safety
grade level transmitters is the same.
They fail low on loss of power. This is
desirable in order to realign suction

from Lake Wylie to the Standby Nuclear
Service Water Pond (SNSWP) which is
the ultimate heat sink.

The proposed amendments would also
temporarily waive the requirements of
the Action Statement for Item 14.g. in
Table 3.3-3, for 48 hours per pit, on a one
time basis in order to allow orderly
implementation of this modification.
During this time at least one RN pit wfii
be available. The 48 hours is needed for
implementation of the modification on
each pit separately. During this period.
the pit willbe inoperable only from the
standpoint of automatic realignment to
the SNSWP from its normal supply if
low level is sensed fn the affected pit.
Allnecessary automatic functions
would still occur in the opposite pit. The
only automatic valve actuation which ls
activated by train specific pit level
instrumentation ia the loop eros~ver
isolation valves. Closure of these valves
is only required in the event of design
basis accident accompanied by a failure
of a pit supply valve to open when an
emergency diesel generator or nuclear
service water pump ia outwf-service for
extended maintenance. Allfour diesel
generators and nuclear service water
pumps willbe maintained in an
operable status for the duration of the
requested 48 hour period. Therefore. the
RN system would be capable of
performing its design function during
any design basis event. including any
concurrent postulated single failure.
throughout the requested 48 hour period.

In a letter to Duke Power Company
dated September 30. 1987. the NRC staff
noted that this proposed modification
would improve the overall reliability of
the RN System.

Basis forproposed na sjgni%'cant
hazards consideration detenninatiaru
The Commission haa provided
standards for determining whether a
significant hazards consideration exists
(10 CFR Pert 50.92(c)). A proposed
amendment to an operating license for a
facility involves no significant hazards
considerations ifoperation of the facility
in accordance with the proposed
amendment would not: (1) involve a
significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously
evaluated: or (2) create the possiblity of
new or different kind of accident from
any accident previously evaluated: or (3)
involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety.

The proposed amendments do not
involve a signiTicant increase in the
probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated because
the proposed modification would
increase the reliability of the RN system
by eliminating unnecessary actuations
of the swapover instrumentation and

components, and during Implementation
of the modification the system would be
capable of performing its intended
function during any design basis event.

The proposed amendmenta do not
create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated because
the RN system design basis would not
be changed as a result of this
modification. and the proposed
modiTication would improve the
reliability of the system.

The proposed amendments do not
involve a signfficant reduction in a
margin of safety because the
modification would enhance the
reliability of the RN system by
decreasing the likelihood of inadvertent
actuatfons, and during implementation
of the modification the RN system
would be capable of performing its
intended function during any design
basis event.

Accordingly, the Commission has
concluded that the requested changes
meet the three standards and, therefore,
has made a proposed determination that
the requested license amendments do
not involve a signfficant hazards
consideration.

Local Public Document Roam
localiam York County Library. 138 East
Black Street. Rock Hill.South Carolina
29730

Attorney for licensee: Mr. Albert Carr,
Duke Power Company, 422 South
Church Street, Charlotte. North Carolina
28242

NRC Project Dt'rector. David B.
Matthews

Duke Power Company, et al Docket
Nos. 6041$ and 50414. Catawba
Nuclear Station. Units 1 and 2, York
County, South Carolina

Date ofamendment request: October
7, 1988

Description ofamendment request:
The proposed amendment would revise
Section 6.2 "Organization" of the
Technical Specifications (TS) to delete
the offsite and onsite organization
charts, Figures L2-1 and 8.2-2. In place
of the charts. the revision would add
general requirements whfch capture the
essential features of the organizational
structure that are defined by the existing
organization charts.

Basis forproposed no significant
bazongas consideratian detenninatioru
The Commission has provided
standards for determining whether a
significant hazards consideration exists
(10 CFR 50.92(c)). A proposed
amendment to an operating license for a
facility involves no sfgnificant hazards
consideration ifoperation of the facility
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in accordance with the proposed
amendment would not: (1) involve a
significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously
evaluated: or (2) create the possibility of
e new or different kind of accident from
any accident previously evaluated: or (3)
involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety.

The licensee. in its submittal of
October 7. 1988. provided the following
discussion and analysis with regard to
the three 10 CFR 50.92 standards:

This proposed amendment would
incorporate the guidance contained in the
NRC's Generic Letter 88-06. dated March 22,
1988. The Generic Letter provided fur deletion
of the organization charts contained within
Section 6 of the Technical Speaftcations
provided ceriam statements be added to
cover particular admmisiraiive control
requirements,

This proposed amendment has been
developed based on the Genenc Letter
guidance.

The NRC Staff concluded and Duke Power
concurs that the removal of organization
charts from the Technical Speaficattons wiii
provide grett ter flextbtltty io implement
changes m otgamzaunn structure but willnot
reduce plant eafety.

The pinpnsed amendment does not involve
an increase in the probabihiy or
consequences of any previously evaluated
snadent This amendment ie admmtltrattve
in nsiure and does not change the design or
operattor. of the faattty. The accident
analyses are trerefnre unaffected by this'
proposal.

The proposed amendment does not create
the pnssibthty nf a new or different kind of
accident from any acadent previously
evaluated. The design and operation of the
facilitywillnoi be changed by this
amendment and nn new modes of operation
willbe introduced.

The proposed amendment does not involve
a sigmfiami reduction in a margin of safety.
This change is ttdministrauve ltt nature and
therefore has ro effect on any margin of
safety.

The NRC's discussion in their Generic
Letter 8846 concluded that any facility ~

Incorporating the changes ttuthned in the
Generic Letter willhave greater flexibilityto
implement changes io their organizational
structures and willnot reduce plant safety.

For the above reasons. Duke Power
~orcludes that this proposed amcrdment
does nni mvnlve any Sigttiflcant Hazards
Cnnsideratinns.

The NRC staff has reviewed the
!Icensee's submittal against the
guidance provided in Generic Letter
(GL) NHN. "Removal of Organization
Charts from Technical Specification
Administrative Control Requirements."
The proposed TS revisions. deleting the
organization charts and adding more
flexible provisions regarding
organizational structure. are in accord
with this guidance. As also
recommended in GL 8846. the Final

Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) contains
the offsite and onsite organization
charts [Figures 13.1.1-1 and 13.1.2-1) and
the qualifications for those positions
designated by the charts as requiring a
Senior Reactor Operator or Reactor
Operator license IFSAR, Section
13.1.3.1). The staff therefore finds that
the proposed revisions do not adversely
affect the organizational characteristics
which are important to the safe
operation of the facility.The staff also
agrees with the licensee's evaluation of
the proposed revisions with respect to
the three standards of10 CFR 50.92.

On this basis. the Commission has
concluded that the requested
amendment meets the three standards
and. therefore. has made a proposed
determination that the amendment
application does not involve a
significant hazards consideration.

Local Public Document Room
lacotiom York County Library. 138 East
Black Street, Rock Hill.South Carolina
29730

Attorney for licensee: Mr. Albert Carr.
Duke Power Company. 422 South
Church Street. Charlotte, North Carolina
28242

NRC Project Director. David B.
Matthews

Duquesne Light Company. Docket No.
SM12, Beaver Valley Power Station.
Unit No. 2, Ship pingport, Pennsylvania

Date ofamendment request: October
24. 1988

Description ofamendment request:
The proposed amendment would extend
the interval for several 18-month
s;irveillances: reactor trip system
response time, reactor trip bypass
breakers automatic undervoltage trip
check. engineered safety feature [ESF)
logic response time. manual actuation
switches for several ESF systems.
reactor trip PA interlock. seismic
monitoring instruments. containment
isolation check valve lift tests.
containment isolation phase B isolation
valve actuations. containment
recirculation spray valve actuations,
diesel generator maintenance
inspection, and battery discharge test.
To perform these surveillances, the
licensee would have to shutdown the
unit Therefore. the licensee requested
that the surveillances specified above be
permitted to be done at the first
refueling outage. but no later than April
1, 1989. Ifapproved. the amendment
would permit extension of the 18-month
intervals by several days to about three
months. The amendment would thus
avert a reactor shutdown only to
perform surveillances. The licensee
agreed to perform these surveillances if
there is an unscheduled shutdown of

sufficient duration before the refueling
outage.

Basis forptapased no significant
hazards consideration determinatiam
The Commission has provided
standards for determining whether a
significant hazards consideration exists
(10 CFR 50.92(c)). A pro posed
amendment to an operating license for a
facility involves no significant hazards
consideration ifoperation of the facility
in accordance with the proposed
amendment would not (1) involve a
significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously
evaluated: (2) create the possibility of a
new or different kind of accident from
any accident previously evaluated: or (3)
involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety.

The proposed schedular extensions
are not made as a result of, nor would
they lead to any design changes. When
approved by the staff, only certain
surveillance intervals would be
extended. The affected systems will
continue to perform as stated in the
licensee's Final Safety Analysis Report
(FSAR); other requirements regarding
these components/systems are not
changed. From experience in the past.
surveillances were performed usually to
confirm that components were operable
as designed. The probability of finding
inoperable components was not high.
and consequently. the probability of
occurrence of an accident can only be
increased by an insignificant amount if
the surveillance interval is extended by
a small amount. Therefore. the answers
to questions (1) and (2) would be
negative. The safety limits assumed in
FSAR analyses are not affected by the
proposed amendment since all
assumptions are expected to remain
unchanged. Hence the answer to
question (3) is also negative.

On such basis. the staff proposes to
determine that the requested
amendment involves no significant
hazards consideration.

Local Public Document Room
location: B. F. Jones Memorial Library.
663 Franklin Avenue, Aliquippa,
Pennsylvania 15001.

Attorney for licensee: Gerald
Charnoff. Esquire. Jay E. Silberg.
Esquire, Shaw. Pit tman. Pot ts 8
Trowbridge, 2300 N Street, NW..
Washington, DC 20037.

NRC project Director. John F. Stolz

Florida Power and Light Company. et al..
Docket No. 50489, SL Lucie Plant, Unit
No.'2. St. Lucia County, Florid

Date ofamendment request: October
20, 1988
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Description cr amendment reques"
The amendment would change the
maximum allov'able control element
assembly (CEA) drop time from 2.7
seconds ta 3.1 seconds. The application
is ihe result of the licensee's review of *

NRC Information Notice Yo. 88-47
rnt»leii. "5!ower-than.Expected Rod.
Drni! Tinie 'I es!ing,"

Bcsis tbryraposed no signi~iccnt
.hazards consideronon determinotiom
The Commission has provided
standards for determimng whether a
significant hazards consideration exists
(10 CFR 50.92(c)). A proposed
amendment to an operating license for a

facility invofves no significant hazards
considerations ifoperation of the facility
in accordance with the proposed
amendment would not: (1) involve a
significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously
evaluated: or (2) create the possibility of
a new or different kind of accident from
any accident previously evaluated: or (3)
involve a significant reduction in a

margm of safety,
The licensee addressed the above

three standards in the amendment
application and made a no significant
hazards consideration determination. in
regard to the first.standard. the licensee
provided the following analysis:

Operation of the facilitym accordance
w:ih ihe proposed amendment would noi
mvolve a sigmficimt increase in thc
probability or consequences of an accident
previously evaluated.

The change does not affect any active
hardware involving piari operaiiomrather it
affects en acceptance criterion Ior confirmmg
the required performance of ihe existing
control element assembly (CEA) hardware.
Therefore. the proposed change does not
increase ihe probability of an sccideni
previously ansiyzed.

'I'he impact of changing the CEA drop time
fiom Z.r to 3.1 seconds on ail safety imaiysis
reliited Design Basis Events (DBE's). for
which a scram of the CEA's is predicted. was
assessed by specifically re analyzing only the
most limiting events with respect to the
various safeiy analysis fuel and system
criteria. In particular. the following events
were re-analyzedi

Loss o! Condenser Vacuum (LOCV)
Loss of I'creed Reactor Coolant Flow
Pre.Tr:p Steam Line Break (SLB)
Hoi Full Power CEA Ejection (CEA

Ejection)
- i&as been demnnstrated that the events
a.e either totally unreiaied to CEA drop time
considerations or are not significantly
impac!ed. Additiora)ly. it was demonstrated
for each potentiaiiy impacted analysis that
the consequences of ihe analysis remain
unchanged nr are bounded by the existing
analysis. Therefore. the proposed change
does uot iruolve a significant iiicrease in the
probability or consequences of an accident
previously evaluated.

With respect to the second standard,
the licensee stated:

Vse of the modified s pecificadon would not
create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

The propnsed change in the Technical
Specificalicns does not affect any active
hardware involving plant operaiiom rather it

, affects only an eccemaace cnierion for
confirming the required perfurmance of the
exisung CiA hardware. Therefore. the
Proposed change wnuid not cr.ate the
possibihty of a new or different kind of
iiccident from any'reviously evaluated.

With regard to the third standard. the
licensee provided the following
ra tionale:

Vse of the modified specification wouid not
involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety.

The increased CEA drop time has been
evaluated for iis impact on the current
hcensed safety analysis The results of the re.
analysis for those transients which are
potennai)y impacted by the proposed change
show thai the reference analyses ere valid or
that ihe new analysis results still show
acceptable results with respect to the
acceptance critena. Therefore, there is no
sigmficant reduction in the margin of safety.

The staff has reviewed the analysis
provided by the licensee in support of a
no significant hazards consideration
determination. The staff believes that
the licensee has met Ihe standards for
such a determination. Therefore, the
staff proposes to determine that the *

proposed change does not involve a
significant hazards consideration.

Local Public Document Boom
locotion: Indian River Junior College
Library. 3209 Virginia Avenue. Fort
Pierce. Florida 33450

Attorney for licensee: Harold F. Reis,
Esquire. Newman and Holtzinger, 1815 L
Street. NW., Washington. DC 20036

NBCPleat Director: Herbert N.
Berkow

Flarida Pawer and Light Company, et al.,
Docket No. 50.389, St. Lucie Plant, Unit
No. 2, St. Lucie County, Florida

Dote of amendment request: October
24, 1988

Description ofamendment mguest:
The amendment would expand the
Departure from Nucleate Boiling and
Linear Heat Rate-related Axial Shape
Index limits contained in Figures 3.24
and 3.2-2. respectively. In addition, a
similar expansion of limits is proposed
for the Linear Heat Rate-related Limited
Safety System Setpoints as contained in
Figure 2.2.2. The licensee is requesting
these changes to give the plant greater
f)exibi)ityat low and intermediate
power levels.

Bcsis forproposed no significant
hazards consideration determinatian:
The Commission has provided
standards for determining whether a
significant hazards consideration exists

(10 CFR 50.92(c)). A proposed
amendment to an operating license for a
facility involves no significant hazards
considerations ifoperation af the facility
in accordance'with the proposed
amendment would not: (1) mvolve a
significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident p.avious!y
evaluated: or (2) create the possibility of
a new or different kind of accident from
any accident previously evaluated: or (3)
involve a sigmiicant reduction in a
margin of safety.

The licensee addressed Ihe above
three standards in the amendment
application and provided a no
significant hazards consideration
determination. In regard to the first
standard. the licensee provided Ihe
following analysis:

Operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment would noi
involve a significant increase m the
probability or consequences of an accident
previously evaluated.

The Axial Shape Index (ASI) limits are
used as imtial assumpuons for ail Design
Basis Events (DBEs) evaluated in the safely
analysis. The expansion of these ASI limits
for lower powers is app)icsble only to those
DBEs that are evaluated between hot full and
hot zero power. Events are not typically
analyzed at intermediate power levels.
Events initiated from mtermediate power
levels (100% greater than mitial power greater
than 0%) aresinaffected since these are
bounded by ihe results of events initiated
from either the fullpower or zero power
events.

The existing safety anal> ses for these
events use input parameters thai are axial
shape dependent. such as scram reactivity
insertion curves. which are more adverse
(conservative) than the Techmcal
Specification LimitingCoadiuon for
Operation (LCO) and LiinitingSafety System
Setpoint (LSSS) axial shape limits si a)i
power levels in order io bound future

cycles'peration.It was venfied. using current
methodology and the proposed ASI limits.
that the current safety analysis remains valid.

The current ASI limits allowed by the
Departure from Nucleate Boiling (DNB) end
Linear Hest Rate (LHR) LCOs and LSSSs are
expanded for greater operational flexibilityat
lower powers. (These) proposed change(s)
wt)) not increase the probability or
consequences of an accident previously
evaluated because the proposed limits are
still conservative with respect io the eciuai
calculated limiting values.

With regard to the second standard.
the licensee stated:

Vse of the modiiied specification would not
create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

The proposed changes in thc Technicel
Specifications do noi affect any active
hardware involving plant operation, aor du
thev alter the assumptions or methodology of
the safety ana)yses. Therefore. they willnot
create the possibility of a new or different
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kind of accident from any previously
cvaluc ted.

With regard to the third standard. the
Bcensee provided the following
rationale:

Use ot the nodiTii d specificction would not
Involve c sigaiticant reduction Iii a mergin of
scteiy.

The wider AS! bands a! lowed at lower
powers have been renewed for their impact
upon the current licensed safeiy analysis. The
licensed safety cnalysis of record remains
unchanged duc io the expanded ASI range for
low powers. Therefore. there is no significant
reduction in a margin of safety.

The staff has reviewed the licensee's
no significant hazards consideration
determination analysis. Based upon the
review, the staff believes that the
licensee has met the three standards.
Based upon the above discussion. the
staff proposes to determine that the
proposed changes do not involve a
significant hazards consideration.

Local Public Document Room
location: Indian River Junior College
Library. 3209 Virginia Avenue, Fort
Pierce. Florida 33450

Attorney for licensee: Harold F. Reis,
Esquire. Newman and Holtzinger. 1815 L
Street. NW.~ Washington. DC 20038

h'RC Project Director: Herbert N.
Berkow

Florida Power and Light Company, et al.,
Docket No. 50-389, St. Lucia Plant, Unit
No. 2, SL Lucle County, Florida

Date ofamendment request: October
24. 1988

Description ofamendment request:
The proposed amendment would relax
the maximum allowable primary loop
resistance temperature detector (RTD)
delay time from 8 seconds to 18 seconds,
This delay'time is a factor that must be
considered in the thermal margin/low
pressure reactor trip. According to the
licensee. this change would provide
increased operational flexibilitywithout
decreasing the margin of safety.

Basis forproposed no significant
hazards consideration determination:
The Commission has provided
standards for determining whether a
significant hazards consideration exists
(10 CFR 50.92(c)). A proposed
amendment to an operatirg license for a
facility involves no significant hazards
consideratiors ifoperation of the facility
in accordance ivith the proposed
arne'ndment would not: (1) involve a
significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously
evaluated; or (2) create the possibility of
a new or different kind of accident from
any accident previously evaluated: or (3)
involve a signiTicant reduction in a
margin of safety.

The licensee addressed the above ~

three standards in the amendment

application and provided a no
significant hazards consideration
determination. In regard to the first
standard. the licensee provided the
following analysis:

Operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not
Involve a cigniliccnt increase In ihc
probabihiy or consequences of an accident
previously evaluated.

The Resistance Temperature Detector
fRTD) response time affects only
measurement hardware which passively
ascertains the coolant tcrapcraturc condition.
not active hardware impacting the plant's
physical thermal hydraulic operations.
Therefore. the proposed change docs not
increase the probability of occurrence of any
accident. As described before. the safety
analyses demonstrate that the same degree of
protection is aveilcblc at the longer RTD
response times since the cxworc power
detectors (which do not depend on RTD
response time) now provide the required
protection when morc realistic physics inputs
are used. With regard to operations. it should
be noted that the plant willbe operated in the
same manner as before. Therefore, the
calculated consequences of the accidents will
not increase duc to this change.

With regard to the second standard,
the licensee stated:

Usc oi the modified speci!ication would not
create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

The proposed change to the Tcchnical
Specification! does not affect any ective
hardware involving plant operation. nor does
It alter the basic mctliodology of the sctciy
analyses. Therefore. it willnot create the
possibility of c new or different kiiidof
accident from those accidents previously
evaluated.

With regard to the third standard, the
licensee provided the following
rationale:

Usc ot thc modI/Icd spcciiicetion would not
Involve significant reduction in a margin of
safety.

Thc value of the RTD response time effects
the ability of the delta T-power calculetor to
accurately measure power during a transient.
lt hcs been demonstrated that the cxworc
power detectors willprovide an adequate
power measurement input to the Thermal
Margin/Low prcssure (TM/Lpltrip for thc
full spectrum of possible power excursions
associated with the CEA withdrawal events
with a slight Increase in margin to the TM/Lp
trip sctpoint. Thus. the inargin of safety is not
reduced.

The

staff

ha reviewed the licensee's
no significant hazards consideration
determination analysis. Based upon this
review, the staff believes that the
licensee has met the three standards.
Based upon the above discussion. the
staff proposes to determine that the
proposed change does not involve a
significant hazards consideration.

Loca/Public Document Room
location: Indian River Junior College

Library. 3209 Virginia Avenue. Fort
Pierce, Florida 33450

Attorney for licensee: Harold F. Reis.
Esquire, Newman and Holtzinger. 1815 L
Street, NW., Washington, DC 20038

NRC Project Director. Herbert N.
Berkow

Illinois Power Company, Soyland Power
CooperatlveI inw Western B!inois
Power Cooperative. Inc. (the licensees),
Docket No. 5M81. Clinton Power
Station, Unit No. 1, DeWitt County,
Illinois

Date ofamendment request:
September 23, 1988

Description ofamendment request:
This proposed amendment would revise
Technical Specification Sections 3.8.1.1
and 3.8.1,2, which are the Limiting
Conditions for Operation specified for
the AC electrical power sources. to
change the number of gallons of fuel oil
specified for the Division II diesel
generator (1B), These Technical
Speciiications indicate the minimum
amount of diesel fuel that should be
available for the diesel generators. The
licensees have requested to change the
number of gallons of fuel oil specified
for the Division IIdiesel generator (1B)
from 41.500 to 45.000.

The licensees have prepared a plant
modification to replace the Fuel Pool,
Cooling and Cleanup (FC) System pump
motors (1A and 1B) and remove the
associated LOCA shunt trips. This
modification is in accordance with their
commitment "Until the first refueling.
the pump motors willbe tripped on a
LOCA signal.... By the first refueling.
replacement motors qualified to the
maximum environment conditions will
be installed and the LOCA-trip signal
willbe removed." Removing the
associated LOCA shunt trips and
ensuring the FC pump motors are
qualified to operate in a post-LOCA
environment allows the pump motors to
be regarded as safety-related essential
loads powered from the Class 1E
emergency busses. This effectively
increases the maximum expected
emergency loading for the associa ted
diesel generators (lAand 1B). The
resultant increase in the maximum
expected loading thus requires a
revision of the minimum fuel oil volume
specified in the Technical Speciffcations
to ensure that the diesels are capable of
supplying and maintaining emergency
power for all essential loads.

Basis forproposed no significant
hazards consideration determination:
The staff has evaluated this proposed
amendment and determined that it
involves no significant hazards
considerations. According to 10 CFR
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50.92(c). a proposed amendment to an
operating license involves no significant
hazards consideration ifoperatiori of the
facility in accordance with the
amendment would not:

(1) Involve a significant increase in
'heprooabiliiy or consequences of an

accident pi eviously evaluated; or
(2) Create the possibility of a new or

different kind of accident from
any'ccidentpreviously evaluated: or

(3) Involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety.

The proposed change, does not involve
a significant increase in the probability
or consequences of an accident
previously evaluated because the
proposed change willensure that an
adequate volume of diesel fuel is
available for the diesel generator (1B) to
perform its intended function in
mitigating the consequences ol the
design basis accident while carrying the
maximum expected load (including the
associated FC pump motor). The
increased maximum expected loading
for the diesel generator(s), resulting from
the plant modification. does not exceed
the rated capacity of the diesel
generators.

The impact of the proposed change is
confined to two areas of concern: diesel
generator operability and the ability to
maintain an adequate supply of high
quality cooling water in the spent fuel
storage pool(s) under post-accident
conditions. The changes associated with
the plant modification have been
evaluated and found to have no adverse
impact on the diesel

generators'apability

to perform their intended
function during or following a design
basis accident (DBA-LOCA).With
respect to any concerns regarding the
spent fuel storage pool. including the FC
pump motors as essential loads, will
ensure that an FC pump is available lor
cooling and maintaining the volume and
quality of water in the spent fuel storage
pools under post-accident conditions.
The proposed change therefore does not
create!he possibility of a new or
differcr t kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated.

The proposed change does not involve
a significant reduction in a margin of
safety because the increased minimum
amount of diesel fuel to be stored for
diesel generator 1B is well within the
storage capacity of the fuel storage tank.
In addition.'the added electrical load
requiring the extra amount of diesel fuel
does not cause the maximum expected
load for diesel generator 1B to exceed its
rated capacity. The electrical loading
and fuel storage demand for diesel
generator 1B will still be in compliance
with the original design requirements.

For the reasons stated above, the staff
believes this proposed amendment
involves no significant hazards
consideration.

Local Public Document Room
location: Vespasian Warner Public
Library, 120 West Johnson Street.
Clinton, Illinois 61727

Attorney for licensees: Sheldon Zabel,
Esq., Schiff, Hardin and Waite, 7200
Sears Tower.'33 Wacker Drive.
Chicago, Illinois60606

NRC Pmject.Director: Daniel R.
Muller

Long Island Lighting Company, Docket
No. 5M22, Shoreham Nuclear Power
Station, Suffolk County, New York

Date ofamendment request: May 19.
'1988

Description af amendment request:
This amendment would revise Technical
Specifications 3.52m.2.b. Emergency
Core Cooling Systems - Shutdown, and
3.5.3.1b.3 Suppression Pool Water Level,
to read "...equivalent to an indicated
level of 11.5 feet" rather than
"...equivalent to a level of 9 feet". This
change reduces the potential for
operator misinterpretation but does not
effect the minimum 100,000 gallons of
water availability requirement for the
condensate storage tank.

Basis forproposed no significant
hazords consideration determination:
The Commission'has provided
standards for determining whether a
significant hazards consideration exists
as stated in 10 CFR 50.92(c). A proposed
amendment to an operating license for a
facility involves no significant hazards
considerations ifoperation of the facility
in accordance with the proposed
amendment would not: (1) involve a
significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously
evaluated: or (2) create the possibility of
a new or dillerent kind of accident from
any accident previously evaluated: or (3)
involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety.

In accordance with 10 CFR 50.92 the
licensee has reviewed the proposed
changes and has concluded as follows:

The proposed change does not involve a
stgntficaiit hazards consideration bccausc
operation of Shorchcm Nuclear Power
Station - Unit 1 in accordance with this
change would not:

(tl involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident
previously evaluated. This change merely
ciarifics cnd identifies the Condcnsatc
Storage Tank (CST) level (indicatcd level)
which meets or exceeds the technical
specification requirement of maintaining
100.000 gallons of water available for Core
Spray system usc. The CST Iow low level
alarm (since Mey 19. 1982) hcs ciwcys been
sci at en indicated level of 13 feet cs

measured from the bottom of the tsiik. This
was always the intended level which wcs to
bc used for ECCS reserve.

(2) crccic the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated. It hcs been determined
that a new or different kind of accident will
not be possible duc io this change. Desigii
documeutufiun specifically calls out a low-
Iow level claim cnd c CST transfer pump trip
at an indicated level of 13 feet of tank
evaluation. Without the foregoing pumps io

, drain the tank. the ECCS systems crc the only
users of the water v'oiumc beIow the 13 foot
level. II the suction line elevation
(cpproximciciy 1.75 fi.) is deducted from the
13 ft., a useable volume of11.25(i.ic
achicvcd. This ls equivalent to an
approximate available volume of 133.800
gallons.

(3) involve a signtficant reduction in a
margin of safety. The usc of cn 11.5 ft.
indicated level cs proposed in the tcchntccI
~pccificction change clarifies the 1.5 foot (i.c
13 ft..11.5 filoperational deviation thai has
always existed. Ifthe CST transfer pumps do
not dccncrgizc - duc to malfunction - at ihc 13
ft. level. the operator is permitted the same
period of time to dccncrgizc the pumps and
not place hiiusclf in c tcchnical specification
violation.

The staff reviewed the licensee'3
determination that the proposed license
amendment involves no significant
hazards consideration and agrees with
the licensee's analyses. Accordingly. the
staff proposes to determine that the
proposed license amendment does not
involve a significant hazards
consideration.

Local Public Document Room
location: Shoreham-Wading River Public
Library, Route 25A. Shoreham, New
York 11786-9697

Attorney for licensee: W. Taylor
Reveley. III,Esq., Hunton and Williams.
P. O. Box 1535, Richmond. Virginia 23212

NRC Project Din.'ctor. Walter R.
Butler

Long Ishind Lighthig Company, Docket
No. 50454 Shoreham NucIear Power
Station, Suffolk County, New York

Date ofamendment request: J une 13,
1988

Description ofamendment request:
The amendment would delete Figure
8.2.1-1. "Corporate-Nuclear
Organization," and Figure 6.2.2-1, "Unit
Organization." from the Technical
Specifications and revise sections 6.2.1
and 8.2.2 to include appropriate changes
to the administrative control
requirements.

Basis forproposed no significant
hazards consideration determination:
The Commission has provided
standards in 10 CFR 50.92(c) fur
determining whether a significant
hazards consideration exists. A
proposed amendment tn an Operating
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License for a facility involves no
significant hazards considerations if
operation of the facility in accordance
wi!h the proposed amendment would
not: (1) involve a significant increase in
the probabi)iiy of consequences of an
accident previously evaluated. (2) create
the possibility of a new or differen! kind
of accident from any accident previously
evaluated. or (3) involve a significant
reduction in a margin of safety, The
Long!a)and Lighting Compan)'LILCO)
reviewed the proposed change and
determine* and the NRC s',aif agrees.
that:

(1) The proposed amendment anes nnt
involve a aiyuficant increase in the
probability or cnnaequenres nf en accident
previously evaluated because dele:.on nf the
nrgahizatinn charta from the Technical
Specifications does nni a(fact p)ani
nperaiinn. The hiRC willcontinue io be
in(armed of nn)anizatinna! changes through
other required cnnirnia.

~ 10 CFR 50.satb)(6)(i) requires that the

, applicant'a nrgaraza !irma) airu"iure be
induded in the Final Safety Analysis Report.
Chapter 13 cf the SNPS Fina! Safety Anaiyaia
Report provides a deacripdon of the LILCO/
SNVS nrganizaiinh and de!a)!ca nrganizatinn
charts.

~ As requiM by 10 CFR 50.71(e). L)LCO
aabmita annuat updates in the FSAR.
- ~ Appendix 8 in 10 CFR 50 and 10 CFR
surge)(S) govern charuÃa ln nrgarurahnn
deacnbed ia LlLCO'a Quabiy Assurance
Prngram.

LlLCO ia m(hdful tha', some arganizaticna)
changes may require prior NRC apprnvai.
Also, it ia L!LCO'a practice in inform ibe NRC
nf n ge..izaunna) changes affecdng the
nuclear .'acitny prior in implemental:nn.
LILCO intends in cnnuhue tha pracuce for
!utuie nrgaiuzaiinnai changes.

(2) The prnpnaed amendment does noi
create the pnaaibility of a new or diferent
Lmd of accident from any accident premnusly
evaluated because ibe proposed change is
aammiariative irma!ure. and ho physical
i iterahnna of p!ahi cnnfigurvunn or changes
io seipnihia or nperaiihg parame'nra are
proposed.

(3) The proposed amendment dms i ni
iuvnive a aiyuficant redurrion in a margin of
safety. Through the Cnmpany'a strong
.'tat)ear Quauiy Assurance Program and iis
cnmmitmen! !n mamiain only qualified
personnel in positions of reapnnaibiluy. it is
esaiired thai safety functions performed by
he nuclear nrganizatinna willcontinue in be

peiformed at a hqih level of performance.
Accordmg!y. the Commission

p;oposes to determine that the proposed
li ense amendment does not invoive a

s!gnificant hazards con;idera tion.
Loco! Public Document Rocm

iocatiom Shareham-Wading River Public
Library. Route 25A, Shoreham, New
York 11788

Attorney(or licensee: W. Taylor
Reveley. IIL Esq.. Hunton and Wi))iarns.
P. 0. Box 1535, Richmond. Virgin!a 23212

KRC Project Director: Walter R.
Butler

Louitdsna Power and Light Coinpany,
Docket No, 50.382, Waterford Steam
Electric Station, Unit 3, St. Charles
Parish. Louisiana

Date ofamendment request:
September 21. 1988

Description ofamendment request:
The proposed amendment would change
the Technical Specifications by deleting
the Ammonia Detection System.
Ammonia detection would be provided
by the Broad Range Toxic Gas Detection
System which is cmmntly in the
Technica! Specifications.

Basis forproposed no significant
haznrds consideration determinatiom
The Commission has provided
standards for determining whether a
significant hazards consideration exists
as stated in 10 CFR 50.92. A proposed
amendment to an operating I!cense for a
facility involves no significant hazards
consideration ifoperation of the facility
in accordance with a proposed
amendment would not (1) involve a
significant inrrease in the probabii)ty or
consequences of an accident previously
evaluated. (2) create the possibiBty of a
new or different kind of accident from
any accident previously evaluated. or (3)
involve a signi6cant reduction in a
margin of safety.

The Broad Range Toxic Gas Detection
(BRTGD) system provides toxic gas
chemical protection for the control room.
The BRTGD system detects ammonia
and thereby duplicates the function of
the ammonia detection system. Deleting
the ammonia detection system willnot
signiTicantly reduce the protection to the
control room envelopment from an
ammonia toxic chemical release. The
BRTGD system willisolate the control
room before the Immediately Dangerous
to Life and Health (IDLH)
concentrations for ammonia is reached.
The technical speciTications for the
BRTGD system is equivalent to those for
the Ammonia Detection System and
either system provides for control room
isolation as the availability of the
system declines. Deletion of the
animonia system as a duplicate to the
BRTGD system does not involve a
significant increase in the probabilities
or consequences of any accident
previously evaluated.

The function of both the BRTGD and
ammonia systems is soiely to isolate the
control room in the unlike)y event of a
toxic chemical release in the area. The
BRTGD and ammonia system do not
provide any other protective function.
Since the BRTGD system willprovide
ammonia detection. the deletion of the
ammonia detection system willnot
create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated.

The ammonia detection system
setpoint is 50 ppm ammonia and will
respond in M seconds for concentration
at and above 50 ppm. The BRTGD
system responds at different times for
any concentration above environmental
background; the higher the
concentration. the faster the response
time. For concentration of ammonia cf
concern at the control room. the BRTGD
system willhave a faster response time
than the ammonia system and while the
BRTGD willrespond below 50 ppm. the
ammonia detection system willnct.
Such a comparison evaluation
demonstrates equivalent or better
protection by the BRTGD system.
Therefore. the deletion of the ammc nia
detection system willnot involve a
significant reduction in a margin of
safety.

Based on the above, the staff proposes
to determine that the amendment does
not involve a no sign!Geant hazards
consideration.

Local Public Document Room
Locotiom University of New Orleans
Library. Louisiana Collection. Lakefron:.
New Orleans, Louisiana 70122

Attorney for licensee: Bruce W.
Churchill. Esq.. Shaw. Pittman. Potts ard
Trowbridge, 2300 N St., NW.,
Washington. DC 20037

NRC Project Director: Jose A. Ca! vo

Mississippi Power gi Light Company,
Systeni Energy Resources, inc„South
Mississippi E)sctric Power Association.
Docket No, 50416 Grand Gulf Nuc)ear
Station, Unit 1, Cia!borne County.
Mississippi

Dctes ofamendment request: October
19. 1988. as supplemented Oc'.ober 31.
1988

Description ofamendment request:
The amendment would authorize the
sale and leaseback of an individual
interest in the Grand Gulf Nuclear
Station, Unit 1 (GGNS Unit 1).

Basis forproposed no significant
hazards consideration determ:noriotu
The Commission has provided
standards for determining whether a nu
significant hazards consideratian exist."
as stated in 10 CFR 50.92(c). A proposed
amendment to an operating license
involves no significant hazards
consideration ifoperation of the facility
in accordance with the proposed
amendment would not: (1) involve a
significant increase in the probabiBty or
consequences of an accident previous!:
evaluated: or (2) create the possibility cf
a new or different kind of accident from
any accident previously evaluated: or (3)
involve a significant reduction in a

margin of safety.
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The licensee has provided an analysis
of no significant hazards considerations
in its request for a license amendment.
The licensee's analysis of the proposed
amendment against the three standards .
in 10 CFR 50.92 is reproduced below.

a. The propnsed chariec willnot incrccsc
the pmbatchiy or consequences of an
accident previous)y evaluated. Ac a rcsuii of
ihc proposed amendment. there willnot be
physical changes io the facility. cnd cll
Operating Procedures. LimitingConditions
for Operation. LimitingSafety System
Settings. cnd Safety Limits specified in the
Technical Speciiications wiIIremain
unchanged. SERI willcontinue in its present
role under the Operating Agreement cnd
Ownership Agreement. Then willbe no
changes io the operating organization or
pcrsonncl as a result of the transaction(c)
dcccribcd herein.

b. The proposed amendment willnot create
the possibility of e new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously
evaluated. The design cnd design bases of
GGNS Vnit 1 willremain the same.
Therefore. the current plant safety analyses
willremain comp)etc cnd accurate in
addressing the licensing basic events cnd in
analyzing plant response cnd consequences.
Further. the Opcreung Proccdurcs. Limiting ~

Conditions for Operation. Limiting Safety
System Settings. cnd Safety Limit!specified
in the Tcchnical Specificctione are not
affected. As such. the plant conditions for
which the design basic accident analyses
were performed are still valid.

c. The proposed amendment willnot
involve c reduction in any margin of safety.
Plant safety margins are established through
LiiiiitingConditions for Operation. Limiting
Safely System Settings. ciid Safety Limits
speci(ied in the Technical Specifications.
Because there willbe no change io either the
physical design of the plant or io any of these
settings cnd limits. there willbe no change to
any of the margins of safety.

The licensee has concluded that the
proposed amendment meets the three
standards in 10 CFR 50.92 and.
therefore, involves no significant
hazards consideration.

The NRC staff has made a preliminary
review of the licensee's no significant
hazards consideration determination
and agrees with the licensee's analysis,
Accordingly. the Commission proposes
to determine that the requested
amendment does not involve a
significant hazards consideration.

Local Public Document Room
locotion: Hinds Junior College.
McLendon Library. Raymond.
Mississippi 39154

Attorney for licensee: Nicholas S.
Reynolds. Esquire. Bishop. Liberman,
Cook. Purcell and Reynolds, 120017th
Street, NW.. Washington, DC 20036

NRC Project Director. Elinor G.
Adensam

Northeast Nuclear Energy Company, at
al Docket No. SM23, Millstone Nuclear
Power Station, Unit No. 3, New London
County, Connecticut

Date ofamendment request: October
5, 1988

Description ofamendment request.
The proposed amendment would change
Technical Specification (TS) 3/4.1.1.3.
"Moderator Temperature Coefficient,"
to allow a more negative moderator
temperature coefficient in'the Limiting
Condition for Operation, TS 3.1.1.3b, and
in the associated Survefllance
Requirement, TS 4.1.1.3b.

Basis forproposed no eignifi cont
hazards consideration determinatianr
The Moderator Temperature Coefficient
(MTC) represents the relationship
between the reactor coolant system
(RCS) temperature and core reactivity.
Near the end of the operating cycle the
MTC is strongly negative, that is,
decreasing RCS temperature causes a
substantial increase in core reactivity.
Thus. for accidents that involve a
significant decrease in RCS temperature,
such as a steam line break accident. the
MTC strongly influences the severity of
the accident. The purpose of TS 3/
4.1.1,3b Ie to assure that the facilitywill
not operate with an MTC more negative
than the value incorporated in the safety
analyses. The followingMTC values are
presently in the TS:

~ TS 3.1.1.3b ~ The LtnitiingCondition
for Operation (LCO) for the cndwf-Ilfc
MTC is 4.0x10'delta K/K/'.Should
thc IvITC be more negative than the LCO
MTC. the reactor would have io be
shutdown within 12 hours.

~ TS 4.1.1.3b - The Surveillance
Requirement (SR) MTC lor the cndwf.life
MTC Is -3.1 x 10'delta K/K/'.The SR
MTC must be measured within 7
effective fuIIpower days (EFPD) after
reaching an equilibrium RCS boron
concentration of 300 ppm. Ilthe SR MTC
Is more ncgctivc than -3.1 x 10'delta K/K/'. the MTC must be remeasured at
least every 14 EFPD during the remainder
of the fuel cycle.

Accident analyses do not explicitly
input an MTC, but rather a constant
moderator density coefficient (MDC).
Converting the MDC used in the
accident analyses to an MTC is a simple
calculation which accounts for the rate
of change of moderator density with
temperature at the conditions of interest;
namely. hot fullpower. In addition, the
MTC that is measured must be corrected
to reflect the assumptions used in the
safety analysis which includes control
rod positions. In this regard, the MDC
used in the Millstone Unit 3 accident
analysis would be equivalent to an MTC
of -5.5 x 10'delta K/K/'.

Westinghouse has recently developed
a refined methodology for comparing the

measured MTC with the accident
analysis MDC. The method developed
by Westinghouse is documented in
WCAP-11851, "Safety Evaluation
Supporting a More Negative EOL
Moderator Temperature Coefficient
Technical Specification for the Millstone
Nuclear Power Station Unit 3,"
September 198S. By using the
methodology of WCAP-11951 for
Millstone Unit 3, the followingchanges
are proposed by the licensee for TS 3/
4,1,1.3b:

~ TS 3.1.1.3b - The LCO MTC would be
changed from 4.0 to <.75 x 10'elta K/K/'.

~ TS 4.1.1.3b - The SR MTC would be
changed from 4.1 io 4.0 x 10'delta K/K/'.

No change in the safety analysis is
involved and the safety analysis MTC
value of -5.5 x10'delta K/K/' is still
considered bounding.

Title 10 CFR Part 50, Section 50.92
contains standards for determining
whether a proposed license amendment
involves significan hazards
considerations. In this regard, the
proposed changes to the TS does not
involve a sign(ficant increase in the
probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated. The
proposed change to the LCO and SR
MTCs provide adequate assurance that
Millstone Unit 3 willnot be operated
with an MTC more negative than the
equivalent MDC assumed in the safety
analysis. The proposed license
amendment does not create the
possibility of a new or different kind of
accident since no changes to plant
equipment or operating modes are
involved. Finally. no safety margins are
reduced since there are no changes in
the safety analyses.

Accordingly. the staff has made a
proposed determination that the
application for amendment involves no
significant hazards consideration.

Local Pub/ic Document Room
location: Waterford Public Library. 49
Rope Ferry Road, Waterford.
Connecticut 06385.

Attorney for/icensee: Gerald Garfield,
Esquire, Day, Berry h Howard. One
Constitution Plaza. Hartford,
Connecticut 06103-3499.

NRC Project Director. John F. Stolz

Omaha Public Power District. Docket
No. 50-285, Fort Calhoun Station, Unit 1,
Washington County, Nebraska

Date ofamendment request:
December 2. 1988 as supplemented
January 9, 188S and September 30. 1988.

Briefdescription ofomendment: In
accordance with the requirements of 10
CFR 73.55, the licensee submitted an
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~ amendment to the Physical Security
Plan for the Fort Calhoun Station. Unit 1.
to reflect recent changes to that
regulation. The proposed amendment
would modify paragraph 3.C of Facility
Operating License No. DPR t0 to require
coirpliance wit'n the revised plan.

Ba .'s . Gr piaposed no slgni;icon!
ha ". ds carisiderarion a'e!~rmiaa: oai
On August'a. 1986 (51 FR 27817 aiid
2782'). the Nuclear Regu'latorv
Commission amended Part 73 of its
regulations. "Physical Protection cf
Plants and Materials,- to c!arify plant
secunty requiren:ents to afford an
increased assurance of plant safety. The
amended regulations reouired that each
nuclear power reactor licensee submit
proposed amendments to its security
plan to implement the revised proiisions
of 10 CFR 73.55. The licensee submitted
its revised plan on Decembe. 2. 1986.
with additional information on January
9. 1988 and September 30. 1988, to
satisfy the requirements of the amended
regulations. The Commission proposes
to ainend the license to reference the
revised plan.

in the Supplementary Materials
accompanying the amended regulations,
the Commission indicated that it was
amending its regulations 'to,provide a
more safety conscious safeguards
system while maintaining the current
levels of protection" and that the
"Commission believes that the
clarification and refinement of
requirements as refiected in these
amenar..ents is appropriate because
they afford an increased assurance of
plant safety."

The Commission has provided
guidance concerning the application of
the criteria foi determining whether a
significant hazards consideration exists
by providing certain examples of actions
involving no significant hazards
considerations and examples of actions,
involving significant hazards
considerations (51 FR 7750). One of
these examples of actions involving no
significant hazards considerations is
example (vii) "a change to conform a
license to changes in the regulations,
where the license change resu! ts in very
minor changes to fadlfty operations
clearly in keeping with the regulations."
For the foregoing reasons. the
Commission proposes to determine that
the proposed amendment involves no
significant hazards consideration.

Local Public Dacumenr Room
locarioru W. Dale Clark Libraq;. 215
South 15th Street, Omaha. Nebraska
68102

Arra."ney for licensee: LeBoeuf. Lamb.
Leiby. and MacRae. 1333 New
Hampshire Avenue. NW.. Washington,
DC 20036

NRC Pnjrect Dictator: Jose A. Calvo

Philadelphia Electric Company, Docket
No. 50-352. Limerick Generating Station,
Unit 1. Montgomery County,
Pennsylvania

Dare ofamendment request:
September 29. 1988

Description of arnendmenr request:
The proposed amendment would change
the Technical Specifications (TSs) to: (1)
delete the primary containment isolation
valves and instrumentation associated
~5th the permanent removal of the RHR
head spray piping and (2) modify the
reportability requirements for se! smic
monitor XR.VA-151 whenever the
reactor head has been removed.

Bcsis forproposed no sfgnifiaanf
hazards cansideratian defenrunatian:
Limerick Units 1 and 2 are BWR.C
reactors. AllBWRds were designed
with three penetrations at the top of the
reactor vessel head. one four.inch and
two six.inch penetrations. One of the
sfx-Inch penetrations was intended to
provide a water spray to the space at
the top of the reactor vessel. Located
above the reactor core are the steam
separators and dryers. It was postulated
that during cooldown of the reactor
system. a spray of water would be
required to cool the large mass of metal
in the separators and dryers. The source
of water was primary coolant from the
residual heat removal (RHR) system.
Over 15 years ago. It was found that this
RHR head spray w'as not needed and is
no longer used during system cooldown.
Keeping the system in place poses a
number of potential safety and
economic disadvantages. Each time the
reactor vessel head is removed (e.g..
during refueling), the array of piping and
valves has to be disassembled and
removed and then reinstalled after the
head is replaced. Since the piping
contains "stagnant" primary coolant at
system temperature and pressure, there
exists the potential for intergranular
stress corrosion cracking of the many
welds in the system. increasing the
potential forleakage. Consequently.
these welds are subject to the
augmented inspection requireinents of
NUREG4313. The piping constitutes one
more potential source for a high energy
line break and for pipe whip. Since all of
the BWRAs have demonstrated that
there is no need for the RHR head spray
and since removing the piping inside
containmen't enhances plant safety, the
NRC has approved removal of this
system in most BWRAs. Limerick Unit 1
is one of the minority that has so far
retained the RHR head spray system.

The proposed application requests
NRC approval for removal of the RHR
head spray piping and associated

valves and for blanking off the
associated primary containment
penetration and the existing reactor
head spray piping stubout used for the
head spray. At present. there is a ~

seismic monitor (XR-VA-151) located on
the heed spray piping. The licensee
proposes to relocate this monitor to
place it directly on the reactor head at
the nozzle presently used for the head
spray piping penetration. This seismic
monitor has to be removed (and
subsequently replaced) each time the
vessel head is removed. The present TSs
require that whenever the seismic
monitor is inoperable - and
disconnecting the monitor renders it
inoperable - a specia! report has to be
submitted to the Commission.

The proposed changes to the TSs
would eliininate all references to the
RHR head spray piping and isolation
valves. instruments and controls. The
changes would also eliminate the
requirement for a special report to the
Commission when the seismic monitor
XR-VA-151 is inoperable because it had-
to be disconnected to remove the
reactor vessel head.

The Commission has provided
standards for determining whether a
significant hazards determination exists
as stated in 10 CFR 50.92(c). A proposed
amendment to an operating license
involves no significant hazards
consideration ifoperation of the facility
in accordance with the proposed
amendment would not: (1) involve a
significant ir.crease in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously
evaluated: (2) create the possibility of a
new or different kind of accident from
any accident previously evaluated: or (3)
Involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety.

The licensee's analysis contained in
their September 29, 1988 letter states the
following in response to the three YRC
criteria referenced above with respect to
the changes to the TSs to de!ete the
isolation valves and instrumentation
associated with permanent removal of
the RHR head spray piping:

(1) Operation of the plant under the
proposed Technical Specifications afier
removal of the RHR Head Spray piping and
associated valves along with blanking the
associated primary containment penetration.
would not involve a significant increase in
the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated.

Three areas were previously evaluated in
the FSAR regarding the reactor head spray
piping:

~ Primary Containment isolation - FSAR
Section 6.2

~ Seismic Analysis - FSAR Section 3.7A
~ Pipe Whip Analysis - FSAR Section 3.6
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The Reactor Head Spray piping reiaoval
modification was reviewed and found to be
a~table in tbe above referenced FSAR
areas.

~ The primary containment isolation will
be ma!ataiaed afier removal of the Reactor
I..'csd S."ray piping by welding a closure nn
:. e nu'.board containment side c! p».netrinton
:. '!'h» pane,.aiioc is included ia ihe
ui. cmice 'especaca j!Sl) prociam end the
unarray cf the welded cto~uro willbe
'e."i.ie" by periodic testing.

~ Seismic Category I piping. hangers and
sa bless oa the RHR I!ead <pray»ouldbe
removed by the proposed modlficetion. Stress
ca!c;laaoas have been reviewed aad
sooropriately revised to assure that any
re:.;aiaiiag components are not impacted.

~ Aay potential pipe whip prob!ems would
br e!;m nated by removal of:he pipe ard
p:pc supports. as proposed. Fui ther. Licensee
nas rev.e~wed the potential effects of the
p:opposed removal in previous evalua,tons in
the areas of Fire pnitection. Electncal
Separation. Eamonmeatal Qualification.
Inse~ice Inspe tion. and Piping Stresses.
Eva!nations in these areas did ao: uaccver
ai i ueas of safety sig" ficaace.

Based on these reviews. the Licensee
-nac!udes that the RHR Head Spray
aindifiications do not involve a significant
increase in the probability or consequences
o! aa accident previously evaluated.

(3) Operation of the plant under the
proposed Technical Specificsuons after
renoval of the Reactor Head Spray Systeci
along with blanking the primary contairment
penetration would not create the possibility
of a new or different kmd of accident from
a.",.y accident previously evaluated.

Removal of the RHR Head Spray piping
and blanking the pnmary coatauuaent
penetration eUmhates the pipmg Eom being
a potential pipe whip problem and removes
'.he coatainaiect penetration as a potential
leakage source. No credit has been taken for
ihe RHR Head Spray in the mitigation or
orevi ation of an accident. therefore. the
Iaodification does not create the possibihty of
new or differert kird of accident from any
occident preidously evaluated

!3) Operation of the plant under the
proposed Technical Specifications afler
iemoval of the RHR Head Spray and
associated valves along with blanking the
primary containment penetration. would not
involve a sos ..fiicant reduction in a margin of
safe!y.

The integrity of the reactor pressure
boundary after removal of the RHR Head
Sp<8'i wuu!d be maintained by a b!ank flange
!asiai!ed over the Reactor Head Spray nozzle.
The reactor pressure boundary would then
become part of the Inservice Inspection (ISI)
program and would be hydrostatically tested
each time the reactor head is reinstalled on
the reactor vessel. The primary containment
penetration wdl be welded closed on the
outboard side of the coniaiiurent penetration
iiad willbe periodically tested for mtegrity
during scheduled integrated leak rate testing.
The seism!c category I piping. hangers aad
saubbers aad containment isolation valves
on the Head Spray piping would be removed
by the proposed modification.

Therefore. the RHR Head Spray
aiodificaiion would not invclve a reduction in

a margin of safety. Based on the three
standards discussed above. operation of the
facility subsequent to removal of the RHR
Head Spray along with the associated
pnmary containment Iso!ation valves.
involves Vc Significant Hazard
Considerations.

The licensee separately evaluated the
de)et!on from Uae TSs of the speciai
report when seismic monitor fiR-VA.151
is inoperable so)ely because it has to be
disconnected to remove the reactor
vessel head. With respect to the three
NRC criteria in 10 CFR 50.92, the
licensee stated:

(1) Operation of the plant under tae
proposed Technical Specificat! oas in regard
to charming the operability report!ax
requiremerts for seismic monitor XR VA.151
whenever the reactor head has been
removed would not involve a significant
increase in the probabihty or consequences,
of an accident previously evalaated.

The Seismic n.onitor would continue to
funcuon under the proposed amendment
whenever the reactor head is instafled on the
reactor vessel. When the reactor head has
been removed from the reactor vessel the
seismic monitor willbecome inoperable by
necessity and presently is repor'.able after 30
days unoer the existing Technical
Specifications.

The purpose of the existing requiement is
to report unexpected seismic mori!or
malfunctions during periods when monitors
are required to be operable. Eliminating the
requirement for submission of a special
report when only one seismic monitor
becomes inoperable for more than 30 days.
during the course of normal activities taking
place with the reactor head removal, willnot
affect the reporting requirements for the
iaonitor under any other operating
conditions. Followmg the reinstallation of the
reactor bead the seisiaic monitor willbe
reconnected and its operability re-
estabhshed. The reporting requirements for
other seismic monitors would not be affected
by this proposed change.

The intent of the s peciflcation for reporting
seismic monitor malfunction wou)d continue
under the proposed amendment. Lack of a
report whenever the reactor head is removed.
does not affect the intent of the spec! ficatioa
which is to accrue data on unexpected
seismic monitor oLalfunctions and on the
reUability of the monitors. rather than on
intentional disconnections of a monitor.

Therefore. deletion of the reponability
requirement under these expected conditions
would not involve a significant increase in
the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated

(2) Operation of the plant under tl e
proposed Technical Specifications in regard
to changing die operability repornng
requirements for Seismic Monitor XR.VA-151
whenever the reactor head has been removed
would not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of an accident from any
accident previously evaluated.

'ftercoinpletion of tbe proposed Head
Spray removal modification. a blanking
flange on the tvactor nozzle would inaintain
the reactor pressure boundary. Seismic

monitor XR.VA.151 won)d be remounted at
the time.to the new biankiag flange on top of
the reactor vessel head. No other changes are
being proposed for. seistnic monitor XR.VA-
151. Also. the re portability requirements
would not be changed for any other monitor
except XR.VA.151 under th» proposed
amendmeat. Char g!ng the reportabil! ty
requirements .'or seismic monitor XR VA 1st
when the reactor head has been removed
does not affect any plant safe shutdown
capabilities.

Therefore. eUmination of the reporiabiliiy
requ!rements without making changes to the
location or to the normal operabU! ty status of
the seismic monitor would not create the
possiblUty of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

(3) Operation of the plant nader the
pro posed Technical Specification in regard to
changing the operability reporting
requirements for Seismic Monitor XR VA 151
whenever the reactor head has been removed
wou)d not Invo!ve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety.

Tbe Seismic Momioring System provides
information to the operators after a seismic
event and does not perform any direct plant
shutdown funcnon or affect plant operation.
When monitor XR.VA-151 becomes
inoperable during Umas the RPV head Is
removed. it does aot provide any information
followinga seisinic event occurring during
that period. Other monitors in the plant
remain operable and would provide this
infonaation. The lack of post. seismic data
from seismic monitor XR-VA-151 would
remain the anne whether or not a special
report was submitted to the Commission.
Elimination of the Special Report when
seismic monitor XR-VA-151 is inoperable
during times when the RPV head is removed.
does not invo)ve a sigaificant reduction in a
margin of safety. The lack of seismic
infonaa Uon from seismic monitor XR.VA-151
after any seismic event when the reactor
head Is removed. would not affect the safety
of the plant. Seismic monitors provide
information to reinforce and verify previous
seismic calculations. Other monitors in the
plant would provide this information when
XR-VA.151 is not operable.

Based on the three standards discussed
above, operation of the facilityafter changiag
the seismic monitor reportability
requirements in the Technical Specifications.
involves No Sigaiflcant Hazards
ConsideratioaL

The staff haa reviewed the licensee's
analyses and agrees with it. )1ierefore.
we conclude that the amendment
satisfie tbe three criteria listed in 10
CFR RL92(c). Based on that conclusion,
the staff proposes to determine that the
pro posed )!cense amendment does not
involve a significant hazards
consideration.

Local Public Document Room
location: Pottstown Public Library. 500
High Street. Pottatown, Pennsylvania
19464.
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Attorney for licensee: Conner and
Wetterhahn. 1747 Pennsylvania Avenue,
NW..Washington. DC 20008

NRC Project Director. Wal ter R.
Butler

Power Authority of the State of New
York. Docket No. 50-333, James A.
FitzPatrick Nuclear Power Plant,

. Oswego, New York
Date ofamendment request: April 14,

1988
Description ofomendment request:

The proposed amendment would revise
the Technical Specification (TS) Section
4.8.G.1 to resolve a conflict with the
corresponding Bases section. Section
4.8.G.1 specifies surveillance
requirements to verify jet pump
performance. The revision would reduce
the maximum permissible recirculation
loop flow imbalance between
recirculation loops from 15 percent to 10
percent when the recirculation pumps
are operated at the same speed, which
would then agree with the limits stated
in the TS Bases section. The 10 percent
value is consistent with the TS Bases,
NRC staff'and industry guidance.

Bosis forproposed no sign/fican!
hazards consideration determination:
The Commission has provided
standards for determining whether a
significant hazards consideration exists
as stated in 10 CFR 50.92. A proposed
amendment to an operating license for a
facility involves no signiflcant hazards
consideration ifoperation of the facility
in accordance with a proposed
amendment would not: (1) Involve a
significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously
evaluated; or (2) Create the possibility of
a new or different kind of accident from
any previously evaluated: or (3) Involve
a significant reduction in a margin of
safety.

The licensee has determined. that the
proposed TS change willnot involve a
significant hazards consideration. The
proposed change willnot involve a
significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously
evaluated in that the effect is to bring
the TS section into agreement with the
actual practice and the TS Bases
section. The proposed change is
administrative in nature and as such
does not involve hardware or
procedural changes to the facility. The
proposed change willnot create the
possibility of a new or different kind of
accident since it does not involve an
actual change to present operating
criteria and as stated previously does
not involve any facilityhardware or
procedural changes. The proposed
change does not involve a reduction in
the margin of safety because the change

is administrative in nature. In fact, the
proposed change increases the

robability that a jet pump failure will
e promptly identified by the operators

since the effect is to reduce the jet pump
performance surveillance acceptance
limit.The 10 percent figure complies
with the General Electric Company's
Service Information Letter No. 330.
which verifies that the 10 percent value
is the proper limit.

The staff has reviewed the licensee's
no significant hazards consideration
determination. Based on the review and
the above discussions. the staff
proposes to determine that the proposed.
changes do not involve a significant
hazards consideration,

Local Public Document Boom
location: State University of New York,
Penfield Library, Reference and
Documents Department, Oswego, New
York '13128.

Attorney for licensee: Mr. Charles M.
Prat t, 10 Columbus Circle, New York.
New York 10019.

NRC Project Director. Robert A.
Capra, Director

Power Authority of the State of New
York, Docket No. 6M33, James A.
FitzPatrick Nuclear Power Plant.
Oswego, New York

Date ofamendment request:
September 13, 1988

Description ofomendmenr request:
The licensee provided, in part, the
following description: The application
for amendment proposes changes to
page 4, Table 3,1-1 and Table 3.2-1 of the
Technical Specifications (TS). The
change to page 4 would delete the
reactor protection scram bypass from
the definition of Startup/Hot Standby.
The change to Table 3.1-1 would delete
the requirement for a reactor scram on
main steam isolation valve (MSIV)
closwe in the refuel and the startup
modes. Also note 3 to this Table, which
established 1005 psig as the reactor
pressure below which the scram is
bypassed, wfllbe deleted. The change to
Table 3.2-1 involves adding a reference
to note 'I for the low condenser vacuum
trip of the MSIVs to indicate that the trip
is functional only in the run mode. Note
8 to Table 3.2-1. which already refers to
the low condenser vaccum trip of the
MSIVs, would be changed to read.
"Bypassed when mode switch is not in
run mode and turbine stop valves are
closed." This would remove the
requirement that reactor pressure be
less than 1005 psig before the bypass
occurs.

Basis forproposed no significonr
hazards consideration determinotioru
The Commission has provided
standards for determining whether a

significant hazards consideration exists
as stated in 10 CFR 50.92. A proposed
amendment to an operating license for a
facility involves no significant hazards
consideration ifoperation of the facility
in accordance with a proposed
amendment would not: (1) Involve a
significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously
evaluated: or (2) Create the possibility of
a new or different kind of accident from
any accident previously evaluated; or (3)
Involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety.

The licensee has evaluated the
proposed amendment against the
standards in 10 CFR 50.92 and the
licensees'indings are summarized
below:

1. The proposed change does not
increase the probability or
consequences of an accident previously
evaluated, Pressure switches set at 1005
psig were installed a few years ago after
instability was observed in an early
European Boiling Water Reactor during
its startup. However. a series of recent
reactivity and pressue perturbation tests
conducted as part of the startup test
program at Browns Ferry (a typical
BWR 4 design of the FitzPatrick type)
showed that following the initial
disturbance. all parameters returned to
steady state values and the reactor
stabilized.

In addition, since the switches are set
to bypass up to the normal reactor
operating pressure of 1005 psig. the
pressures which would allow the scram
on MSIVclosure and main steam line
isolation on low condenser vacuum
when the turbine stop valves are closed
are outside the range of presswes for
the refuel and startup modes. Thus.
scram and isolation functions are
bypassed and the pressure switches are
not necessary. The consequences of
inadvertent MSIVclos'.re in the refuel
or startup modes at or below 1005 psig
willremain unchanged with the removal
of the switches. In the startup mode, the
reactor power is between approximately
0-15% of fullpower and the peak reactor
pressure and the critical power ratio
responses are significantly below the
limits established for transients during
fullpower operation.

In startup mode. the Intermediate
Range Monitor (IRM) subsystem and the
Average Power Range Monitor (APRM)
subsystem provide signals to the
Reactor Protection System (RPS) to
shutdown the reactor. IfMSIV closure
occurs while the reactor is in the startup
mode. the reactor willscram on high
neutron flux or high reactor pressure.
The overpressure protection analysis.
for the limiting event of MSIV closure at
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100% power teratinated by the high
neutron flux scnnn. provides the
boundhig ana)ysis for the press>~
transient. Ifa loss of condenser vacuum
even: occurs during refuel or startup
n,oaes. the turbine bypass valves would

u c,!nse io isolate the conden er. and
operator action cen be taker.!n
manueHy close the MSIVs ifnecessary.
Therefcre. removal of pressure switches
ard deletion of scram and isola',:on
fu..ctions does not increase the
probabi!ity or the consequences of an
accident.

2. The proposed change willnrt create
the possibility of a new or d! fferent kind
r.f accident from any pcevious!y
eve!uated. The purpose for which the
p:essure switches were ins',a!!eri docs
not exist (as cL'scusscd above). Witn the
switches set for bypa:s at 1005 psig
(whch is above the ful! range o! reactor
pressures for refuel and star!ip !nodes).
scram on MSIV c!osure and is>!la>ion on
Ioiv condenser vacuum dur'~g;e!ue! and
s:ar!up modes of operenon ere
bypassed. Therefore. the pressure
ssvitches are nct used for any sefety
forctinn and no new or different kmd of
accidei.t can be created by t'e removal
o! rhese switches and de!e"on of the
scram and isolation function.

3. The proposed m.endT.ent wiU rot
mvolve a sig;.!I!cant reduc!!on in "!e
raargin o'. safe'.y. The cu~nt setpoint
icr the press~ switches bypass the
scram and isclafion functions kr t>"e f"ll
runge of reactor pressures in the refuel
cnd stamrp mndes. Fur.hermnre. the
r,peradng rrimiis of the plant e.e nc!
determi..ed by the setpnirt of these
swi!ches. The hmit!ng p!ant trans>ents
are sti!I!hose in!tiated from fu)l power
nperatinn end not from operation in the
ref el or s:ar",ap modes with the scram
and isn>a'lion bypass. Therefnre. the
op>.ra'.rng 'r:n:i'.s and the!imi!ing safety
system set:ings remain unchanged and
t'h e margin ot safay is nnt reducecL

The staff has reviewed the!icensee's
no signif:cant nazards considerat!on
de'e. m!rut>nn. Based on the review and
the above discussions. the staff
proposes to de!ermine that the proposed
c!!arges do ..ot irvo!ve a sign:ficant
hazards consideration.

I ace! Pu>ulic Doc >mert Room
)eca.'lant Stare Universitv cf iew York.
Penfie!d Library, Rr.'crea'e and
Documen!s Depart=,en'.. Oswego. New
York 13125.

Attorney foriicense.: Mr. Char!es M.
Prat!. 10 Columbus Circie. New York.
New York 10019.

3 RC Reject Director: Rober! A.
Capra. Director

Power Aulmityaf The State of Naw
York. Docket No. 5048K Indian Poiat
Nuciear Geraesndag Unit No. 3,
Westchester County, New York

Date of amendment request: August
16. 1988

Description of amendment reque'st:
The proposed amendment would revise
the Technical Specifications to
streamline the Monthly Operating
Report to conform to tha! of the
Standard Technical Specifications.
Redundarcy within the current Monthly
Operating Report willbe eliminated.
and the r.porting of safety and re!ief
valve challenges willbe provided on a
more frequent basis by including this
inforii.ation within the monthly rather
than the annual report. The Monthly
Operating Report willcontinue to
provide the information outlined in
Regulatory Guide 1.16.

Basis forproposed na significant
hczanh consideratian determinatiotu
The Commission Ims provided
standards for determining whether a
sigr!ficant hazards consideration exists
as stated in 10 CFR 50.92. A proposed
amendinent to an operating license for a
facility in accordance witn a proposed
amendment would nat: (1) Involve a
signiTicant increase in the probability or
cnnsequences of an accident previously
evaluatecL or (2) Create the possibility of.
a new or different kind of an accident
froin any accident previously evaluated:
or (3) Involve a significant reduction in a

margin of safety.
The licensee made the following

analysis of these changes:

{1) Does the pmposed license amendment
involve a significant increase in the
probability er consequences of an accident
previously evaiusted?

Respcinse
Tire proposed chaages described and

evaluated above do !rot involve a sigmflcant
increase in the prnbsbiiiiy or consequences
nf an accidecrt pcevinrisly evaluated. Revising
the wording of ibe section on Monthly
Operating Reports does nnt alter any system
or subsystem and wrti aot change the
rnncirrsinns of either 'he FS >r>R or SER
accident analysis.

{2) Does the proper>ed >i;ense amendment
create the possibility of a rr~w oc ditfececrt
kmd of ace>>tent from any previously
evaluated?

Response
These chaam's ao an! creare ihe possibility

of a aew or ciifeceni kind oi accident from
any accident previousiy evaiua!ed. The
nraposed changes do nei involve any changes
in the bardwa . operability. surveillance. or
record keep rg requirements of the facility. tn
addition. safery aad ceiief valve cha!!eases
willsubsequently be reported on a more
frequent bas! s.

{31 Does the proposed amendmeot involve
a significant red ciica in a margin nf srrfety?

Response

TT!e proposed dranges dn anl icrvotve s
reduction in a margin of safety since !trey do
noi in any way affect tbe availability.
operabitity. m surveillance cectercemerris ot
any eqpaprecrt within the frrcrlity.The
changes revise the wording of the tpa
Technical Specifications section corrc~inp
monthly report!er requiremerrts to co."'err, i'n
thai of the Standard Tcchnical S peciflr a".'.ecs.

Based on the above. the staff proposes
to determine that the proposed chang~w
do not involve a significant hazards
consideration.

Local Public Document Room
locctiotu White Plains Public Library.
100 Mart'ne Avenue. White Plains. New
York 10601.

Attorney for licensee: Mr. Charles M.
Pratt. 10 Columbus Circle. New Yo&.
New York 10019.

NRC Project Director. Robert A.
Capra. Director

Power Authority ofThe State nf .'ew
York, Docket No. 58-286, Indian Point
NucIear Generating Unit No. 3.
Westchester County, New York

Date ofomendment request: August
23, 1988

Description ofomendment reauastc By
NRC Generic Letter 84-13 dated r fay 3.
1984. "Technical Specifications fcr
Snubbers." an option was provided to
delete snubber listings from a plant's
Technical Specifications. The proposed
amendment w!B revise the Technical
Specifications by deleting the sr;ubbar
listing (Table 3.13-1), white main'sining
operability, surveillance, and record-
keeping requirements.

Basis forproposed no significa.".t
hazards consideration determir otic.",:
The Commission has provided
standards for determining whether a
significant hazards consideration exists
as stated in 10 CFR 50.92. A proposed
amendment to an operating license for a
facility in accordance with a proposed
amendment would not: (1) Involve a
significant increase in the probabili:y nr
consequences of an accident previousiy
evaluated: or (2) Create the possiroilit; f
a new or different kind of acct'enl fr.m
any accident previously evalua!ed: or!3)
Involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety.

The licensee made the following
analysis of these changes:

1. Does the proposed license amendmer.r
invoice a significan increase in the
probabihiy or car!sequences of an acciciec!
previously evaluated?

Response
The prot!oned changes nescribed and

evaluated above do noi involve a sr!mr!>cent
increase in the probability or consequence s
of an accident previously evaluated. The
proposed changes do not alter sny sysrem n:
subsystem and wii!not change the
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concluaiona of either the FSAR or the SER
accident analysis.

2. Does the proposed license amendment
create the possibility of a difierent kind of
acmdent from any acmdant previousiy
evaiua! ed?

Response
These chanpes dn not cresie the possibility

of a new or aitferent kird of accicent from
any accident previously evaluated. The
changes do not involve hardware or
procedural changes to the facility, Deletion of
the snubber listing from the Technical
Specilicationa does not affect safety related
snubber operability. surveillance or record.
keeping requirements. and thus cannot create
the posaibihty of e new or different kind of

'accident. A listing of a!i the safety. related
anubbera ia maintained as part of the
surveillance perfonnance test procedures.
which ia a controlled document,

3. Does the proposed amendment involve a
significant reduction in a margin ol safety?

Response
The proposed changes do not involve a

reduction in a margin of safety since they do
not in any way reduce ihe availability ol the
snubbera that are provided to ensure that the
structural integrity of the reactor coolant and
ail other safety-related systems are
maintained during and following a seismic or
other event that induces dynamic loads.

Based on the above discussion. the
staff proposes to determine that the
proposed amendment involves no
significant hazards consideration.

Local Public Document Room
location: White Plains Public Library.
100 Martine Avenue. White Plains. New
York 10601.

Attorney for licensee: Mr. Charles M.
Pratt. 10 Columbus Circle. New York.
New York 10019.

lv'RC Project Director: Robert A.
Capra. Director

Public Service Company of Colorado.
Docket No. 50-287. Fort St. Vrain
Nuclear Generating Station, Weld
County, Colorado

Dote ofamendment request:
September 23. 1988

Description ofamendment request:
This amendment request results from
the licensee's need to have a 500 curie
source of cesium-131 on site to perform
calibration of a high range detection
instrumentation. Amendment 41 to the
Fort St. Vrain Technical Specifications
directed Public Service Company of
Colorado to. at a future time. replace the
listing of specific isotopes with a
statement similar to that now requested

'n

2.c.(4). The current Radiological
Control Program maintains adequate
control of the use and storage of
calibration sources. This willserve to
place the Fort St. Vrain License in a
format more similar to the recently
issued Licenses.

Basis forproposed no significont
hozards consideration determinatian:

The Commission has provided
standards for determining whether a
significant hazards consideration exists
as stated in 10 CFR 50.92(c). A proposed
amer dment to an operating license for a
facility involves no significant hazards
consideration ifoperation of the facility
in accordance with the proposed
amendment would not: (1) involve a
significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously
evaluated: or (2) create the possibility of
a new or different kind of accident from
any accident previously evaluated: or (3)
involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety. The licensee provided
an analysis that addressed the above
three standards in the amendment
application as follows:

The proposed change does nnt involve a
aignilicant hazards consideration because
operation of FSV in accordance with this
change would not:

(tl involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident
previously evaluated. The uae of sources for
cahbration purposes does not eflect the
design or function of any plant system/
component. The updating of this license
condition to not specify individual isotopes
willallow more llexibility,and is being done
based on an NRC recommendation.

i2l create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated. The cahbration of
detection instrumentation does not create the
poaaibility of any accident different from
those already analyzed. Non.apecilic
designation of the calibration sources willnot
create any new failure modes.

(3) involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety. There ia no margin of safety
associated with calibration source atr.ngth.

Further. reformatting the license does noi
alter the requirements expressed in the
License.

The staff has reviewed the licensee's
no significant hazards consideration
determination. Based on the review and
the above discussions, the staff
proposes to determine that the proposed
changes do not involve significant
hazards considerations.

Local Public Document Room
location: Greeley Public Library. City
Complex Building. Greeley. Colorado

Attorney for licensee: James K.
Tarpey. Public Service Company
Building. Room 900. 55015th Street,
Denver. Colorado 80202

ltlRCProject Director: Jose A. Calvo

Public Service Company of Colorado.
Docket No. 50-267, Fort St. Vrain
Nuclear Generating Station, Weld
County, Colorado

Date ofamendment requestt October
13. 1988

Description ofomendment request:
The proposed Amendment would
modify Technical Specification Section

LCO 4.4.1. which provides a listing of
the Plant Protective System (PPS)
instrumentation parameters and the
associated bases. The PPS is the reactor
protective circuitry and the circuitry
oriented towards protecting various
plant components from major damage.

The Technical Specification LCO 4.4.1
has been modified to clarify the time
permitted to reset trip setpoints per the
detector decalibration curve. Figure 3.3.
1, for the linear channel - high neutron
flux channels following a power
reduction.

If the linear channel - high neutron
flux channels are outside their
Allowable Values. they must be
considered inoperable and the
appropriate actions apply. The lirear
channel - high neutron flux RWP and
scram willbe available but may not be
set properly. The Technical
Specifications currently requires a plant
shutdown within 12 hours. There are
various plant situations where power
level is automatically reduced and the
applicable Trip Setpoints for the linear
channel - high neutron flux channels
change.

To av'old unnecessary shutdown
requirements after control rod runback
or power reduction events. the licensee
proposes that an action be adiied to the
Technical Specifications that allows 12
hours after a power reduction to regain
compliance with Figure 3.3-1 for tinear
channel - high neutron flux. This added
action provides a reasonable period of
time to regain compliance. either by
adjusting the Trip Setpoints or by
changing power level. During this time.
the linear channel - high neutron flux
RWP and scram, (which may improperly
set), and the reheat steam temperature-
high scram provide protection against an
unexpected increase in power level. The
likelihood of a rod withdrawal accident
(for which these scram param'eters
provide protection) is small. The 24 hour
orderly shutdown requirement reduces
rapid transients on plant components
and is consistent with actions included
in the Technical Specification Upgrade
Program.

Basis forproposed no signi fican!
hazards consideratian determination:
The Commission has provided
standards for determining whether a
significant hazards consideration exists
as stated in 10 CFR 50.92(c). A proposed
amendment to an operating license for a
facility involves no significant hazards
consideration ifoperation of the facility
in accordance with the proposed
amendment would not: (1) involve a
significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously
evaluated: or (2) create the possibility of
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a new or different kind of accident from
any accident previously evaluated: or (3)
involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety. The licensee provided
an analysis that addressed the above
three standards ir. the amerdment
appliration as follows:

The proposed arnendmeni does not involve
e sigmficant hazards ronsideration because
operalion of lh«Fort St. Vrain Nuclear
Generating Station in accordance with this
change would not:

(1) involve a sittnificent increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident ~

previously evaluated.
The linear channel ~ high neutron flux

parameters are part of the Plant Protective
System (PPS). The primary function of the
linear channel ~ high neutron Pux parameters
is to provide a scram prior to reactor power
exceeding 140% of rated power. Additional
protection is provided by a rod withdrewal
prohibit pnor to reactor power exceeding
120~o of rated power. These high neutron flux
scram and RWP actions are backed up by the
PPS reheat steam temperature ~ high scram.
Section 14.2.2 of the FSAR analyzes accident
scenarios that would produce reactor pnwer
levels of 140% of rated power. The condition
that is most likely to cause an increase in
power level of this nature is a rod withdrawal
accident. Section 14.2.2,6 analyzes maximum
worth control rod pair withdrawal at full
power. Included are scenarios where the
reactor is scrammed 88 seconds and 105
seconds after accident initiation by the
reheat steam temperature ~ high scram. These
accident analyses are not inodified by this
amendment.

(2) Create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident froin any accidert
previously evaluated.

FSAR Section 14.2.2 contains the analysis
of core reactivity accidents. Permitting a

reasonable amount of time to regain
compliance v ith Figure 3,3-1 for the linear
channel ~ high neutron flux channels and a
reasonable amount of time to shut down the
reactor in an orderly manner does not change
that analysis.

(3) Involve a significant reduction in a

margin of safety,
The margin of safety against an increase in

reactivity accident is provided by five
protective actions identified in FSAR Section
14.2.2.1. This amendment clarifies the time
that is availabie to regain compliance with
Figure 3.3.1 for two of these protective
ac»ons following a power reduction that
changes the applicable trip setpionts for the
Imear channels. Any reduction of safety
during this time is not significant in that all
five protective actions are available. (The
RWP and scram for the linear channels may
be improperiy set on an interim bases.) The
effectiveness of ihe other three protective
actions is analyzed in FSAR Section 14.2.2.8.
The other protec»ve actions include reheat
steam temperature.- high scram. manual
scram. and manual actuation of the reserve
shutdown system.

In this requested revision to LCO 4.4.1 for
the power reduction situation. 12 hours would
be permitted to ensure proper trip setpoints
for the linear channel - high neutron flux

channels. This could include either adjusting
the trip setpoints for the lower power level. or
increasing reactor power. If

appropriate.'lso.

24 hours would be permitted to effect
an orderly shutdown of the reactor in the
unlikely event that compliance with Figure
3.3-1 could not be regained. Interim Technical
Specification LCO 3.1.5 perinits 4 hours to
restore the control rods to an acceptable
configuration following a control rod
runback. The resetting of the trip setpoints
must be done after the control rods are
restored to an acceptable conflguration. The
twelve hours includes time to position the
control rods to conform to the requirements
of interim Technical Specification LCO 3.1.5.

PSC considers this change to LCO 4.4.1
justified because adequate protective actions
remain in place and a rod withdrawal
accident is a low probability event. During
the interval in which the high neutron flux
scram trip setpoint may not be in compliance
with Figure 3.3 1 ~ the reheat steam
temperature - high scram would be available
to pro!ect against an unexpected increase in
reactor power. The RWP and scram due to
high neutron flux would be available but mat
not actuate by the 120% or 140% analyzed
values. The manual scram is also available in
addition to the automatic scram and RWP
actions.

The staff has reviewed the licensee's
no significant hazards considerations
determination. Based on the review and
the above discussions. the staff
proposes to determine that the proposed
changes do not involve a significant
hazards determination.

Local Public Document Room
locotion: Greeley Public L(brary. City
Complex Building. Greeley. Colorado

Attorney for licensee: J. K. Tarpey,
Public Service Company Building, Room
900. SS01Sth Street, Denver. Colorado
80202

NRC Project Director: Jose A. Calvo

PubUc Service Company of Colorado.
Docket No. 50-287, Fort St. Vraln
Nuclear Generat(rtg Station, Weld
County, Colorado

Dote ofamendment request: October
14, 1988

Description ofamendment requests
The amendment would make certain
changes to Section 7 of the Technical
Specificatiors. concerning
Administrative Controls. The changes
include deletion of the organizational
charts from the Technical Specifications
as per Generic Letter 884B dated March
22. 1988. AC 7.1.1 is reformatted to
better conform with the Standard
Technical Specifications (based on
Westinghouse plants). AC 7.1.1. 7.1.2.
7.1.3. and 7.2 have changes made to
position titles reflecting 8 recent
reorganization at Fort St. Vrain.

Basis forproposed no significont
hazards consideration determi notion:
The Commission has provided

standards for determining whether a
significant hazards consideration exists
as stated in 10 CFR 50.92(c). A proposed
amendment to an operating license for a
facility involves no significant hazards
consideration ifoperation of the facility
in accordance with the proposed
amendment would not: (1} involve a
significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously
evaluated: or (2) create the possibility of
a new or different kind of accident from
any accident previously evaluated: or (3)
involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety. The licensee provided
an analysis that addressed the above
three standards in the amendment
application as follows:

A. Specification AC 7.1.1 is revised as
fol!ows:

Section 1. "RESPONSIBILITY."v as added
delegating control room command
responsibility and corpora te responsibility
for overall nuclear plant safety. This section
directly correlates to Section 8.1 of the
Westinghouse Standard Technical
Specifications (STS), NUREG 0452.

Section 2.a. "Onsite and Offsite
Organization.- was added to provide a
directive for the establishment and definition
of linea of authority. responsibility. and
communication for onsite and offsite
organizations. This section directly correlates
to Section 6.2.1 of the STS. as amended by
Generic Letter 8846 for deletion of the
organization charts from the Technical
Specifications (Tech. Specs.).

Section 2.b(l) designates on duty shift
minimum shift crew composition per Table
7.1-1. This section follows the guidelines of
Generic Letter 8846. and incorporates the
requirements of Generic Letter 8846. and
incorporates the requirements of current
Section 2.a.

Section 2.b[2.3.4) discuss licensed operator
on. shift requirements. These sections are
added to conform to the formatting effort of
this amendment: and include part of the
current c)arification text followingTable 7.1.1—
and the requirements of current Section 2.b.

Sections 2,b(5.6.7.8.9) are reformatting and
editorial corrections. which incorporate the
requirements of current Sections 2.c. 2.d.2.e.
?.I. and the position titles of the Fort St. Vrain
(FSV) reorganization.

Section? b(10) was added to delineate
those requiring a Senior Reactor Operator's
(SRO) license and those requiring a Reactor
Operator's (RO) license: and follows the
guidelines of Generic Letter 8846.

Section 2.b(11) discusses shift crew
composition and incorporates the
requirements of the current final clarification
paragraph followingTable 7.1.1. which were
not included in proposed Sections 2.b(2.3,4).

Section 2.b(12) was added to delineate
control room command responsibility in the
absence of the Shift Supervisor. and further
expounds on proposed Section 1.b.

Table 7.1-1 was relocated within
Specification AC 7.1.1. The table retains the
same requirements as the rurrent Table 7.1.1.
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However. the pape is reformatted to include
the applicable notes.

Section 3. -TECHNICALADVISORS," is a
reformatting eddaion. This section
incorporates the requirements of current
Section t.c end z.l. with position iiiies per the
FSV reorpanizslicn.

Sec ~ ion 4. "UNITSTAFF
QUALIFICATIONS.-is e i«lormeuinp
»i.'.khan er d inco:pnrs:«s iih«requiremenis of
current S«ciions 2.p snd z.h. "upon
comme."cement of ccmmercial operation" is
deleted since this siipulanon is not
necessew.

Section 5. -TRAINING."reformats end
ircorpnretes the requirements ol current
Section 3. "Compliance with Secuon 5.5 of
ANSI 18.1.1971 shall be achieved no later
than 6 months lollowing commencement of
commercial operation" is deleted since this
stipuietion is not necessary.

B. Specification AC 7.1.2 is revised es
follows:

Section t. Plant Operations Review
Committee (PORC) Membership. is revised to
incorporate position titles of the FSV
reorganization. No experuse is deleted froin
the PORC. end the positions meet the
description of ANSI N18.1.

Seciions S.e. 5.3. 8.d end 7 contain e

position title change only. Responsibility end
expertise remain the same.

Sections 3. 4. 9. end 10 contain position title
change only. Responsibility end expertise
remain the same.

Section S.k. relative to PORC review of
every unplanned onsite release of radioactive
material to the environ. is deleted. This
requirement is considered to be adequately
covered in Sections S.e through S,g. Also.
several recent plant Technical Specifications
have been found not to include this
requirement: River Bend 1. Grand Gulf 1.
Nine Mile Point 2. end Palo Verde 1. Deletion
of Section S.k is also consis'.ent with the
Tech. Spec. Upgrade Program draft.

C. Specilicetion AC 7.1.3 is revised as
follows:

Section 1 contains only formatting changes.
Section 2 contains revisions io the Nuclear

Facility Safety Committee (NFSC)
Membership relative to position titles per the
FSV reorganization. The actual membership
end areas of responsibilnyl expertise remain
the same.

Sections 3. 4. end 9 contain e position title
change only. Res ponsib:lity end expertise
remain the same.

Seciicn 10.e is revised to delete the
requireirent that each NFSC meeting's
minutes be approved withm 30 days
foiiowmg each meeting. Section10.b wes
added to direct the preliminary approval of
the, VFSC meeting minutes by the Senior Vice
President. Nuclear Operations. It else directs
ihe distribution of the minutes to the NFSC
members". end epprovel of the minutes et ihe
next NFSC'meeting. These revisions will
ensure that ihe entire NFSC membership will
be given the opportunity to vote on the
approval of the minutes ol the lest NFSC
meeting.

D. Pe pcs 7.1 20. 7.1.21. 7.1.22. end 7.1.23 ere
deleted:

Pages 7;1.20 and 7.1.21 contain Table 7.1.1

end iis associated notes end clerilicetion

information. All this information is included
elsewhere in the proposed amendment.

Pages 7.1 22 end 7.1.23 contain the *

organization charts (Figures 7.1.1 end 7.1.2).
These charts are deleted from the Tech.
Soecs.. based on the recommendetioh of
Generic Letter 6846.

E. Specificeiion AC 7.2 is revised es
lnliowiu

Sec«ons b. end d. contain e position titte
chanpe nnly. Responsibihty end expertise
remain the same.

Except es otherwise noted above. this
proposed amendment reformats current
Administrative Cont:ols Specification 7.1.1
requirements to better conform to STS
fornetting: deletes organization charts per
the guidelines of Generic Letter 8846: end
retitles certain positions in AC 7.1.1. 7.1%
7.1.3. end 7.2 to conform io the FSV
reorganization begun Mey 12. 1988.

Based on the above, this proposed change
'does not involve e significant hazards
consideration because operation of FSV in
accordance with this change would not:
involve e sighiiicent increase in the
probability or conseouences of an accident
previously evelueted: create the possibility of
e new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated: involve a
significant reduction in e margin of safety.

The staff has reviewed the licensee's
no significant hazards consideration
determination. Based on the review and
the above discussions, the staff
proposes to determine that the proposed
changes do not involve a significant
hazards consideration.

Local Public Document Room
location: Greeley Public Library. City
Complex Building. Greeley. Colorado

Attorney for licensee: J. K. Tarpey.
Public Service Company Building. Room
900. 55015th Street. Denver. Colorado
80202

NRC Project Director: Jose A. Calvo .

r
Public Service Company of Colorado,
Docket No. 50-287, Fort St. Vrain
Nuclear Generatitig Station, Weld
County, Colorado

Date ofomendment request: October
14, 1988

Description ofamendment request:
The proposed changes would modify SR
5.0 to add a new inservice inspection
criterion. SR 5.2.1. Prestressed Concrete
Reactor Vessel (PCRV) and PCRV
Penetration Overpressure Surveillance
and its basis would be modified. The
modifications would require testing of
the overpressure protection assembly in
accordance with Subsection (GV or
1WV of Section Xl of the ASME Code.

Basis forproposed no significont
hazords consideration determination:
The Commission has provided guidance
for the application of criteria for no
significant hazards consideration
determination by providing examples of
amendments that are considered not

likely to involve 8 significant hazards
consideration (51 FR 7751). These
examples inc)ude "(ii)A change that
constitutes an additional limitation.
restriction. or control not present)y
included in the technical specifications.
e.g. ~ a more stringent surveillance
requirement."

The proposed change would require
the licensee to test the PCRV
overpressure assembly in accordance
with the widely accepted ASME code.
This constitutes an additional and more
stringent restriction that is not currently
included in the Technica) Specifications
and is therefore within the scope of the
example cited above.

Since the application for amendment
involves proposed changes that are
encompassed by an example for which
no significant hazards consideration
exists.'the staff has made a proposed
determination that the application
involves no significant hazards
consideration.

Local Public Document Room
location: Greeley Public Library. City
Complex Building. Greeley. Colorado

Attorney for licensee: J. K:Tarpey.
Public Service Company Building, Room
900. 55015th Street. Denver. Colorado
80202

NRC Project Director: Jose A. Calvo

Public Service Electric gi Gas Company.
Docket No. 50-354. Hope Creek
Generating Station, Salem County. New
Jersey

Date ofamendment request:
September 28, 1988

Description ofomendment request:
This amendment would revise Technical
Specification Tables 22.1-1. 3.3.2 1. and
3.3.2-2 to replace the footnote created
with the issuance of Amendment 8
(restrictions associated with the
hydrogen injection test) with the
necessary requirements associated with
the installation of a permanent
Hydrogen Water Chemistry (HWC)
System. These changes would permit the
operation of an HWC system by
creating two separate main steam line
background radiation levels and
associated trip setpoints while
restricting operation to power levels
greater than 20% of Rated Thermal
Power.

Basis forproposed no significant
hazards consideration determination:
The Commission has provided
standards for determining whether a
significant hazards consideration exists
(10 CFR 50.92(c)). A proposed
amendment to an operating license for a
facility involves no significant hazards
consideration ifoperation of the facili:y
in accordance with the proposed
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emendment would not (1) involve a
significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously
evaluated: (2) create the possibility of a
new or different kind of accident from
any accident previously evaluated; or (3)
involve 0 significant reduction in a
margin of safety. In accordance with 10
CFR 50.92 the licensee has reviewed the
proposed changes end has concluded as
follows that they do not involve a
significant hazards consideration:

Significart Hazards Analysis
Consideration

The proposed changes to the Technical
S pecifications:

1. Do not involve a significant increase in
the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated.

The only acciden', scenario which takes
credit for the MSL high radiation scrain and
isolation setpoint is the Control Rod Drop
Accident (CRDA) as described in the
Updated Fina! Safety Analysis Report
(UFSAR) Secnon 15.4.9. Specifically. the
Main Steam Isolation Valves (MSIVs) are
assumed to receive an automatic closure
signal at 0.5 seconds after detection of high
radiation in the main steam lines and to be
fu!Iy closed at 5 seconds from the receipt of
the closure signal. The hISL radiation
monitors are provided to detect a gross
failure ol the fuel cladding. When high
radiation is detected. a trip is initiated to
reduce the continued failure of fuel cladding.
At the same time. the MSIVs are closed to
limit the release of flssion products. The trip
setting is high enough above background
radiation levels to prevent spurious trips yet
low enough to promptly detect gross failures
in;he fuel cladding.

NEDO.10527. Supplement 1. "General
Electric Rod Drop Accident Analysis for
Large Boiling Water Reactors" dated july
19. 2 concluded that the consequences of the
CRDA are most severe under Hot Standby
conditions. Furthermore. the consequences of
the CRDA are increasingly less severe above
10 percent power due to a foster Doppler
response and a lower rodworth. Finally and
most importartly. this report concluded that
above 20 percent power the consequences of
the CRDA are mmimal. Therefore, the
Guidelines (Section 8,2.1 and Table 2-1)
indicate that the hydrogen injection system
should not be operated below the limiting
Ivw power seipomt for the CRDA as
discussed in the UFSAR. HCGS UFSAR
Sec'.:on 15.4 9 does not actually specify this
low pnwer lim,: however. Sections 7.7.1.1.5.4
and '1.7.1.1.5.4.1 do.20% of Rated Thermal
Power. This iimit is known as the Low Power
Setpoint (LPSPI end is contained in Technical
Specifications 3/4.1 4.1 (Rod Worth
Minimizer) and 3/4.1.4.2.(Rod Sequence
Control System).

As a result. the MSL radiation monitor
setpoint willonly be adjusted upward when
the hydrogen v ater chemistry system is
operated. HWC system operation is restricted
to power levels g.eater than 20 percent ol
Rated Thermal Power. This power level
di!fera from the 22 percent of Ruled Thermal
Power ievel contained in Amendmcni 8 lor

the hydrogen injection test for two mein
reasons. First. the hydrogen injection test was
only a test. the permanent system is a
complete. Iong term system with the
necessary instrumentation, controls and trips
to more accurately control hydrogen
injection. Since the HWC system is designed
in accordance with the Guidelines and
utilizes the experience gained during the
hydrogen injection test and from systems
installed at other utilities. system operation is
closely and accurately controlled and
monitored. Second. the Guidelines specify
that injection should occur at the LPSP and
does not require an additional margin. The
hydrogen Injection test added an additional
2% power margin simply to assure that the
system was not operated below the LPSP.
The permanent HWC system willcontain
sufficient controls to assure operation above
the LPSP. Therefore. operating the HWC
system at HCGS with such a setpoint (i.e. 20%
of Rated Thermal Power) provides adequate
assurance that the consequences ol a CRDA
are negligible when the system is in
operation.

Furthermore, in order to assure that the
setpoint adjustment process itself does not
have any impact on the plant. ifa power
reduction event occurs so that the reactor
power is below 20% of Rated Thermal Power
without the required setpoint change, control
rod motion willbe suspended (except for
scrams or other emergency conditions) until
the necessary setpolnts adjustment ls
adjusted. This restriction further assures that
the possibility ol a CRDA occurring while the
setpolnts are being adjusted is precluded.

Therefore, it can be conc)uded that the
proposed changes to the Technical
Specifications do not increase the probability
or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated.

2. Do not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident
prev'iously evaluated.

The proposed changes do not affect the
design of any safety related systems and as
such do not affect the performance of any
safety related functions. The proposed
changes do permit the operation of the
station with a new system. namely a
hydrogen water chemistry system. However.
this system has been extensively analyzed by
EPRI. approved for use by the NRC (reference
the Guidelines and the associated NRC SER
on them cited ln item Ul above). and Is in
operation at a variety of utilities including the
Dresden-2. FitzPatrick and Duane Arnold
stations. Attachment 4 (of the licensee's
submittal) contains a graphical comparison of
the operation ol HWC systems at these and
other utilities which have utilized the
services of General Electric In the design and
operation of the hydrogen injection test and
hydrogen water chemistry system.

The decision to seek a permanent change
to the HCCS Techniciil Specifications Is plant
specific since a change is necessary only if
the increase in the MSL radiaticn levels does
not provide an acceptable margin to the MSL
radiation monitor setpoint established
without operation of a HWC system.
Although the operation of a HWC system
introduces hydrogen in the recirculation
system. this condition has already been

analyzed in UFSAR Sections M.S
(Combustible Gas Control System). 10.4.2
(Main Condenser Evacuation System). and
11.32.1 (Offgas System). h addition. the level
of hydrogen in the offgas system is controlled
and momtored in accordance with Technical
Specificaticns 3/4.3./.11 and 3/4,11.2.6,
respectively.

PSEaG is evaluating the impact of slightly
increased radiation levels in the plant against
the equipinent qualification criteria for
systems and components located in the
affected areas. Any changes ln qualified life
or service willbe accounted for in the
design/installation of the HWC system and
reflected In [on) the plant prior to HWC
system operation.

With regard to the presence of hydrogen
and oxygen in the yard. the two mediums
meet the requirements of NPFA 50 and SOA

'orseparation from the facility as discussed
in Item IU.3 above [of the licensee's
submittal). UFSAR Section 9.S.1.1.11 has
analyzed the presence and storage of
combustible materials in the yard and the
HWC hydrogen and oxygen storage facilities
do not affect the conc)usions reached (other
than the incorporation of the storage
Information In Table 9.5.3). Finally. in
following the EPRI Guidelines and addressing
the NRC staff requirements in item IU above.
PSEaG concludes that the probability for an
explosion, flammable vapor cloud or fire ls
minimized. Even ifsuch an accident were to
occur. there would be no impact of the station
due to the separation distance to the storage
vessels from safety related structures. Thus
the information contained in UFSAR Section
2.2.3.1 is not affected due to the presence of a
HWC system.

Finally. extensive safety features for the
HWC system have been established which
provide assurance that the operation of the
system at HCGS willnot create an
unacceptable situation nor adversely impact
the operation of any other system. Therelore,
since the changes to the Technical
Specifications themselves do not affect
existing system function nor create a
situation which has not been previously
analyzed and appropriately designed for. the
changes do not create any new or difierent
kinds of accidents than previously evaluated.

3. Do not involve a significant reduction in
a margin of safety.

The proposed changes to the Technical
Specifications contain specific requirements
regarding their applicability:

- Operation of the HWC system is only
permitted above 20 percent of Rated Thermal
Power.

- When the HWC system is In operation the
MSL radiation monitor setpoints can be
adjusted upward, to levels previously
determined during the hydrogen injection
tesL to account for the increase in the
background MSL radiation levels.

- Prior to decreasing reactor power to
,below 20% of Rated Thermal Power. the
setpoints must be readjusted to their pre.
HWC system operation levels.

- If the power level fails below 20% without
the setpoint change. control rod motion is
suspended (except for scrams or other
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emergency situations) until the setpoinl
adiusunent is made.

These requirements willassure that the
HWC system is operated safely and with
~ufficient margin such that spurious MSL
tsolstions are precluded while still assuring
that any gross failures in the fuel claddmg
reira:n detectable.

As discussed ui item IV.t above (of ihe
licensee's submittal). the CRDA is the only
accident which takes credit for ihe MSL
isoiauon trip function: however. above 20
percent power. the consequences of the
CRDA are so minimal that they may be
considered negligible (reference the above
ated NEDO report.) Therefore. the change in
the Technical Specification setpoint has no
significant effect on the margins of safety for
this accident scenerio end the restÃction
regarding 'suspending control rod motion
further assures that during setpomt
adjustments. a CREA is mmimized.

Finally as discussed in Item ill.8above (of
the licensee's submittal). the increase in
background radiation levels has been
analyzed and PSEttG has concluded that
neither plant personnel nor the health and
safety of the public are at risk when
operating with the HWC system. Therefore. it
can be concluded that the proposed changes
do not involve a significant reduction in e

margin of safety.
The staff reviewed the licensee's

determination that the proposed license
amendment involves no significant
hazards consideration and agrees with
the licensee's analyses. Accordingly, the
staff proposes to determine that the
proposed license amendment does not
involve a significant hazards
consideration.

Loco/Public Document Room
location: Pennsville Public library, 190 S.
Broadway. Pennsville. New Jersey 08070

Attorney for licensee: Troy B. Conner,
Jr.. Esquire, Conner snd Wcttcrhshn.
1/47 Pennsylvania Avenue, IAV..
Washington. DC 20006

NRC Proj ect Director. Walter R.
Butler

Public Service Electric tk Gas Company,
Docket No. 50-354. Hope Creek
Generating Station, Salem County, New
Jersey

Dcte ofomendment request:
September 28. 1988

Description ofamendment request.
This amer dment would revise Technical
Specification Table 3.3.1.5-1 to permit
actions consistent with Technical
Specification 3.6.3 regarding allowable
ou'..of-service times for inoperable
primary containmsnt isolation valves
and their associated position indication
instr imentation. The change would
avert the currently required plant
shutdown in the event that position
indication instrumentation for a primary
containment isolation valve in sn
otherwise isolated penetration ls
declared inoperable.

Basis forproposed no significant
hazards consideration determination:
The Commission has provided
standards for determining whether a
significant hazards consideration exists
as stated in 10 CFR 50.92(c). A proposed
amendment to an operating license for a
facility involves no significant hazards
considerations ifoperation of the facility
in accordance with the proposed
amendment would not: (1) involve a
significant increase in the probability or
consequences of en accident previously
evaluated: or (2) create the possibility of
a new or different kind of accident from
sny accident previously evaluated; or (3)
involve a significant reduction ln a

'arginof safety.
In accordance with 10 CFR 50.92 the

licensee has reviewed the proposed
changes and has concluded as follows
that they do not involve a sigttjficant
hazards consideration.

The proposed change to the HCGS
Technical Specifications:

(1) Does not involve a significant increase
In the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated.

As required by Action (a) of Technical
Specification 3.8.3. should a primary
containinent isolation valve be declared
inoperable the effected penetration must be
isolated. This isolation can be accomplished
by either deactivating at least one automatic
valve. closing at least one manual valve or
installing a blind flange in the affected
penetration. Furthermore. the system for
which the inop'arable valve provides
containment isolation must also be declared
inoperable and the appropriate Action
statements for that system performed.
Assuming that the plant can continue to
operate under these conditions, the concern
which must be addressed as a result of this
proposed change is whether or not the
probability or consequences of an accident
previously evaluated are significantly
increased when the position indication
instrumentation for an otherwise inoperable
containment isolation valve is permitted to
remain inoperable longer than the currently
imposed 30 or 7 days, per Action 82(a) and
82(b) of Technical Specification Table 33.7.5-
1. respectively.

The requirement to isolate the affected
penetration due to an inoperable valve
establishes containment isolation for that
penetration. This action establishes a safe
configuration for continued operation
assuming of course that the affected system
is not required to remain Operable. For those
systems which can be isolated without
jeopardizing continued safe operation. the
need for monitoring containment isolation is
no longer necessary as isolation has already
been achieved.

Therefore. it can be concluded that ifthe
provisions of Technical Specification 3.6.3.
Action a.2 or a.3 are in effect:

(i) the penetration is in a safe configuration
with regards to the provisions for
containment isolation - closed.

(ii) spurious movement of the valve is
precluded by either the lack of power. the

need for local manual oncration. or the
presence of an installed blind flange. and

(lii)admini ~ trative controls and
surveiUance requirements exist to assure
continued containment isolauon.

The current requirements of ACTION82 of
Technical Specification Table 34.r.5-1
regarding AOT for pnmary conlainmcnt
isolation valve position indication
instrumentation serve no purpose with regard
to assurance of containment integrity ifend
only ifthe associated Penetration is isolated
pursuant to Technical Specification 3.6.3.
Action a.z or a.3. This funcuon is adequately
controlled under the auspices of Technical
Specifications 4.6.1.1 and the administrative
con!rois already in place. Consequently.
extending the AOT for inoperable position
indication in penetrations isolated as
described above does not represent an
increase in the probability or consequences
of a previously evaluated accident since
containment isolation (the accident function
of concern) is already achieved and assured.

(2) Does not create the possibility of a new
or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated.

The proposed change does not negate the
requirement for containment integrity or
isolation but simply makes use of the existing
Technical Specifications which require such.
Sy (sic) extending the provisions for isolated
penetrations to the required actions for
associated inoperable position indication
simply takes advantage of the physical
constraints and administrative controls
already imposed.

Furthermore, the proposed change does not
require any plant modification nor (sic)
design change but merely permits a specific
case of inoperability to exist while plant
operation continues. This condition is well
bounded in terms of the extent to which
inoperability is permitted. Additionally. the
flexibilityprovided by this proposed change
willnot result in a change to the operational
characteristic of any systein or process. The
inoperability of primary containment
isolation valve position indication
instrumentation is already permitted for the
currently identified AOT. This change simply
extends the AOT as long as other
compensating measures are in iffect.

Therefore. it can be concluded that the
proposed change does not create the
possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

(3) Does not involve a significant reduction
in a margin of safety.

The increase in AOT for an inoperable
primary containment isolation valve posinon
indication instrument from either I or 30 days
to an unlimited time does not decrease the
margin of safety smce a more restrictive
compensating measure i~ in effect. namely
the subject penetration i~ in the safe
configuration with regard to containment
isolation provisions - closed. Therefore. the
margin of safety remains the same as that
permitted by Technical Specification 3.6.3.
Action a.2 or a.3. With the penetration in an
isolated position and the assurances
available that such a position willbe
maintained. the maxiinum margin of safety
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has been achieved, i.e. the penetration has
been placed in ti:e pest accident
conhgura tton.

Ttie length of time that either or both
position indicaiior. instrumentation channels
for either or both cortainmeni isolation
valves iemruir. inoperable has no bearing cn
me pot.non o! '.he va!ves ir. the subject
pvneiriiuon, itesbzinu ibat the hi.'urmaiion
prostdudbv bv pos i on iacii atiou
instrumertation is simply indicaticn on.'y. i.e.
nc autcmatic tsuiauon o. aciua!ion iunciion
resuiis from loca o.'or change ir. potation
indication. further subsiam:ates the proposed
change. Therefore. ii can be concluded uiat
ihe proposed change does not involve a
s.gniiicant reducuon in a marge. of safety.

The staff reviewed the licensee's
determination that the proposed license
amendment involves no signifiicant
hazards consideration and agrees wi!h
the licensee's analyses. Accordingly. the
staff proposes to determine!hat the
proposed license amendment does not
involve a significant hazards
consideration.

Local Pubiic Document Room
ic'caticn: PeansviHe Public library. 190 S.
Broadway, PennsviHe, New Jersey 08Pr0

Attorney for licensee: Troy B, Conner,
Jr., Esquire, Conrer and Wetterhahn,
1747 Pennsylvania Avenue. NVY.,
V'ashington. DC 20008

NRC Pro ect Director: Waiter R.
Butler

Sacramento Municipal UtilityDistrict,
Docket No. 5MI2, Rancho Seco NucIear
Generating Stabon. Sacramento County.
California

Dote ofamend;..ent request:
September 19. 1988 as supplemented
November 4. 1988.

Description of amendnient request:
The proposed changes would delete the
requirement to perform local leak rate
tests (LLRT)on containment penetration
pipes associated m'.h two systetns. high
pressure injection and decay heat
removal systems. The licensee contends
that the penetrat;ons being removed
from the LLRT requirements would be
filled with water and pressurized to a
pressure greater than the maximum
containment presstre associated with
accident conditions. As a result. these
penetratiors would not provide a

pathway for radioactive contaminants in
the contairment atmosphere to escape
to the environmer t.

The proposed change would also
mcrease the interval between LLRT's
f;om18 months to a maximum of 24
months.

Basis forproposed na sittn.ficant
bazards consi dcra tion aeterminatioa.
The Commission bas provided
standards for determining whether a
significant hazards consideration exists

as stated ir. 10 CFR 50.92. A proposed
amendment to an operating license for a
facility involves no significant hazards
considerations ifoperation of the facility
in accordance with a proposed
amendment would not: (1) Involve a
signifiicant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previousiy
evaluated: (2) Create the possibility of
new or different kind of accident from
any accident previously evaluated: or (3)
Involve a significant reduction in a
mar~ of safety.

The proposed amendment does not:
(1) involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated because
based on the licensee's evaluation. the
containment penetrations being deleted
from the LLRTprogram are not potential
release pathv ays for airborne activity
during accident conditions and therefore
wiH not change accident consequences;
increasing the LLRT interval from 18
months to 24 manths is in accordance
with regulatory guidance and is not a
significant change in terms of accident
consequences: (2) create the possibility
of a new or different kind ofaccident
from any accident previously evaluated
because containment penetrations and
LLRT's are an integral part of accident
evaluations, and the proposed changes
do not create new or different acc1dent
concersts; (3) litvalve a significant
reduction in a margin of safety. The
proposed changes are relatively minor
changes to the LLRTprogram. The
penetrations being deleted from tbe
LLRT requirements are a smaH fraction
of all containnMmt penetrations and
even under worst conditions.
radioactive releases through these
penetrations would constitute a small
fraction of releases from all pathways.

Based on the above discussion, the
staff proposes to determine that the
proposed amendment does not involve a
significant hazards consideration.

Local Public Document Room
location: Martin Luther King Regional
Library. 7340 24th Street Bypasa,
Sacramento. California 95822.

Attorney for licensee: David S.
Kaplan. Sacramento Municipal Utility
District. 6201 S Street. P. O. Box 15830,
Sacramento. California 95813.

li 'RC Project Director: George N.
Knighton

Virginia EIectric and Power Contpmry,
Docket No. 56-336, North Anna Power
Station, Umt No. 1. Louisa County,
Virginia

Date of amendment request. October
'19, 1988

Description af amendment request:
The proposed change involves an
amendment. In the form of a license
condition, to Operating License Yo.
NPF< for Nh-1. Specifically, the
proposed license condition allows a
one time extension of the surveillance
test irtervals for certain surveifiance
tests as specified in the NA-1 Technical
Specifications (TS) for the seventh cycle
of operation. NA-1 completed applicable
Mode 4. 5 and 6 surveiHance tests during
the sixth refueling outage which ended
on June 29, 1987. It was not considered
reasonable to repeat these surveillance
tests during the time frame that Unit 1

was shutdown for steam generator
repairs which occutTed from July 15.
1987 to October 13, 1987. However. this
unplanned outage did serve to impact
the surveillance test intervals between
the sixth and the forthcoming seventh
refueling outages. This delay. tcgether
with additional time aHowed for an.
optimmn fuel burn.up before the next
refueling, has resulted in a deferral of
the next refueling autage for NA.1 until
April2989.

Currently, NA-1 TS require the
performance of certain surveillance tests
at 1& 36. and 60 month intervals to
coincide with normal 18-month refueling
cycles.

The proposed change would extend
these surveillance test intervals for the
NA-1 seventh cycle by 6 months to
compensate for several unanticipated
outages Includhtg the steam generator
tube rupture event and to permit
optimum fuel burn-up prior to refuelirg.
Use of the aHowabte extension of the
surveiHance Intervals in accordance
with Specification 4.0.2 of the TS wou!d
require en extension corresponding to
the 3.month tmplanned outage. Rather
than use the extension allowed by
Specificatian 4.02 and request an
additional extension. a 6-month
extension for the affected surveUIance
test intervals is requested for the
seventh cycle only to preserve the
extension allowed by Specification 4.0.2
for future refueling cycies.

One~e changes to the surveillance
test intervals associated with a plant
shutdown or refueling outage as
specified in the TS for License Number
NPF< are requested as follows:

(1) The 1&month surveiHance test
cycle requirement as specified in the
followingTS sections would be changed
to 24 months for the seventh cycle of
unit operation onIy:
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4.MLc
4AIALt,b
4AL1.3.c
4AL3.12
4.rALtAI

i,at.ta.b
i.e.2.3.2.f

43.2,12
4 Ac1 tL1.1

4AL2.1.o
4.'/.1.2.b
4.r.s,i.b

4.e.t.W.d

EJ3ALc
4ALi.d

4ALZ2.1.c
4.7.4.l.c
4./.1ILc

4AL1.1.3.e

4.43<1.b
4.~e

4.tLLLc
4a.'/.1.tt

ia.10'ALL3

J.d

(2) The 18(36.month surveUlance test
cycle requirement as specified in the
following TS sections would be changed
to?A/42 months for the seventh cycle of
unit operation only:

4.3.1.1.3 442.14

(3) The 60-month surveillance test
interval requirement ae specified in the
fo0owing TS section would be changed
to 68 months for the seventh cycle of
unit operation only:
4.8.1.1.3.d

(4) Table 1.2 of Section 1.0,
Definitions. which defines "R" as "At
least once per 18 months" as it applies
to the followingTS sections and related
tables. and the 18-month requirement in
the note in the tables indicated below.
would be changed to 24 months for the
seventh cycle of unit operation only:

Sectiott Table Note

4.3.1.1.1
4.3.2.1.1

4.3.3.1
43.33.1

4AL3.3
4.3.3.S

43.1
4.3.2
43.3

4.34I
4.3 7

(4)
Iti

Basis forp/opased no significant
hazards consideration determinatian/
The Commission has provided
standards for determining whether a
significant hazards consideration exists
(10 CFR 50.92(c)). A proposed
amendment to an operating license for a
facility involves no significant hazards
considerations ifoperation of the facility
in accordance with the proposed
amendment would not: (1) involve a
significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously
evaluated: or (2) create the possibility of
a new or different kind of accident from
any accident previously evaluated: or (3)
involve a significant reduction in a

margin of safety.
The licensee has evaluated the change

request against the standards provided
above and has determined that this
change willnot:

Involve a significant Increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident
previously evaluated. CtuTent monitoring
inatiuntentation end ongoing (TS)
surveillance tests ensure the equipment snd

~ystenta involved in the extended
surveillance interval willremain in an
operable condition until their inspection at
the next refueling outage.

Create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated. Extending the interval for the
perfonnance ol specific surveillance tests
does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident. Periodic

*

surveillance tests have been performed since
the sixth outage to monitor system and
component performance and to detect
degradation. Surveillance tests willcontinue
to be performed during 'tbe extension interval.

Involve a significant reduction in the
margin of safety. Extending the interval for
these specihc surveillance tests for the
(seventh) cycle of (NA-1) does not
significantly degrade the margin of safety.
Surveillance tests willcontinue to be
performed during the extension interval.
Current mani!oring instrumentation and
ongoing (YS) surveillance teats ensure the
affected equipment end systems remain in an
operable condition.

The NRC staff has made a prehninary
review of the licensee's analyses of the
proposed change and agrees with the
licensee's conclusion that the three
standards in 10 CFR 50.92(c) are met.
Therefore. the staff proposes to
determine that the proposed amendment
does not involve a significant hazards
consideration.

Local Public Document Boom
location: The Alderman Library.
Manuscripts Department. University of
Virginia, Charlottesville. Virginia 22901.

Attorney for licensee: Michael W.
Maupin. Esq., Hunton and Williams.
P.O. Box 1535. Richmond. Virginia 23212.

hfBC Project Director: Herbert N.
Berkow

Virginia Electric and Power Company,
Docket Nos. 5M38 and 504$ 9. North
Anna Power Station, Units No. 1 and No.
? Louisa County. Virginia

Date ofamendment request: July 20,
1988

Description ofamendment re/luest:
The proposed change would clarify the
current NA-18 2 Technical Specifications
(TS) regarding reactor coolant system
leakage detection systems. Specifically,
the change would clarify the NA-18t2 TS
3.4.6.1 regarding reactor coolant system
leakage detection systems and bring the
present TS into closer agreement with
Regulatory Guide 1.45 and Revision 4 of
the Westinghouse Standard TS which
are appropriate to NA-1&2.

The current TS LimitingCondition of
Operation (LCO) is difficultto
understand and can be interpreted to
require two leakage detection systems
to be operable, whereas the associated
action statement can be interpreted to
require three separate and independent
methods to be operable. Regulatory
Guide 1,45 requires three separate
detection methods of which two of the
methods should be: (1) the containment
particulate radioactivity monitoring
system and (2) the. containment sump
level and discharge flowmeasurement
system. Regulatory Guide 1.45 also
requires a third method which ie
satisfied by the containment gaseous
radioactivity monitoring system.

The proposed change would clarify
the TS such that the containment
particulate and gaseous monitoring
system are considered as two separate
detection methods but are not
considered es two independent systems.
Specifically, the monitors share a
common piping system, power supply
and piping arrangement that do not
make them truly independent. Therefore,
the action statement would be modified
to achieve consistency with the LCO.
Specifically. ifeither of the two required
leakage monitoring systems are
inoperable, a compensatory leakage
measurement using the RCS water
inventory balance method would be
specified instead of obtaining grab
samples. The ctuTent TS does not
require a compensatory leakage
measurement ifthe containment sump
discharge measurement system is
inoperable whereas the revised TS does.
This compensatory leakage
measurement along with a fully
operable leakage detection system is the
basis for extending the action statement
from 6hours to 30 days when one
leakage detection system is inoperable.
The surveillance requirements have also
been rewritten to require a periodic
calibration of the containment sump
level monitor.

The proposed TS changes are
consistent with the regulatory position
of Regulatory Guide 1AS, "Reactor
Coolant Pressure Boundary Leakage
Detection Systems" and NUREG-0452.
"Westinghouse Standard Technical
Specifications." Specifically, three
separate detection methods are
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provided but they are grouped as two
separate and redundant detection
systems. The )oss of a single system
wou)d not result in the loss of detecidon
capability. Therefore. regulatory
position 9 of Reg.! latory Guide 1.45 is
!ally mei.

8asis/cr proposed na s>'<ir< f<'cans
l<aza;ds co«siderarion de!erm rcriaru
The Corn~i'ion has prcvided
scend~ for detenni~ whed!er a
significant ha"ards consideration exists
(10 CFR 50.92(c)). A proposed
amendment to an operating L'cense for a
fecflity involves no significant haza:ds
considerations ifope:ation of the facility
in accordance with the proposed
amendment wou)d not: (1) involve a
)gnificant bi<'ase in the probability or

consequences of an accident previously
evaluated; or (2) create the possibility of
a new or different kind of accident frcm
any accident previously evaluated: or (3)
i"volve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety.

The licensee has evaluated the change
request against the standards provided
above and has determined that the
proposed changes would not:

(«) result in a sumificant increase in the
prebebib<y or coniequence o( sn ace(<lent
p~s!y evah<ated. i.e., e (ass cf c<iebnt
«cc(dent. bees«se the specdicsnon amtirues
to reqiire tvvo rectu«da<i< end diverse meam
of conum«<<<sly moaitor««t ior reactor
coolant system leakage. In a<i<Litt<in. an
o perablh<y requirement for the containment
siunp level mc«utor has been added to Jie
LCO. and a requirement to imp(ement s
ccimpense<ory leakage measurement ii.e..
inventory maes ba)ance) ife«her or both of
the sure p le«kage «<onitors are inoperabk
has been added to!be Auoa S<a<eme<it.
fmaliy. tbe req«iree<en< to obtain and
a no)ysc a ppropriate coa<ainmen< grab
sump(es ifone of the radioactivity monitors is
inoperab(e has been re p(aced with a
requirement to perform a compensatory
leak«ge measurement using the m«ss balance
method. This method is conside<ect
equivalent to the gr«b ssmpie method in
<arms of k«kage detection seas«ivitv and
therefore wiii provide the same level of
pfotecuon ss previously prov«LecL

ihi create <he possibility of s new or
"".!'!eren< i!nd of ace(den<. The adc(«iona(
rvquired reactor coolant system (eaksge
r;,ori!or (:.e.. sumo level) is already required
!iy the re.'a:ec( fTS) 3/S.S.S.2 regard:n«reac!or
ciiubnt s)stem leakage limits (see [TS)
4 4 S."!bi and therefore does <<<it in<rue(use
~r.y new or «n«<ue accident precursory.
Si~:!arly, the aditi<icosi require
cc,m<',ci<saio<y (eaks<ie mess<"(ment (i.e..
iriventory mass ha!ance) «s a <vs< <hat is
«":!!nely pe<formed in acco. iance with (TS)
iA.6.2.t<) snd existing s<a<i<<n po.r;od lest
; <u rdu~. and therefore does ~ut cres!e any
new or unique accident pmcursors.

(c) resu(< in a significant redo non in the
margirs of safe!y as derired m the bases (ur
ani''I'b) because the proposed,<TS'unt!«ue
ir require iwo rv 'undan< un<i i verse means

of Leakage monitoring <<s v<e)) as a
compensatory leakage measurement every 24
hours ifeither of the tvvo reqmred leakage
mo<!(tormg systems is inuperabk. and
theodore the (TS) B«ses and the
reoom«<xi<is<tons cd Regu) aiory Guide les
(rettuL«tory positioa 9 regarding (TS))
cont!au» to be sans(ieci.

The NRC staff has made a preliminary
review of the )icensee's ana)yses of the
proposed change and agrees with the
licensee's conclusion that the thro e
standards in 10 CFR 50q2(c) a:e met.
Therefore, the staff proposes to
determine that the proposed
amendments do not involve a signiflcant
hazards consideration.

Local Public Document Room
location: The Alderman Library,
Man<reer(pts Department, University of
Virginia, Charlottesville. Virginia 2"901.

Alrarrreyfor licensee: Michael W.
Maupin. Esq., Hunton and Williams,
P.O. Box 153$ . Richmond. Virginia 23212.

lv'RC Reject Director. Herbert N.
Berkow

%<sginia Electric and Power Company.
Docket Noa 60.338 and SM39, North
Anna Power Station, Units No. 1 and No.
2, Louisa County, Virginia

Date ofamendment request:
September 30. 1988

Descrip!ian ofamendmen( request.
The proposed change would support full
power operation for NA-1<k2 at steam
generator (SG) tube plugging levels of up
to 18%. The results of the analysis
supporting the increase in SG tube
plugging limits also support a new
maximum core peaking factor (FQ) of
2.19. To support the proposed change a
reanalysis of the Emergency Core
Cooling System (ECCS) performance for
the postulated large-bn.ak loss-of-
coolant accident (LOCA) has been
perfanned in comp))ance with Appendix
K to 10 CFR Part SO. The results of the
reanalysis are presented in compliance
with 10 CFR 50.48. "Acceptance Criteria
for Emergency Core Cooling Systems for
Light Water Reactors." The analysis
was performed with the NRC-approved
1961 mode) with BART version of the
Westinghouse LOCA-ECCS evaluation
modeL The analysis includes the
evaluation model revisions described in
WCAP4561-P, Addendum 3, Revision 1.
"Addendum to BART-A1:A Computer
Code for tbe Best Estimate Analysis of
Re)oad Transients." dated July 1988 and
approved by NRC letter dated August
25. 198(k The analytical techniques used
are in fullcompliance with 10 CFR Part
SO Appendix K.

As required by Appendix K of 10 CFR
Part 50, certain conserve(ive
assumptions were made for the LOCA-
ECCS analysis. The assumptions pertain
to the conditions of the NA-182 reactors

and associated safety system equipment
at the ti!ne that the LOCA is assumed to
occur. These assumptions include such
items as the aire peaking factors. the
containment pressure. and the
performance of the ECCS. All
assumptions and in tial operating
conditions used in this rean-lysis were
the same as those used in previous
LOCA.ECCS analyses. with two
exceptions. The steam generator
plugging level was increased to 16<v
(from 7% and15%) and the maximum
core peaking factor. FQ. was increased
from 2.15 to 2.1L With these changes
incorporated into the analysis, it was
found that the UKAanalysis results
contiriue to meet the10 CFR 50.48
acceptance criteria.

The )argekteak LOCA transient is
divided. for analytical purposes. into
three phases: blowdown. refi)L and
reflood. There are three distinct
transients ana)yzed in each phase.
including the therma)-hydrau)ic
transient in the reactor coolant system.
the pressure and temperature transient
within tbe containment and the fuel c)ad
temperature transient of the hottest fuel
rod in the cora Based on these
considerations, a syste!n of interrelated
computer codes were used for the
analysis.

Tbe description of the various aspects
of the LOCh ana)ys)s methodology is
provided in WCAP4339. -Westinghouse
ECCS Evaluation h4ode)Summary."
dated Ju)y 1974. This document
describes the major phenomena
modeled, the interfaces ainong the
computer codes. and the features of
codes that ensure compliance viAth 10
CFR Part SL Appendix K. The SATAX.
VL COCO. WREFLOOD. BART. and
LOCTA-)Vcodes. which are used in the
LOCAana)ys)s. are described in detai)
in WCAP-8306. WCAPMMWCAP-
8171, WCAP4696. WCAP-10062 and
WCAP4305. respectively. These codes
assess whether sufficient heat transfer
geometry and core amenability to
cooling are preserved during the time
spans applicable to the blowdown, refill.
and reflood phases of the LOCA. The
SATAN-Vlcomputer code ana!yzes t".e
thermal. hydraulic transient in the
reactor coolant system (RCS) durtng
blowdown, and the COCO computer
code calculates the contai!unent
pressure transient during all three
phases of the LOCA analysis. The
thermal. hydraulic response of the RCS
during refiD <tnd reflood is calculated by
the WREFLOOD computer code. A
mechanistic estimate of the beat t;anisfer
coefficient in the core during reflood 'is

provided by the BART computer code,
For the thee phases of the LOCA. ihe
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LOCTA-IVcomputer code is used to
compute the thermal transient of the
hottest fuel rod:

SATAN-Vlis used to determine the
RCS pressure. enthalpy. and density. as
well as the mass and energy flow rates
in, the RCS er.d steam gererator
secondary side. as a function of time
during the blowdown phase of the
LOCA. SATAN.VIalso calculates the
accumulator mass and pressure and the
pipe break mass and energy flow rates
that are assumed to be vented to the
containment during blowdown. At the
end of the blowdown. the mass and
energy release rates during blowdown
are transferred to the COCO code for
use in the determination of the
containment pressure response during
the first phase of the LOCA. Additional
SATAN-Vloutput data from the end of
the blowdown. including the core in!et
flowrate and enthalpy. the core
pressure. and the core power decay
transient. are input to the LOCTA-IV
code.

With input from the SATAN-Vlcode,
WREFLOOD uses a system thermal.
hydraulic model to determine the core
flooding rate (I.e.. the rate at which
coolant enters the bottom of the core),
the coolant pressure and temperature.
and the quench front height during the
refilland reflood phases of the LOCA.
WREFLOOD also calculates the mass
and energy flow rates that are assumed
to be vented to the containment. Since
the mass flowrate to the containment
depends upon the core pressure. which
is a function of the containment
backpressure. the WREFLOOD and
COCO codes are interactively linked.
With the input and boundary conditions
from WREFLOOD. the mechanistic core
heat transfer model in BART calculates
the fluid and heat transfer conditions in
the core during reflood.

LOCTA-IVis used throughout the
analysis of the LOCA transient to
calculate the fuel and clad temperatures

'f

the hottest rod in the core. The input
to LOCTA-IVconsists of appropriate
thermai.hvdraulic outputs from SATAN-
Vl. WREFLOOD and BART, and.
conservatively selected initial RCS
operating conditions.

The COCO code. which is also used
throughout the LOCA analysis.
calculates the containment pressure.
Input to COCO is obtained from the
mass and energy flowrates assumed to
be vented to the containment. as
calculated by the SATAN-Vland
WREFLOOD codes. In addition.
conservatively chosen initial
containment conditions and an assumed
mode of operation for the containment
cooling system are input to COCO.

The NA-18 2 LOCA-ECCS reanalysis
has evaluated plant operation at SG
tube plugging levels of up to 18% based
on the acceptance criteria delineated in
10 CFR 50.46. The evaluation concluded
that reanalysis of non-LOCA accidents
is not required to support this increased
tube plugging level provided the
measured RCS flow rate remains above
the thermal design flow rate'assumed
for the safety analyses. SG tube plugging
in sufficient quantity can potentially
affect non.LOCA safety analysis due to
reduced primary system flow. more
severe pump coastdown characteristics,
and the reduction of the reactor primary
coolant system volume. Primary
flowrate becomes a key parameter in
the Departure from Nucleate Boiling
Ratio (DNBR) limited events (e.g..
uncontrolled RCCA bank withdrawal at
power) when it falls below the thermal
design flowrate. Pump coastdown
characteristics impact analysis results
when they become more severe than the
conservative values used in the loss-of-
flow related analyses. The reduced
primary coolant system volume affects
dilution times in uncontrolled boron
dilution events.

A conservative estimate of the NA-
152 RCS flow versus tube plugging is
based on past flowmeasurements taken
at NA-18 2 for several levels of steam
generator tube plugging. More recent
NA-1 measurements at greater tube
plugging levels validate the
conservatism of RCS flow versus tube
plugging curve. A re-evaluation of the
projection indicates that the
conservatively estimated flow rate at
the proposed 18% plugging level is
approximately equal to the North Anna
thermal design flow.Therefore, while
measured flow exceeds the thermal
design flow. the current docketed
licensing analyses remain valid for
those events in which flow rate is an
important concern.

The impact of 18% tube plugging on
dilution times in the uncontrolled boron
dilution events was also evaluated.
Relative to the boron dilution events, the
evaluation indicated: (1) for
uncontrolled dilution during startup,
time to criticality is 3/ minutes. This is
more than adequate time for the
operator to recognize the high count rate
signal and terminate the dilution flow,
and (2) for uncontrolled dilution at
power. the operator has ample time
(greater than 15 minutes) after the over-
temperature delta T alarm or trip to
determine the cause of dilution, isolate
the water source. and initiate reboration
before total shutdown margin is lost due
to dilution.

Tube plugging levels exhibit no
influence on dilution times for the
refueling mode of operation. since the
SG volumes are not a part of the active
system. The evaluation shows that lor
SG tube plugging levels of up to 18
percent, no reanalysis of the DNBR
related non-LOCA safety events is
necessary and that the currently
licensed analyses remain valid. In the
case of the uncontrolled boron dilution
events, the available operator response
times for the startup and at power
evaluations are reduced but remain well
above the minimum acceptance values.

Based on the large break LOCA
analysis, a double-ended cold.leg
guillotine break with a discharge
coefficient (Co) of 0.4 was found to be
the limitingbreak size and location. The
analysis resulted in a limitingpeak clad
temperature of 2185.2' for the C> = 0.4
case, a maximum local cladding
oxidation level of 5.77%, and a total core
metal-water reaction of less than 0.3%.

For breaks up to and including the
doublewnded rupture of a reactor
coolant pipe, the ECCS willmeet the
acceptance criteria as presented in 10
CFR 50.46. as follows: (1) the calculated
peak fuel rod clad temperature is below
the requirement of 2200'. (2) the
amount of fuel element cladding that
reacts chemically with water or steam
does not exceed 1% of the total amount
of Zircaloy in the reactor. (3) the clad
temperature transient is terminated at a
time when the core geometry is still
amenable to cooling. The localized
cladding oxidation limits of 17% are not
exceeded during or after quenching.

(4)'he

core remains amenable to cooling
during and after the break, and (5) the
core temperature Is reduced and the
long-term decay heat is removed for an
extended period of time.

The effects of increasing the
allowable steam generator tube plugging
to 18% has been assessed for existing
non-LOCA event analyses. This
evaluation has concluded: (1) current
analyses for which RCS flow is an
important concern remain valid as long
as measured flow is greater than the
thermal design flow assumed in safety
analyses. (2) the existing loss-of-flow
related analyses assume a conservative
reactor coolant pump flow coastdown
characteristic which accommodates the
effect of increased tube plugging on loop
flow resistance, and (3) boron dilution
analyses assuming the reduced RCS
volume associated with tube plugging
result in dilution times which remain
adequate for the required operator
actions to be performed.

Bosis forproposed no significont
hozards considerotion determination:
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The Commission has proiided
standards for determining whether a
significant hazards consideration exists
(10 CFR 50.92(c)). A proposed
amendment to an operating license for a
facility involves.ro significant hazards
considerations ifoperation of the facility
in accordance with the proposed
amendmeni would noi: (1,'nvolve a
significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously
evaluated: or (2) create the possibility of
a new or different kind of accident from
any accident previously evaluated: or (3)
invo!ve a significant reduction in a

margin of safety.
The licensee has evaluated the change

request against the standards provided
above and has determined that:

1. Since the proposed changes involve
parameters which are noi ace.dent initiators,
they willnot increase the probability of
occurrence of any malfunction or accident
previously addressed. The reanalyzed large
break LOCA analysis verifies that operation
under the revised specifications would also
noi result in any increase in accident
consequences over those in previously
accepted analyses.

2. No new accident types or equipment
malfunction scenarios willbe introduced as a

result oi operating in accordance with the
revised specificsuons. The change which
potentially effects physical components in
the plant systems (steam generator tube
plugging) wss explicitly included in the
analysis and shown not to produce any new
or unique accident precursors.

3. The margin of safety. as defined in the
basis for the plant Technical Specifications.
is not reduced. The revised ECCS analysis
meets the acceptance criteria of 10 CFR 50.46.
Additionally. since evaluation of non LOCA
accidents concluded that acceptance criteria
are mei when considering the proposed
changes. the current margin of safely is
maintained for LOCA and non.LOCA
accidents.

Based on the above evaluation. the
licensee has determined that the
proposed change involves no significant
hazards considerations.

The NRC staff has made a preliminary
review of the licensee's analyses of the
proposed change and agrees with the
licensee's conclusion that the three
standards in 10 CFR 50.92(c) are met.
Therefore. the staff proposes to
determine that the proposed
amendments do not involve a significant
hazards consideration.
'ocal Public Document Room
location: The Alderman Library.
Manuscripts Department. University of
Virginia, Charlottesvil! e. Virginia 22901.

Attorney for licensee: Michael W.
Maupin. Esq. ~ Hunton and Williams,
P.O. Box 1535. Richmond. Virginia 23212.

lv'RC Project Director. Herbert N.
Berkow

Virginia Electric and Power Company,
Docket Nos. 5MSS and 504SS, North
Anna Power Station, Units No. 1 and No.
2, Louisa County, Virginia

Date ofamendment requesL
September 30. 1988

Description af amendment request:
The proposed change would increase
the allowable enrichment of fuel
assemblies irradiated at NA-1&2 to 4.3
weight percent (w/o) U-235. An increase
in the current NA-1&2Technical
Specifications (TS) limitof 4,1 w/O'U.
235 to 4.3 w/o U-235 would allow an
increase in batch average discharge
burnup to levels approaching the
currently licensed limitof 45.000 Mega-
Watt Days per Metric Ton Uranium
(MWD/MTU).The enrichments
currently used limit the batch average
burnup to a value from 38.000 h fWD/
MTU to 42.000 MWD/MTUdepending
on the number of fuel assemblies loaded
each cycle. An increase in the
enrichment limitwould result in
significant fuel cycle cost savings and
enhance fuel management plans to
increase batch average discharge
burnups.

The safety impact for operation of
NA-1&2with high burnup fuel was
previously addressed by the licensee in
letters to the NRC dated December 4,
1980. March 6 and 26. 1981 and July 24,
1981. By letter dated April9. 1984. the
NRC approved operation of NA-182 to a
batch of discharge of 45.000 MWD/
MTU. A generic impact of extended
burnup on the design and operation of
Westinghouse fuel was addressed in
WCAP-10125.P-A. "Extended Burnup
Evaluation of Westinghouse Fuel."
dated December 1985. In addition. the
NRC made an independent assessment
of the environmental and economic
impacts of the use of extended burnup
fuel in light water power reactors. This
assessment was dated February 1988
and entitled "Assessment of the Use of
Extended Burnup Fuel in Light Water
Power Reactors," Pacific Northwest
Laboratory. NUREG/CR-3009. The
overall findings of NUREG/CR-3009
were that no significant adverse effects
would be generated by increasing the
present batch-average burnup level to
values of 50.000 MWD/MTUor above,
as long as the maximum rod average
burnup of any rod is no greater than
60.000 MWD/MTU.Since the findings of
these evaluations provided in NUREG/
CR-3009 concerning the impact of
extended burnup fuel are valid for an
enrichment of 4.3 w/o U-235. and since
the NA-1&2 spent hei storage facility is
currently licensed to 4.3 w/o U-235. the
license's submittal addresses only the
impact of increased enrichment on the

requirements for the currently approved
new fuel storage racks at NA-1&2.

The
specific

1 CFR Part 50 Appendix
A General Design Criteria for new fuel
storage facilities are listed in Section
9.1.1 of the Standard Review Plan
(NUREG4800). Since no physical
modifications are being made to the
current NA-1&2new fuel racks. the
licensee's analysis only addresses the
impact of the increased enrichment on
the requirement of subcriticality under
normal and postulated abnormal rack
conditions (General Design Criterion 62).
The highest K-effective allowable by
Section 9.1.1 of NUREG4800 for all
conditions is 0.98.

The computer modeling of the storage
racks was performed in three.
dimensions (3-D) to minimize
unnecessary conservatism and
uncertainty. AllK-effective calculations
were performed with the Monte. Carlo
program KENO V.a and contained .

within the modular code system SCALE.
KENO V.a is addressed in ORNL-
NUREG-CSD.2-VI-R2 entitled "KENO
V.a, An Improved Monte Carlo
Criticality Program with Supergrouping.-
dated December 1984. SCALE is
addressed in ORNI NUREG.CSD.2-VI ~

R3, "SCALE: A Modular Code System
for Performing Standardized Computer
Analysis for Licensing Evaluation."
dated December 1984. The SCALE
package automatically processes cross
sections to create a set of resonance self
shielded cross sections for use by
KENO. Because all calculations for this
analysis were made using a discrete pin
representation. no spatial self shielding
was performed prior to the KENO
execution. The cross section set chosen
was the 22 group ENDF/B-IVdata
contained in the SCALE package.
Sufficient neutron histories were run for
each case to limit the statistical
uncertainties in the K-effective to less
than 0.4% delta K/K.

The results of the licensee's analysis
indicate that for a fuel enrichment of 4.3
w/o U-235. the NA-1&2 fuel storage area
meets the criticality limitof K-effective
less than 0.98 and is safe under the
criticality specifications set forth in ihe
NRC Standard Review Plan (NUREG.
0800).

Basis forprupased no significant
hazards cansideratian determinati oa
The Commission has provided
standards for determining whether a
significant hazards consideration exists
(10 CFR 50.92(c)). A proposed
amendment to an operating license for a

facility involves no significant hazards
considerations ifoperation of the facility
in accordance with the proposed
amendment would not: (1) involve a
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significant increase in the probability or,
consequences of an accident previously
evaluated: or (2) create the possibility of
a new or different kind of accident froin
any accident previously evaluated: or (3)
iriolve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety.

The proiinsi rl change does not involve
a . I~n.ticant hazards tonsideration
because operation of 'iA-1h2 in
accordance with the proposed change
would not:

l. Involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of
accidents previously evaluated. The
only accident scenarios for which the
probability ofoccurrence are potentially
affected by fuel enrichments involve
criticality events during fuel handling
and storage The criticality safety
analyses demonstrates that K-effective
during fuel handling and storage of new
fuel is low enough to ensure
subcriticality during postulated accident
conditions. The probability of
occurrence of criticality during fuel
handling or storage is therefore not
increased. Since subcriticaiity is
maintained. no releases would result
from the fuel handling and storage
acc!dent scenarios. In addition. since the
burnup limitwillnot be increased
beyond that already approved in NRC
letter dated April9. 1984, the
radiological consequences of the
accidents discussed in WCAP-10125-P-A
and NUREG/CR-3009 willnot be
increased.

2. The proposed amendments do not
create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated. The only potential
impact of increased enrichment upon
fuel storage and handling, involves the"
potential for criticalityand the
licensee's analyses that has determined
that subcriticality willbe maintained.

3. The proposed amendments do not
involve a significant reduction in the
margin of safety. The criticality analysis
demonstrates that there is adequate
margin to ensure subcriticality of the
fuel during storage and handling of new
fuel. The NRC safety analysis provided
in a letter dated December 21. 1984.
provides the same assurance for spent
fuel.

There fore. pursuant to 10 CFR 50,92,
based on the above considerations. it
has been detern.ined that these changes
do not constitute a significant safety
hazards consideration.

The YRC staff has made a preliminary
review of the proposed change and
concludes that the three standards in 10
CFR 50.92(c) are met. Therefore. the staff
proposes to determine that the proposed
amendments do not involve a signiTicant
hazards consideration.

Local Public Document Room
locatiam The Alderman Library.
Manuscripts Decartment, University of
Virginia. Ckiarioitesville. Virginia 22901.

rltturneyior «censee: Michael W..
Maupin. Esq.. Hunton and Williams.
P.O. Box 1535. Richmond. Virginia 23212.

.VHC Project Diracto." Herbert N.
Berkow

Virginia Electric and Power Company,
Docket Nos. ~38 and 50-339, North
Anna Power Station, Units No. 1 and No.
2. Louisa County. Virginia

Dote ofamendment reques!:
September 30, 1988

Description ofamendment request;
The proposed change would allow the
direct reactor trip on turbine trip to be
blocked below 30% of the rated thermal
power. Currently. Permissive Setpoint P-
7 is used to block the reactor trip on
turbine trip below 10% of rated thermal
power. The proposed modification
would rewire the Solid State Protection
System so that Permissive Setpolnt PW
is used to block the reactor trip on
turbine trip below 30% power. A
licensee review of historical trip data
shows that the most commonly
occurring reactor trip on turbine trip
events are well below 30% of rated
thermal power. Thus. it was concIuded
that the use of the existing PW bistable
to block the direct reactor trip on
turbine trip would be an effective means
of reducing unneeded trips at low
power. Direct reactor trip on turbine trip
would be available above 30% power.
The plant's designed load re)ection
capability is 50% of fuII load.

At present. for all power levels above
10% (the P-7 permissive setpoint) of
Rated Thermal Power (RTP), the NA-152
nuclear reactors are tripped directly on
turbine trip from a signal derived from
the turbine autostop oil pressure or
turbine stop valve position. A direct
reactor/turbine trip at low power is
unnecessary and unduly stresses plant
systems. Thus. the licensee is proposing
a change which would allow for a block
of the direct reactor trip on turbine trip
below 30% of rated thermal power.

The proposed modification would
rewire the Solid State Protection System
so that Permissive P-8 is also used to
block the reactor trip on turbine trip
instead of Permissive P-7. It was
concluded that the use of the existing P-
8 bistable to block the direct reactor trip
on turbine trip would be an effective
means of eliminating unneeded low
power transient reactor trips. Direct
reactor trip on turbine trip would still be
available above 30% power.

Three items were considered in the
licensee's safety analysis and were
addressed in the licensee's submittal.

(1) The results of the worstwase
analyses show that a total loss of
external electrical load without a direct
or immediate reactor trip below 30% of
RTP presents no hazards to the integrity
of the reactor coolant system or the
main steam system. Prcssure-relieving
dev!ces incorporated in the two systems
are adequate to keep the maximum
pressure within the design limits. The
licensee concluded that the results of
this analysis demonstrates that plant
paraineters are maintained within the
design limits previously analyzed for the
loss-of-load accident from full power
described in Section 15.2.7 of the NA-
182 Updated Final Safety Analysis
Report (UFSAR).

(2) An analysis was also performed
for a complete loss of forced reactor .

coolant flow initiated from the most
adverse preconditions of a turbine trip.
and demonstrated that the integrity of
the core is maintained by operation of
the reactor protection system, i.e.. the
DNBR willbe maintained above the
design limit value. Thus, there willbe no
cladding dainage and no release of
fission products to the reactor coolant
system. The licensee concluded that
plant parameters are maintained within
design limits and that this analysis is
bounded by the results of a complete
loss of flow from full power as described
in Section 15.3.4 of the UFSAR.

(3) Finally. an analysis was conducted
to verify that the applicable NUREG-
0737 requirements were met. NUREG-
0737 required that the frequency of a
small break losswf~lant-accident
(LOCA) caused by a stuck-open
pressurizer power operated relief valve
(PORV) be reduced and that it be
demonstrated not to be a significant
contributor to the probability of a small
break LOCA. Both the loss-of-load and
the loss-of-flow accidents have the
potential of causing the PORV to open.
The licensee has conducted an analysis
which demonstrates that the PORVs are
not normally challenged during this
event and thus the NUREG4737
requirements are met.

Basis forproposed no significant
hazards cansideratian determination:
The Commission has provided
standards for determining whether a
significant hazards consideration exists
(10 CFR 50.92(c)). A proposed
amendment to an operating hcense for a
facility involves no significant hazards
considerations ifoperation of the facility
in accordance with the proposed
amendment would not: (1) involve a
significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously
evaluated: or (2) create the possibility of
a new or different kind of accident from
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any accident previously evaluated: or (3)
involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety.

The licensee has evaluated the change
request against the standards provided
above and has determined that:

t. No sigmf:cant increase tn the probabi!iiy
of occurrence or consequences of an accident
analyzed in the UFSAR willresult from
elimination of reactor trip on turbine trip
below 30% of Rated Thermal Power (RTP).
The analyses resu!is show that the DNBR
does noi decrease below the design limit at
any time. The analysis also shows that.
except under (most) conservative
assumptions. the pressurizer PORVs are noi
challenged during the transient. Pressure.
relieving devices incorporated in the primary
and the secondary systems are adequate to
keep the maximum pressure within the design
limit.Since the predicted results are within
the range of existing safety analysis values, it
ia concluded that operation with the
proposed Technical Specification changes
willneither significantly increase the
probability of occurrence nor the
consequences of initiating events for any
known accident.

2. No new or different accident type not
previously considered in the UFSAR is
created by this proposed change. The
complete loss of umt load without a direct
reactor trip on turbine trip is a design event
and is addressed in Section 15.2.7 of the
UFSAR. The results for a loss of ilow due to
fast bus transfer failure after a turbine trip
are bounded by the results for a complete
loss of f)ow from full power. which is
discussed in Section 15.3.4 of the UFSAR.
Thus. the results of ail the relevant accident
analyses show that operation with this
modificauoii does noi create s new or
different accident type than any evaluated
previously in the UFSAR.

3. The mar@in of safety is noi reduced. The
pmposed Technical Specification changes
have been incorporated in the safety
analyses. These analyses have demonstrated
that calculated results meet ail design
acceptance criteria as stated in the UFSAR.

Based on the above evaluation. the
licensee has determined that the
proposed change involves no significant
hazards considerations.

The NRC staff has made a preliminary
review of the licensee's analyses of the
proposed change and agrees with the
licensee's conclusion that the three
standards in 10 CFR 50.92(c) are met.
Therefore. the staff proposes to
determine that the proposed
amendments do not involve a significant
hazards consideration.

Local Pub! c Document Room
location: The Alderman Library.
Manuscripts Department. University of
Virginia. Charlottesville. Virginia 22901.

Attorne for licensee: Michael W.
Maupin. Esq.. Hunton and Williams.
P.O. Box 1535, Richmond, Virginia 23212.

KRC Project Director: Herbert N.
Eerkow

Wisconsin Electric Power Company,
Docket Nos. 50-268 and 50401, Point
Beach Nuclear Plant, Unit Nos. 1 and 2,
Town of Two Creeks, Manitowoc
County. Wisconsin

Date ofamendments request: January
6. 1987 as supplemented April14 and
May 15. 1987.

Description ofamendments requestt
„The licensee proposes to change

Technical Specification Table 15.4.1-1,
"MinimumFrequencies for Checks.
Calibrations and Tests of Instrument
Channels," to increase the period of the
logic channel test of the reactor trip on
low reactor coolant flow in both loops
from monthly to each (annual) refueling
outage.

Basis forproposed no significant
hazards consideration determination:
The Commission has provided
standards for determining whether a no
significant hazards consideration exists
as stated in 10 CFR 50.92(c). A proposed
amendment to an operating license
involves no significant hazards
consideration ifoperation of the facility
in accordance with the proposed
amendment would not: (1) involve a
sigmficant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously
evaluated: or (2) create the possibility of
a new or different kind of accident from
any accident previously evaluated; or (3)
involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety.

In 51 FR 7751. the Commission cited
examples of amendments that are
considered not likely to involve
significant hazards considerations,
Example (vi) involves a change which
may either result in some increase to the
probability or consequences of a
previous! y-analyzed accident or may
reduce in some way a safety margin, but
where the results of the change are
clearly within ail acceptable criteria
with respect to the system or component
specified in the Standard Review Plan.

The amendment proposed by the
licensee would increase the logic testirg
period on the two-loop reactor coolant
loss of flow reactor trip from monthly to
every refueling outage (currently
annually). However. the surveillance
frequency for the logic channel test of
the relays/contacts which initiate the
reactor trip on low reactor coolant flo
in either loop will remain monthly. Since
a!l bistables and relay coils willstill be
tested monthly. the net effect of the
proposed amendment would be to
slightly increase the'risk of failing to get
a reactor trip upon simultaneous
detection of low reactor coolant flow in
both loops. due to failure of both of the
specific re!ay contacts which initiate the
trip during the increased period between

surveillances. Although a numerical
quantification of the increase in risk has
not been performed. the staff believes
that it would be quite small since the
event of concern would require two
contact failures (one in each loop)
between refueling outages and a loss of
flow condition occurring while the
reactor is between 10% and 50% power.

Section 7.2 of the Standard Review
Plan discusses various aspects of the
Reactor Trip System. Section 7.2
references Regulatory Guide 1.22.
"Periodic Testing of Protection System
Actuation Functions." Regulatory Guide
1.22 provides for acceptable methods of
testing protection systems during reactor
operation. In its May 15. 1987 letter. the
licensee states that all actuation devices
and all actuated devices which are part
of the reactor trip logic for loss of flow
in both loops are tested in accordance
with the guidance contained in Safety
Guide 1.22 (Safety Guide 1.22 and
Regulatory Guide 1.22 are identical).
Therefore. the proposed change is in
conformance with guidance endorsed by
the Standard Review Plan.
'ocal Public Document Room
locatiom Joseph P. Mann Library, 1516
Sixteenth Street. Two Rivers,
Wisconsin.

Attorney for licensee: Gerald
Charnoff. Esq., Shaw. Pittman. Potts and
Trowbridge, 2300 N Street. NW.~

Washington. DC 20037.
NRC Project Director: John N.

Herman.

NOTICE OF ISSUANCE OF
AMENDMENTTO FACILITY
OPERATING LICENSE

During the period since publication of
the last biweekly notice. the
Commission has issued the following
amendments. The Commission has
determined for each of these
amendments that the application
cornplies with the standards and
requirements of the Atomic Energy Act
of 1954. as amended (the Act), and the
Commission's rules and regulations. The
Commission has made appropriate
findings as required by the Act and the
Commission's rules and regulations in 10
CFR Chapter I. which are set forth in the
license amendment.

Notice of Consideration of Issuance of
Amendment to Facility Operating
License and Proposed No Significant
Hazards Consideration Determination
and Opportunity for Hearing in
connection with these actions was
published in the Federal Register as
indicated. No request for a hearing or
petition for leave to intervene was filed
following this notice.
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Unless otherwise indicated, the
Commission has determined that these
amendments satisfy the criteria for
categorical exclusion in accordance
with 10 CFR 51.22. Therefore. pursuant
to 10 CFR 51.22(b), no environmental
impact statement or environmental
assessment need oe prepared for these
amendments. If the Commission has
prepared an environmental assessment
urder the special circumstances
provision in 10 CFR 51.12{b) ard has
made a determination based on that
assessment. it is so indicated.

For further details with respect to ihe
action see (1) the applications for
amendments. (2) the amendments. and
(3) the Commission's related letters,
Safety Evaluations and/or
Environmental Assessments as
indicated. Allof these items are
available for public inspection at the
Commission's Public Document Room,
the Gelman Building. 2120 L Street. NW.~

Washington, DC, and at the local public
document rooms for the particular
facilities involved. A copy of items (2)
and (3) may be obtained upon request
addressed to the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission. Washington.
DC 20555. Attention: Director. Division
of Reactor Projects.

Arizona Public Service Company, et al.
Docket Nos. STN 50-528, STN 50-529
and STN $0-530, Palo Verde Nuclear
Generating Station, Units 1, 2 and 3,
Maricopa County. Arizona

Dote ofapplication foramendments:
March 16. 1988, as supplemented by
letter dated July 6. 1988.

Briefdescription ofomendmenls: The
amendments revise Technical
Specification Survie! lance Requirement
4.$ .2.h which specifies flow
requirements that the Low Pressure
Safety Injection subsystem must meet
during Bow balance testing.

Dale ofissuance: October 17, 1988

Effective date: October 17. 1988

Amendment ¹s, 37. 24. and 13

Facility Operatine License Nos. NPF-
4t. NPF-St and h'PF-74l Amendments
changed the Technical Specifications.

Dote ofinitialno!ice in Federal
Register: August 10..1988 (53 FR 30126).
The Commission's related evaluation of
the amendments is contained in a Safety
E'aluation dated October 17. 1988.¹ signi%cant hazords considero!ion
cummenls received: Yo.

Local Public Document Room
location: Phoenix Public Library,
Business and Science Division. 12 East
McDoweli Road. Phoenix. Arizona
85004.

Arizona Public Service Company, et aL
Docket Nos. STN 504RS, STN 60420
and STN 50@$ 0, Palo Verde Nudear
Generating Station, Units L2 and 3,
Maricopa County. Arizona

Dole ofoppiication for amendments:
May 27, 1988

Brief descriplion ofamendmentsl The
Amendments revise the technical
specification to modify the azimuthal
power tilts to require the measured
power tilt to be equal to or less than the
Core Protection Calculation allowance
and the limit in Figure 3.2-1A when the
Core Operating LimitSupervisory
System is in service. The wording of the
surveillance requiment was revised for
clarity. In addition, the azimuthal power
tilt limit is increased lor Unit 2.

Date ofissuance: October 17, 1988
Effective date: October 17, 1988
Amendment Nos.: 38, 25. and 14
Foci%'ty Operating License Nos. NPF-

41, NPF<t and NPF-M Amendments
changed the Technical Specifications.

Dole ofinitialnotice in Federal
Register. July 13, 1988 (53 FR 28518). The
Commission's related evaluation of the
amendments is contained in a Safety
Evaluation dated October 17, 198L

No significant hazards consideration
comments received: No.

Locol Public Document Room
localiom Phoenix Public Library,
Business and Scie0ce Division. 12 East
McDowell Road, Phoenix, Arizona
8S004.
Arizona Public Service Company, et aL
Docket Noa. STN 50-525, STN 50-5ZS aod
STN $0430. Palo Verde Nuclear Gaoeiatiag
Station, Units 1, 2 aad 3, Maricopa County,
Arizona

Dale ofapplication foramendments:
September 8, 1988

Briefdescription ofamendments: The
amendments revise Technical
Specification 6.3.1. "Unit Staff
Qualifications." to modify the Senior
Reactor Operator license requirements
for the Operations Manager.

Date ofissuance: October 24, 1988
Effective dale: October 24, 1988
Amendment Nos, 39, 28 and 15
FocililyOperating License Nos. NPF-

~ 4I. NPF'St and NPF-M Amendments
changed the Technical Specifications.

Dale ofinitialnotice in Federal
Register. September 21, 1988 (53 FR
36668). The Commission's related
evaluation of the amendments is
contained in a Safety Evaluation dated
October 24. 1988.

No signi fi cont hozards consideration
comments received: No.

Local Public Document Room
location: Phoenix Public Library.
Business and Science Division. 12 East
McDowell Road. Phoenix, Arizona
85004.

Azbtona Public Service Company, et aL
Docket Noa. STN 5842$ , STN $042$
and STN M-530, Palo Verde Nuclear
Generating Station. Units 1, 2 and 3,
Maricopa County, Azizoaa

Date ofapplication foramendmentsr
August 2S. 1983, as supplemented by
let ter dated October 18. 198th

Briefdescription ofamendments: The
amendments delete the organization
charts from the technical specifications
In accordance with guidance provided
by the NRC in Generic Letter 8848.

Date ofissuance: October 2$ . 1988
Effective dote: October 25. 1988
Amendment Nos.: 40, 27 and 16
FocilityOperating License Nos. NPF-

4t. NPF S! and NPF-M Amendments
changed the Technical Specifications.

Dote ofinitialnoticein Federal
Register. September 21. 1988 (53 FR
36867). The Commission's related
evaluation of the amendments is
contained in a Safety Evaluation dated
October 25, 1988.

No significant hozards consideration
comments recei vedi No.

local Public Document Room
locotiom Phoenix Public Library.
Business and Science Division. 12 East
McDowell Road, Phoenix, Arizona
85004.

Ctirolina Power 8i Light Company,
Docket No. S0-261, H. B. Robinson
Steam Electric Plant, Unit No. 2.
Darlington County. South Ciirolina

Date ofopplicotion foramendment:
May 25, 1988

Briefdescription ofamendment: The
amendment changes the Technical
Specincations to remove the offsite end
facilityorganization charts consistent
with the guidance of Generic Letter 88-
08, "Removal of Organization Charts
from Technical Specifications."

Date ofissuancel November 3. 1988
Effective dote: November 3. 1988
Amendment No. 120
FaclBty Operating License Na DPR-

2J. Amendment revises the Technical
Specifications.

Date ofinitiolnoticein Federal
Reghr ter. June 29, 1988 (53 FR 24508). The
Commission's related evalua Son of the
amendment is contained in a Safety
Evaluation dated November 3, 1988.

No significanl harords consideration
comments recei vedi No

Loca/ Public Document Room
locotionl Hartsville Memorial Library,
Home and Fifth Avenues, Hartsville.
South Caroline 29535
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Commonwealth Edison Company,
Docket Nos. 50-237 and 50-249. Dresden
Nuclear Power Station, Units No. 2 and
3, Grundy County. Ilhnais

Dc!e ofoppliccrion forcmendmenssi
August 31. 1988

Brief descripsioi> of ammo'nants..
These amendvenis iaodify Section 3.i.F
of the Technical Specifications to
inckde more prescriptive iequiremen!s
for Emergency Core Cooling Systems
operability dur~ cold shuuhwn and
refueling opera tional modes.

Date ofissuance: October 2L 1988
E".'ective date: October 2L 1988 and to

be implemented within 60 days.
Amendmeat ¹s.: 101. 97
P. o: sional Operating License va*

DPR-19 and DPA-25. These amendsnents
revised the Technical Specifica'!ons.

Dote ofinisiolnosicein Federal
Register. September 21. 1988 (53 FR
36669). The Coramission's related
evaluation of the ainendments is
contained in a Safety Evaluation dated
Ocotber 26. 1988.

Ko significant hazards considesatian
comments recei ved: No

Local Public Document Room
locatiom Moms Public l.ibrery. 604
Liberty Street, Morris. IHinois 60450.

At'orney to licensees Michael Miller.
Esq.. Sidley and Austin. One First
National Plaza. Chicago. illinois 60803.

NRC Project Director: Daniel R.
MuUer

Commoaweeltb Edison Cosnpeny.
Docket Nos. 58437/246, Dressiea
Nuclear Power Station. Unit Nos 2, ass8.
3 Grundy County. IUiaois

Dote ofopplicosioss foramendments.-
June 20. 1988

Briefdescript ofcareadsaessts: The
amendmeats change Techincal
Specifications forDresden Units 2 and 3
to refiect instrmnentation enhancements
for po~ taccident monitormg compieced
per Regula tory Guide IBF and NUREC-
0737 Supp! ement 1. In additxas several
minor corrections and clariBcatians and
have been incorpcrated.

Dose ofissuonce: Harmaber 3. l988
Effective dote: Novembes 3. 1988 and

to be implemented within 60 days
Amendment Noss102. 98
Provisional Opera ting Ls'cense No.

DPR-19 ond DPR-2$ . The amendments
revised the Technical SpeciGcations.

Date ofinisiol notice in Fsdesal
Register. August 10. 1988 (53 FR 30128).
The Commission's related ev alua tion of
the amendments is contained in a Safety
Evaluation dated November 3. l968.

No significant hazards consideration
comments received. No

Locol Public Document Room
locosiom hiorris Public Library, 604
Liberty Street. Morris. IUinois 60450.

Connecticut Yankee Atomic Power
Company, Docket Na. 50-2I3, Haddam
Neck Plant, Middfesex County,
Connecticut; Northeast Nuclear Energy
Company. et al: Nos. I,2, and 3, New
Londoa County, Connecticut

Dose ofopplicotian far cunendment:
April 29, 1988 as supplement by letter
dated July 21, 1988.

Brief description ofamendment: The
changes affect the TSs which specify the
qualifications and conduct of the
Nuclear Review Board (NR8) for aH
Units and the Site Nuclear Review
Board for hlillstone Units I. 2 and 3.

Dote ofErsussnce'ctober 26, 1968
Effec.'i ve date: October 26. 1968
Amendment ¹s 20L 25 '144. 2$
Facility Operating Licease Nos. DPR-

61. DPR-21. DPRM and lvPF<R
Amendmenta revised the Technical
Specifications.

Dote of initial notice in Federal
Register. August A~, 29&8 (53 FR3~).
The Commission's related evaluation af
these ameadmenta is contained in a
Safety Evaluation dated October 26.
1988

No significont haassrsfs conssdersstion
comments received: No.

Local Public Docusaent Room
locations: Russell Library, 123 Broad
Street. Middletown. Connecticut 06457
and Waterford Pabbc LIhrasy, 49 Rope
Ferry Road. Waterford. ConnecUcul
06385.

GPU Nuclear Corporation, et aK, Docket
No. 50-229. Oyster Creek Nuclear
Generating Station, Oceats County, Nesv
Jersey

Dose ofapplication foromendment:
March 30, 18$ ee supplemented April
12. 1988 and September 22. 298th

Briefdescrsption afasnendment: The
ameridment modiBed Section %20 of the
Technical Specificationa to
accommodate the Cycle 12 Core Reload.
S pacifically, the MinimumCritical
Power Ratio PACPR) and the maximum
average PIaaar hnaar hest generator
rated (MAPLHGR)limitwas changecL It
also permitted the ase of GK 6x8EB fuel

Dose oflssuances October 31. 1986
Effecsi ve date: October 31. 1988
Amendment Na.s 12&
Provisional Opesats'st License Na

DPR-16. Amendment revised the
Technical Speci6cationa.

Date ofiuitiolaoticein Federal
Register. May 4.1988 (53 FR 15912). The
September 22. 1988 submittal provided
additional clarifying information and did
not change the detesnunation of the
initial notice. The Commission's related
evaluation of this amendment is
contained in a Safety Evaluation dated
October 31.1988

¹ significant kozords consideration
comments received: No.

Local Public Dacusnent Raosn
location: Ocean County Library,
Reference Department. 101 Washington
Streei. Toms River. New lessey 08?53,

Geoigisi Pewer Company, Ogfethorpe
Power Corlxsratian, Municipal Electric
Authority of Georgia. City of Dalton,
Georgia. Doduk Ns. QH24. Vogile
Elaatzfc Gessasatin41, Pleat. Unit 2. Qaska
County, Geaqpa

Dote ofopplscatioss foromendmea>
June 14. 1988, as supplen:ented
September 27, 298K

Briefdescrspsian ofamendaMnz Tbc
amendmeat modified the Technical
SpeciTicatioaa to make training
requirements be in accordance with10
CFR SS.

Bate ofsssussnce November I. 1988
Effectsva dote: November I, 1988 .

Amendment Nas22
Focility Operating LscenseÃa NPF-

66: Amendment revised the Technical
Specifications.

Dote of

initial

noticein Federal
Regfster. July 13. 1988 (53 FR 26523). Tbe
Commission's related evaluation of the
emendnient is contained in a Safety
Evahmtion dated November 2, 2988.

/Vcrssgnifscrmt hanrsds considesasion
comments received: Na.

Local Ptsblsc Dsscameat Room
location.. Burke County Library, 412
Fourth Street. W'aynesboro. Georgia
30830

Niagara Mebavvk Ptswer Corporation,
Docket Na. 55420, Nine MQe Paiat
Nuclear Statfon. UnftNo. 2, Oswego
County, %sr York

Dote ofopplicotion for omendment:
March 7. 2988, as supplemented April13.
1988.

Briefdescription ofamendment: This
amendment ievises Techsacal
Specification 3.1.2 and 4.1.7. for the
liqufd poison system to comply with the
requirements of 20 CFR 50.62,
"Requirements far Reduction ofRisk
from Anticipated Ttansients without
Scram (ATWS)EVents for Light-Waler-
Cooled Nuclear Power Rants."

Dote ofissuance: October 3I, 1988
Effectsve date October 31.1988
Amendment No.: 101
FocilityOpezotiug License No. DPR-

63i Aniaadmeat revised the Technical
Specifica tiaas.

Dote ofinitialnotice in Federal
Reghtter June 1, 1988 (53 FR 20044). The
staff has found one of the requested
changes. the revision to Figure 3~, to
be unacceptabie and has issued a Notice
of Denial The Cosnmission's related
evaluatisxi of the aineadmeat Is
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contained in a Safety Evaluation 9ated
October 31. 19S8.

iVo significont hazards consideration
comments received: No

Local Public Document Room
location: Reference and Documents
Department. Penfield Library. State
University of New York. Oswego, New
York 13126.

Omaha Public Power District. Docket
No. 50-285. Fort Calhoun Station. Unit
No. 1. Washington County, Nebraska

Date ofomendment request: July 19.
1988

Briefdescription ofamendment: The
amendment modified the Technical
Specifications to provide the addition of
a Table of Contents for Tables and
Figures and to correct an error to a
location reference found in Section 2.19.

Date ofissuance: November 3. 1988
Effective date: November 3. 1988
Amendment No.: 116
Facility Operating License No. DPR-

40. Amendment revised the Technical
Specifications.

Date ofinitialnotice in Federal
Register. August 24, 1988 (53 FR 32294).
The Commission's related evaluation of
the amendment is contained in a Safety
Evaluation dated November 3. 1988.

No significant hazards consideration
comments teceived: No.

Local Public Document Boom
location: W. Dale Clark Library, 215
South 15th Street. Omaha. Nebraska
68102

Pacific Gas and Electric Company,
Docket Nos. 50-275 and SM23, Diablo
Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1
and 2, San Luis Obispo County,
California

Date ofopplications for amendments:
November 21, 1988 and November 9,
1987

Briefdescription ofamendments: The
amendments modified paragraph 2.E of
the licenses to require compliance with
the amended Physical Security Plan.
This Plan was amended to conform to
the requirements of 10 CFR 73.55.
Consistent with the provisions of 10 CFR
73.55. search requirements must be
implemented within 60 days and
miscellaneous amendments within 180
days from the effective date of these
amendments.

I'ateofissuance: October 17. 1988
Effective date: October 17, 1988
Amendment Nos.: 32 and 31
Foci lityOperating License Nos. DPR-

80ond DPR42: Amendments changed
the licenses. ~

Date ofinitialnoticein Federal
Register: September 7, 1988 (53 FR
34609). The Commission's related
evaluation of the amendments is

contained in a Safeguards Evaluation
dated October 1/. 198L

No significant hazards consideration
comments received: No.

Locol Public Document Room
location: California Polytechnic State
University Library. Government
Documents and Maps Department. San
Luis Obispo. California 93407.

Pennsylvania Power and Light
Company, Docket Nos. 50-3S7 and 50-
388 Susquehanna Steam Electric Station,
Units 1 and 2, Luzerne County,
Pennsylvania

Date ofopplication foramendments:
December 18. 1987

Briefdescription ofamendments:
Miscellaneous Technical Specification
Changes: (a) correct errors; (b) delete
redundant information: and (c) change
organizational nomenclature.

Date ofissuance: October 20. 1988
Effective date: As of the date of

issuance.
Amendment Nos.: 83 and 51
Facility Operating License Nos. NPF-

H ond NPF-22. These amendments
revised the Technical Specifications.

Date ofinitialnoticein Federal
Register. August 10. 1988 (53 FR 30141).
The Commission's related evaluation of
the amendments is contained in a Safety
Evaluation dated October 20, 1988.

No significant hazards consideration
comments tecei vedi No

Local Public Document Room
location: Osterhout Free Library.
Reference Department.'71 South
Franklin Street. Wilkes-Barre.
Pennsylvania 18701,

Pennsylvania Power and Light
Company, Docket No. S0487,
Susquehanna Steam Electric Station,
Unit 1, Luxerne County, Pennsylvania

Date ofopplication for amendment:
June 3, 19S8

Briefdescription ofamendment: The
amendment revised the Technical
Specifications for material withdrawal
schedule and lead factor ratio.

Date ofissuance: October 31. 1988
Effective dote: October 31. 1988
Amendment No.: 84
Facility Operating License No. NPF-

M This amendment revised the
Technical Specifications.

Dote ofinitialnotice in Federal
Register. August 10, 1988 (53 FR 30140).
The Commission's related evaluation of
the amendment is contained in a Safety
Evaluation dated October 31. 1988.

No significant hazards consideration
comments teceived: No

Local Public Document Room
location: Osterhout Free Library.
Reference Department, 71 South

Franklin Street, Wilkes.Barre,
Pennsylvania 18/01.

Philadelphia Electric Company, Docket
No. 50452 Ltmertck Generating Station.
Unit 1, Montgomery County,
Pennsylvania

Date ofapplicotion for amendment:
November 18. 1987

Briefdescription ofamendment: This
amendment modified Section 6 of the
Technical Specifications to reflect (I) a
new Corporate and (II) a new plant staff
organizational structure and (III)a
revised composition of the Plant
Operations Review Committee.

Date ofissuance: October 31. 1988
Effective date: October 31, 1988
Amendment No.: 10
Facility Operating License No. NPF-

3R This amendment revised the
Technical Specifications.

Date ofinitialnoticein Federal
Register. December 23. 198/ (52 FR
48589). The Commission's related
evaluation of the amendment is
contained in a Safety Evaluation dated
October 31, 1988.

No significant hazards consideration
comments tecei ved: No

Local Public Document Room
location: Pottstown Public Library. 500
High Street, Pottstown. Pennsylvania
19464.

Public Service Company of Colorado.
Docket No. 50-267, Fort SL Vrain
Nuclear Generating Station, Platteville.
Colorado

Date ofomendment request:
December 2, 1988 as supplemented
October 22. 1987 and July 15, 1988.

Briefdescription ofamendment: The
amendment modified paragraph 2.(D)(3)
of the license to require compliance with
the amended Physical Security Plan. The
Plan was amended to conform to the
requirements of 10 CFR 73.55. Consistent
with the provisions of 10 CFR 73.55,
search requirements must be
implemented within 60 days and
miscellaneous amendments within 180
days from the effective date of this
amendment.

Date ofissuonce: October 24. 198S
Effecti ve date: October 24, 1988
Amendment No, 65
Focility Operating License No. DPB-

34 Amendment revised the Technical
license.

Dote ofinitialnoticein Federal
Register. September 21. 1988 (53 FR
38673). The Commission's related
evaluation of the amendment is
contained in a Safeguards Evaluation
Report dated October 24, 1988.

No significant hozards consideration
comments received: No.
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Loco/ Public Docenserrt Roonr
location. Cree)ey Pub5c Librery, City
Complex BuiMing. Grceley. Colorado

PubVic Service ~c tc Gas CcMupeay,
Docket No. 50454 Hofse Crack
Gezmrating Stetiau, Safecu County, New
Jersey

Data ofappl ratiatipier amendmenr.
March 7.1988

Briefdescription ofamendment: This
amendment deleted license condition
2.C.(3J concerning relief from certain
pump and valve testing requirements.

Date ofissuance: October 28. 1988
Effective dater October 28 1988
Amendment No 20
Facility Operating License hb. NPF-

$7. This amenchnent revised the License;
Date ofinitiaftiaticein Federa)

Register. June 1. 1988 (53 FR 2RM5). The
Commission's related evaluation of the
amendment is contained in a Safety
Evafuaticxt dated October 26. 298th

No stgnificant hazards coasickrotion
comments received: No

Local Public Document Roam
location: Pennsville Public Library. 293
S. Broadway. Pennsvifb. New jersey
08070

Public Service Electxic, a Ges Ccunfiany,
Docket Nos. 50.272 and QM11, Salmn
Generating Statioa, Unit Nes. 1 aud 2,
Salem County, New Jersey

Date afapplication farametrdmentx-.
Augirst 8. 1985 as supplemented cm
August 29. 2988 and August 18. 2988. The
supplemental letters did notmake
technical changes to the orfgfnal
application.

Briefdescriptioa ofanietidments: The
amendments changed the Technical
Specifications regardiug air Lack Leafcage
testing.

Date ofissuancet October 23. 1988
Effective data October 21.,198$
Amendment Nos.: ttttend 82

Facility Opera titigLicense Nos. DPR-
70ond DPR-75. These amendments
revised the Technical Specifications.

Date ofinitialaoticein Federal
Register: September 25, 1985 (56 FR
38921). The Commisaicn's related
evaluation af the amcudmcnts is
contained in a Safety Evaluation dated
October 21. 1968.

No significant hazards caasiderati oa
comments receirecb No

Le<col Pccbbc Document Rocrar
locatiott. Salem Flee Pub)ic Library, 212
West Broadway. Salem. Nevr Jersey
OSPr9

S outh Carolina sectile 8 Gee Camfxtny,
Socitfi Caraffna PcrhFce Service AatfiarHy,
Docfcet Na.SM85', VbfpfC Sutnnier
Nudeer Statien. Unit NcL 1, Feirffefd
County, South Caroline

Date ofapplication far amendment
March L 1988 as supplemented August
31. and September 30. 1988.

Briefdescription ofomendment; The
amendment changes the Technical
Specifications by revising Figures 3.9-1
and X9.2 af Section 3.9.12. These figures
establish lhe minimum required fuel
assembly exposure as a function af
initial enrichment to permit storage of
fuel assemblies in Regions 2 and 3 of the
spent fuel cxssembfy storage racks. In
addition. lhc enLcndmcnt rcvises
Sections L3.1 aud 54 of the Technical
Specifications in terms of maximum
initialenrichment of U~ and nuximum
required burnup for Regions 2 and 3 of
the spent fuel pool

Dote ofissuanca October 28. 198$
Effective data'ctober 28. 1988
Amendment Nat 7e
Facility Opcratx)7tg License ¹. NPF-

72. Amendment reuiaes the Technical
Spa

cifica�tio�n.

Date ofinitialnoticcin Federal
Register. June 1. 1988 (53 FR 20048). The
Commission's related evatuetfcm of the
amendmcnt fs contained fn e Safety
Evaluation dated October 28, 2988.

No significant hazards cansiobraticri
cancmetits tecei vcd: Na

Local Public Document Raatn
locotion: Fair6c)d County Library,
Garden ancL Nashingtosi Streets,
Winnsboco. South Carolina 29280.

South Carolfna Eiectrfc 4 Gee Company,
South Carolina Public Service Authority,
Docket No. SM98. V!rgBC. Summer
Nudear Station. UnitNo. 2, Fafrfield
County, South Caxcilfna

Dotes ofappbcotion foraaicndmetit.
May 20, 1988. as supplemented june 20,
1988. July 8. 19'ugust 5, 1988,
Septcsnber18. 2988. Septesaber M2988,
Oclober 11. 1988. October 13. 1988. encL
October 24.1988.

Briefdcsert'ptiotx ofaaicndment The
arnendmcnt changes the Tccbcucal
Specifications to allow xefue)ing and
operating with (1) Vantage 5 PtS)
improved fuel design in ccuxbiuatfan.
with the Westfngfhmee low parasitic
fuel assemblies remaiaing icx the core
from Cycle 4 and (2] subsequent
operating cycles withup ta a fullcore of
V5 fuel.

Date o/issuonce: October 28, 2988
Effective date: October 28. 2988
Aniecrcbnent No 75
Facility Operating LicenseNa NVF-

!2. Amendment rcviscs thc Technical
Specificatione.

Date ofint'tialtiat&e m Federal
Register. August 18, 29te (53 FR 30244)
The eebcnfttiiis deted August 5, 2888,
September ii1$%t, September 30 1988
October 11, 1988. October 23, 1998. and
October 24. 2898 provided efarifyintf
information thet did riot~ the
initial determination of no significent
hazar'ds coucudcru5on as published in
the Fecfarul Ragiatas. The Comcaissiou's
related evaluation af the amcndcxent ie
contained in a Safety BvahaticNi dated
October 28 1988

No significant hazards cocisiderou'on
camnicnts receival No

Local Public Doczuncsit Roocri
location: Fairfield County I.ibrary,
Garden and Washington Streets.
Winnsboro, South Care@no 2918L

Sauthexn CaHexxi~ Edfscia Ccenpaxy. at
aL, Docket Na.554$ C, San Ouafre
Nudear Generating StattusL, Unit No.2.
San Diego County. Califarxia

Date ofapplication for onieachicnt
May 2L 1988

Briefdescriplioa ofamcndnicnt The
amendment reiiscd Tcchnical
Specification Section L5.2, "Control Rod
Insertion Limits," lo asscle reactor
operation ia consistent with core design
analysis, in that the Control Group I
(Shutdovrn Group) is prcduded fry
ftiacrbox dusinp pcneer operation.

Dote o/xsseance: Oclober 22. 1988
Effcc~ dote.. This license

amendment is effective the date of
issuance and lneet bc fullylinpleincnfcd
no later than XI days f'rom date of
Issuance.

Amendxnent Nai 111
Pravisxocxzl Operadag License No.

DPR-13. Amendment revised the
Technical Spcci6cations.

Dote ofxtiitxxlxioticein Federal
Refpetar. July 27. ~ (53 FR 28295). The
Commission's related cvatuabcm of the
amendaicol facontaincd in a Safety
Eualuatfoo dated October n, 2988.

No significont hazonb caosidctatiati
comments rcceivcck No comments.

Local PuMc Docutneot Roon
location: General library, Uxiversity of
Call focma, Post Office Bax 29557, hvme.
Cahfoznie 92723.

The Cleveland Electrfc IIIumlnatfng
Company, Duqucsne Light Company.
Ohio Edfsons C~fxaay, PeuxsyhracMa
Pawm Ceectfaany, Tofecfe Kagsoa
Concpaxvy. Dechet Ne 55440, Perry
Nudear Pneeer Heat, Ucxit Ncl 1. Lake
Counly, ERie

Date ofappfication foramendment:
June 9. 1988

Briefdescn'pdon ofamc Jidmcnt The
amendaeit rcvices Tabb 3.8.4.1-1 of the
Technical Specifications to delete spare
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circuit breakers from the Table and
correct typographical errors.

Date ofissuance: October 24, 1988
Effecti ve date: October 24, 1988
Amendmen! No.: 17.
Facility Operating License No. NPF-

58. This amendment revised the
Technical Specifications.

Date ofinitialnoticein Federal
Register. September 15, 1988 (53 FR
35941). The Commission's related
evaluation of the amendment is
contained in a Safety Evaluation dated
October 24, 1988.

No significant hazards consideration
comments received: No

Locol Public Document Room
location: Perry Public Library. 3753 Main
Street. Perry. Ohio 44081

Union Electric Company, Docket No. 50-
483, Callaway Plant, Unit 1, Callaway
County, Missouri

Date ofapplication for amendment:
June 28. 1988.

Briefdescription ofamendment: The
amendment changed the TS to reflect
recent organizational changes. All
references regarding the "Vice
President. Nuclear" are changed to the
"Senior Vice President. Nudear." The
position of General Manager.
Engineering (Nuclear) has been deleted
from the Nudear Safety Review Board
(NSRB) and the Manager. Licensing and
Fuels. has been appointed Chairman of
the NSRB.

Dote ofissuonce: October 27. 1988.
Effecti ve dote: October 27. 1988.
Amendment No, 39
Facility Operating License No. NPF-

30. Amendment revised the Technical
Specifications.

Date ofinitialnoticein Federal
Register. August 24, 1988 (53 FR 32299).
The Commission's related evaluation of
the amendment is contained in a Safety
Evaluation dated October 27, 198L

No significont hazards consideration
comments recei ved: No.

Local Public Document Room
locotion: Callaway County Public
Library. 710 Court Street, Fulton.
Missouri 65251 and the John M. Olin
Library, Washington University. Skinker
and Lindell Boulevards, St. Louis,
Missollri 63130.

WolfCreek Nudear Operating
Corporation. Kansas Gas and Electric
Company, Kansas City Power st Light
Company, Kansas Electric Power
Cooperative, Inc., Docket No. 50-482,
WolfCreek Generating Station, Coffey
County, Kansas

Dote ofamendment request:
December 2, 1986 as supplemented
February 18 and August 2, 1q88.

Briefdescription ofamendment: The
amendment modified paragraph 2Z of
the license to require compliance with
the amended Physical Security Plan.
This Plan was amended to conform to
the requirements of 10 CFR 73.55.
Consistent with the provisions of 10 CFR
73.55. search requirements must be
implemented within 60 days and
miscellaneous amendments within 180
days from the effective date of the
amendment.

Dote of lssuonce: October 24, 1988
Effecti ve'date: October 24, 1988
Amendment No, 21
Facility Operating License No. NPF-

42. Amendment revised the license.
Date ofinitialnoticein Federal

Register. September 21, 1988 (53 FR
36674). The Commission's related
evaluation of the amendment is
contained in a Safety Evaluation dated
October 24. 1988.

No significant hazards consideration
comments received: No.

Local Public Document Room
Location: Emporia State University,
WilliamAllen White Library, 1200
Commercial Street. Emporia. Kansas
66801 and Washburn University School
of Law Library. Topeka. Kansas

Yankee Atomic Electric Company,
Docket No. 50429, Yankee Nudear
Power Station, Franklin County,
Massachusetts

Date ofopplicotion foramendment:
June 27, 1988

Briefdescription ofomendment: The
amendment changes the Technical
Specifications to permit an increase in
the nitrogen pressure in the safety
injection accumulator.

Date ofissuance: October 2S. 1988
Effective date: October 2S. 1988
Amendment No.t 119
Facility Operating License No. DPR4t

Amendment revises the Technical
Specifications.

Date ofinitialnoticein Federal
Regfster. August 24, 1988 (53 FR 32304) ~

The Commission's related evaluation of
the amendment is contained in a Safety
Evaluation dated October 25. 1988.

No significant hazards consideration
comments recei vedi No.

Locol Public Document Room
locotion: Greenfield Community College,
1 College Drive, Greenfield,
Massachusetts 01301.

Yankee Atomic Electric Company,
Docket no. 5M29, Yankee Nudear
Power Station, Franklin County,
Massachusetts

Dote ofopplication for omendmenl:
June 27. 1988

Briefdescription ofamendment: The
amendment revises the technical

specifications to enable piping
modifications needed to allow for
installation of the Water Clean-Up
System.

Date ofissuance: November 1, 1988
Effective date: When the Water

Clean-Up System is declared operable.
Amendment No.: 120
Facility Operotitig License No. DPR-3:

Amendment revised the Technical
Specifications.

Dote ofinitialnoticein Federal
Register. August 24. 1988 (53 FR 32304).
The Commission's related evaluation of
the amendment is contained in a Safety
Evaluation dated November 1. 1988.

No significant hazards consideration
comments received: No

LocolPublic Document Room
locotion: Greenfield Communfty College,
1 College Drive, Greenfield.
Massachusetts 01301.

NOTICE OF ISSUANCE OF
AMENDMENTTO FACILITY
OPERATING LICENSE AND FINAL
DETERMINATIONOF NO
SIGNIFICANTHA2ARDS
CONSIDERATION AND
OPPORTUNITY FOR HEARING
(EXIGENT OR EMERGENCY
CIRCUMSTANCES)

During the period since publication of
the last biweekly notice. the
Commission has issued the following
amendments. The Commission has
determined for each of these
amendments that the application for the
amendment complies with the standards
and requirements of the Atomic Energy
Act of 1954, as amended (the Act)~ and
the Commission's rules and regulations.
The Commission has made appropriate
findings as required by the Act and the
Commission's rules and regulations in 10
CFR Chapter I, which are set forth in the
license amendment.

Because of exigent or emergency
circumstances associated with the date
the amendment was needed. there waa
not time for the Commission to publish.
for public comment before issuance. ita
usual 30-day Notice of Consideration of
Issuance of Amendment and Proposed
No Significant Hazards Consideration
Determinatfon and Opportunity for a
Hearing. For exigent circumstances. the
Commission has either issued a Federal
Register notice providing opportunity for
public comment or has used local media
to provide notice to the public in the
area surrounding a licensee's facilityof
the licensee's application and of the
Commission's proposed determination
of no significant hazards consideration.
The Commission has provided a
reasonable opportunity for the public to
comment, using ita beat efforts to make
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available to the public means of
communication for the public to respond
quickly, and in the case of telephone
comments. the comments have been
recorded or transcribed as appropriate
and the licensee has been informed of
the public comments.

In circumstances where failure to act
in a timely way would have resulted. for
example. in derating or shutdown of a
nuclear power plant or in prevention of
either resumption of operation or of
increase in power output up to the
plant's licensed power level. the
Commission may not have had an
opportunity to provide for public
comment on its no significant hazards
determination. In such case. the license
amendment has been issued without
opportunity for comment. If there has
been some time for public comment but
less than 30 days, the Commission may
provide an opportunity for public
comment. Ifcomments have been
requested. it is so stated. In either event,
the State has been consulted by
telephone whenever possible.

Under its regulations. the Commission
may issue and make an amendment
immediately effective. notwithstanding
the pendency before it of a request for a
hearing from any person, in advance of
the holding and completion of any
required hearing, where it has
determined that no significant hazards
consideration is involved.

The Commission has applied the
standards of 10 CFR 50.92 and has made
a final determination that the
amendment involves no significant
hazards consideration. The basis for this
determination is contained in the
documents related to this action.
Accordingly. the amendments have been
issued and made effective as indicated.

Unless otherwise indicated. the
Commission has determined that these
amendments satisfy the criteria for
categorical exclusion in accordance
with 10 CFR 51.22. Therefore. pursuant
to 10 CFR 51.22(b). no environmental
impact statement or environmental
assessment need be prepared for these
amendments. If the Commission has
prepared an environmental assessment
under the special circumstances
provision in 10 CFR 51.12(b) and has
made a determination based on that
assessment. it is so indicated.

For further details with respect to the
action see (1) the application for
amendment. (2) the amendment to
Facility Operating License. and (3) the
Commission's related letter. Safety
Evaluation and/or Environmental
Assessment. as indicated. Allof these
items are available for public inspection
at the Commission's Public Document
Room. the Gelman Building. 2120 L

Street. NW., Washington. DC, and at the
local public document room for the
particular facility involved.

A copy of items (2) and(3) maybe
obtained upon request addressed to the
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
Washington. DC 20555, Attention:
Director. Division of Reactor Proiects.

The Commission is also offering an
opportunity for a hearing with respect to
the issuance of the amendments. By
December 16, 1988. the licensee may file
a request for a hearing with respect to
issuance of the amendment to the
subject facility operating license and
any person whose interest may be
affected by this proceeding and who
wishes to participate as a party in the
proceeding must file a written petition
for leave to intervene. Requests for a
hearing and petitions for leave to
intervene shall be filed in accordance
with the Commission's "Rules of
Practice for Domestic Licensing

'roceedings"in 10 CFR Part 2. Ifa
request for a hearing or petition for
leave to intervene Is filed by the above
date, the Commission or an Atomic
Safety and Licensing Board, designated
by the Commission or by the Chairman
of the Atomic Safety and Licensing .
Board Panel. willrule on the request
and/or petition and the Secretary or the
designated Atomic Safety and Licensing
Board willissue a notice of hearing or
an appropriate order.

As required by 10 CFR 2.714, a
petition for leave to intervene shall set
forth with particularity the interest of
the petitioner in the proceeding and how
that interest may be affected by the
results of the proceeding. The petition
should specifically explain the reasons
why intervention should be permitted
with particular reference to the
following factors: (1) the nature of the
petitioner's right under the Act to be
made a party to the proceeding, (2) the
nature and extent of the petitioner's
property. financial, or other interest in
the proceeding; and (3) the possible
effect of any order which may be
entered in the proceeding on the
petitioner's interest. The petition should
also identify the specific aspect(s) of the
subject matter of the proceeding as to
which petitioner wishes to intervene.
Any person who has filed a petition for
leave to intervene or who has been
admitted as a party may amend the
petition without requesting leave of the
Board up to fifteen (15) days prior to the
first prehearing conference scheduled in
the proceeding. but such an amended
petition must satisfy the specificity
requirements described above.

Not later than fifteen (15) days prior to
the first prehearing conference
scheduled in the proceeding, a petitioner

shall file a supplement to the petiuon to
intervene which must include a list of
the contentions which are sought to be
litigated in the matter. and the bases for
each contention set forth with
reasonable specificity. Contentions shall'e limited to matters wi:hin the scope of
the amendment under consideration. A
peti:foner who fails to file such a
supplement which satisfies these
requirements with respect to at least one
contention willnot be permitted to
participate as a party.

Those permitted to intervene become
parties to the proceeding, subject to any
limitations in the order granting leave to
intervene. and have the opportunity to
participate fully in the conduct of the
hearing. Including the opportunity to
present evidence and cross. examine
witnesses.

Since the Commission has made a
final determination that the amendment
involves no signiTicant hazards
consideraUon, ifa hearing is requested.
it willnot stay the effectiveness of the
amendment. Any hearing held would
take place while the amendment is in
effect,

A request for a hearing or a petition
for leave to intervene must be filed with
the Secretary of the Commission, U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
Washington. DC 20555. Attention:
Docketing and Service Branch, or may
be delivered to the Commission's Public
Document Room, the Gelman Building,
2120 L Street. NW.. Washington. DC, by
the above date. Where petitions are
filed during the last ten (10) days of the
notice period. it h requested that the
peUtioner promptly so inform the
Commission by a toll-free telephone call
to Western Union at 1/800) 3254000 (in
Missouri 1-(800) 342%700). The Western
Union operator should be given
Datagram ldentUicaUon Number 3737
and the following message addressed to
(Project Director): petitioner's name and
telephone number. date petition was
mailed; plant name: and publication
date and page number of this Federal
Register notice. A copy of the petition
should also be sent to the Office of the
General Counsel, U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, Washington.
DC 20555, and to the attorney for the
licensee.

Nontimely filings of petitions for leave
to intervene. amended petitions.
supplemental petitions and/or requests
for hearing willnot be entertained.
absent a determination by the
Commission, the presiding officer or the
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board. that
the petition and/or request should be
granted based upon a balancing of the
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factors specified in 10 CFR 2.714(a)(1)(t) ~

(v) and 2.714(d).

Public Service Electric 81 Gas Company,
Docket No. 50-311, Salem Generating
Station. Unit No. 2, Salem County, New
Jersey

Dote of Appl/'action fur amendmantr
October 10. 1988

Briefdescription of cmendmentr The
amendment changed the Technical
Specifications to allow an alternate
sampling method of steam generator
tube inspections. limited to the fourth
refueling outage. Telephone
authorization was granted on an
emergency basis on October 14. 1988. ~

and confirmed by letter dated October
14, 1988.

Date ofIssuonce: November 1. 1988
Effective Date: October 14. 1988
Amendment iVo.t 63

Facility Operoting License No. DPR-
75: Amendment revised the Technical
Specifications.

Public comments requested os to
proposed no significant hazards
consideration: No.

The Commission's related evaluation
of the amendment. consultation with the
State of New Jersey and final no
significant hazards considerations
determination are contained in a Safety
Evaluation dated November 1. 1988.

Attorney for licensee: Conner and
Wetterhahn. 174'7 Pennsylvania Avenue,
Washington. DC 20006

Locol Public Document Room
Locotionr Salem Free Public Library. 112
West Broadway. Salem, New Jersey
08079.

lb'RC Project Director: Walter R.
Butler

Dated at Rockviiie. Maryland. this 9th day
of November. 1988.

For the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Bruce A. Boger,
Director. Division ofReactor

Projects.till.

Office of¹clear Reactor Regulatian
(Doc. 88-28331 Filed 11-15-88: 8'l45 aml
SILUggo coos rssgb42&
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